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Abstract 

Narrative Persuasion* 
 
Modern life offers nearly unbridled access to information; it is the harnessing of 
this information to guide decision-making that presents a challenge. We study 
how one individual may try to shape the way another person interprets objective 
information by proposing a causal explanation (or narrative) that makes sense of 
this objective information. Using an experiment, we examine the use of narratives 
as a persuasive tool in the context of financial advice where advisors may hold 
incentives that differ from those of the individuals they are advising. Our results 
reveal several insights about the underlying mechanisms that govern narrative 
persuasion. First, we show that advisors construct self-interested narratives and 
make them persuasive by tailoring them to fit the objective information. Second, 
we demonstrate that advisors are able to shift investors’ beliefs about the future 
performance of a company. Third, we identify the types of narratives that inves-
tors find convincing, namely those that fit the objective information well. Finally, 
we evaluate the efficacy of several potential policy interventions aimed at pro-
tecting investors. We find that narrative persuasion is difficult to protect against. 
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1 Introduction

Narratives are sense-making devices; they provide an explanation for a collection of events.1
For example, when people discuss the reasons for the 2007 Financial Crisis, their explana-
tions will typically draw causal links between different events—e.g., between the state of the
housing market and stock prices. Learning about the causes of an event is not only useful for
understanding the past but also for forming expectations about the future. An individual who
believes that the causes of the 2007 Financial Crisis are still present in the financial system
may be less willing to invest than an individual who believes that the causes are no longer
present. Narratives are also used for transmitting ideas about how the world works. Individ-
uals share them using simple stories, metaphors or anecdotes via word-of-mouth or on social
media (Shiller, 2017). Importantly, narratives may also be used by individuals with a vested
interest to try to shape how others interpret events.2 This implies that narratives may be used
as a persuasive tool where one individual tries to influence how another person draws inference
from objective information.

By focusing on the interpretation of objective information, narrative persuasion differs from
other much-studied forms of persuasion, such as disclosure games (e.g., Milgrom, 1981), where
one individual may disclose truthful information to another, cheap-talk (e.g., Crawford & So-
bel, 1982), where an informed party can send a non-verifiable message to an uninformed party,
and Bayesian persuasion (e.g., Kamenica & Gentzkow, 2011), where one individual can con-
struct a data-generating process for another. While examples of individuals using narratives to
persuade are ubiquitous in everyday life, empirical evidence on the mechanisms that govern
the construction and effectiveness of such narratives is scarce.3

This paper studies such narrative persuasion in the context of financial advice. We consider
a setting in which financial advisors may try to influence investors’ beliefs by proposing narra-
tives to explain the available objective data. A major challenge for studying narratives is that,
in field settings, narratives may take a diverse array of forms and typically interact with an
individual’s existing information set (which is typically endogenous and not fully observable
to the analyst). We circumvent these issues by designing a financial advice experiment that

1Currently, there is not a consensus on a single precise definition of the term “narrative” in the economics
literature. In Appendix Section A, we provide a detailed discussion of the relationship between different concep-
tualizations of the concept in the literature and show howmost of them use the term narrative to describe a causal
explanation that makes sense of a collection of events. This is the working definition that we use in this paper.

2Since information about events is often stored in data sets in modern life, a narrative can also be thought of
as providing a causal explanation that organizes the information stored in a dataset.

3Examples of domains where narratives may play a key role in shaping the inference drawn from objective
data include the following. Climate change: lobbyists and politicians propose alternative interpretations of weather
data; Immigration policy: people circulate stories about the impact of immigrants on crime rates and unemploy-
ment levels; Academia: different academics propose models to organize the available empirical evidence. The im-
portance of narratives also extends to the law, where both sides generally build their case around the same body
of evidence (see Pennington & Hastie, 1986, 1988, 1992, for a discussion of the ‘story-model’ of juror decision-
making). Finally, during the COVID-19 pandemic, there was vigorous debate over the correct interpretation of
public health data and this appears to have generated polarization in the way that the general population formed
beliefs about the health risks of different behaviors (e.g., regarding the efficacy of mask wearing for preventing
the spread of COVID-19; see Allcott et al., 2020).
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allows us to study the underlying mechanisms governing narrative construction and adoption.
The experimental design provides us with a setting in which we have full control over the de-
cision environments of both advisors and investors. We use this control to exogenously vary
the content of these decision environments (e.g., the information sets) and study how this in-
fluences the narratives that advisors send to investors. We then analyze how these narratives
affect the beliefs that investors form. We are therefore able to identify the causal effect of nar-
ratives on investors’ beliefs. We are also able to exploit the exogenous variation generated in
our experiment to better understand how advisors construct their narratives and which types
of narratives are most persuasive.

Drawing inspiration from the theoretical work of Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021) (hence-
forth S&S), in the experiment we consider a setting with a financial advisor (narrative-sender)
and an investor (narrative-recipient). Both individuals observe a historical data set represent-
ing a hypothetical company’s performance over a span of ten years. The investor wishes to use
this information to form an accurate belief about the likelihood that the company is going to
be profitable in the coming year. The advisor is more intimately acquainted with the company
and therefore knows more than the investor about the true underlying process that generated
the historical performance data. Taking into account her superior information, the advisor pro-
vides advice to the investor in the form of a narrative—i.e., she proposes an explanation for
the company’s performance during the observed historical period. This narrative may guide
how the investor interprets the past data and influence the beliefs he forms about the future.
Importantly, advisors might face a conflict of interest—i.e., the advisor might hold incentives
that are misaligned with those of the investor. Such an advisor might use the narrative she
sends to try to induce a biased belief in the investor.

What exactly do advisors and investors know? For each of the ten years included in the
historical company data, both individuals observe the outcome of a binary variable that re-
flects the performance of the company. In years where the company was profitable, the binary
variable outcome is “success”, and in years where the company was unprofitable, the binary
variable outcome is “failure”. Both advisors and investors know that a simple model generated
this data. Specifically, they know that the company had exactly one major structural change
during this period—in the experiment, we frame this as a change of the company’s CEO. Prior
to the CEO change, the probability that the company was successful in each year was constant.
When the CEO changed, the company shifted to a new probability of being successful in each
year. The investor does not know exactly in which year the CEO changed nor does he know
the company’s probability of success under the old CEO or the new CEO; he only knows that
the probability was constant before and after the CEO change.

In contrast to the investor, the advisor knows all of this information—she knows when the
CEO changed and the probability of success under the old and new CEO. The advisor’s task is
to send a message to the investor which consists of three parameters; the company’s success
probability under the old CEO, the company’s success probability under the new CEO, and the
year in which the CEO changed. She is not restricted to telling the truth in this message. The
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message provides the investor with an explanation that makes sense of the company’s past
performance. Specifically, by providing a statement about the year of the CEO change and the
success probability under the old CEO, the message not only predicts how the company will
fare in the future, but also explains why the company was either more or less successful in
certain years in the past— it is therefore a narrative.

After receiving the advisor’s message and the historical data, the investor reports his own
assessment of the likelihood of the company being successful in the next year—i.e., his assess-
ment of the probability of success under the new CEO. The advisor’s message may, therefore,
influence how the investor interprets the data, helping the advisor to achieve her own objec-
tives. Advisors in the experiment are one of three types: up-advisors, who are incentivized
to persuade investors that the company is likely to be profitable, down-advisors, who are in-
centivized to persuade investors that the company is not likely to be profitable, and aligned
advisors, who are perfectly aligned with investors and are incentivized to induce accurate be-
liefs in their matched investors. When making the assessment, the investor does not know
what type of advisor sent him the message.

Figure 1: An example of historical company data and a possible narrative.

Year

θpost = 0.5

θpre = 0.66
c = 6

True Model

θpost = 0.72

θpre = 0.33

c = 3

Advisor Narrative

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Success

Failure

Widget Company A

Figure 1 illustrates the basic intuition of narrative persuasion in our experiment. The solid
green and the hatched red dots show an example of the historical company data. The grey line
indicates an example of a possible true underlying model observed by the advisor, and the black
line illustrates a potential narrative that an up-advisor might use to try to persuade an investor
to hold an upward biased belief about the probability of success under the new CEO, θpost .
Importantly, this example highlights a central feature of narrative persuasion. While the up-
advisor only cares about moving the investor’s belief about θpost , she can choose the remaining
parameter values in a way that improves the fit of the narrative to the data. In the example, she
adjusts the year in which the CEO changed, c, from year 6 to year 3 to make it appear as if the
new CEO had more successful years. Consequently, according to her narrative, there are fewer
successful years during the tenure of the old CEO. To improve the fit of her narrative to the
data, the advisor, therefore, correspondingly shifts her assessment of the company’s probability
of success under the old CEO downwards.

We present four sets of results. First, focusing on advisors, we find that those with a conflict
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of interest do try to take advantage of the opportunity to persuade by transmitting a biased
narrative to the investor. Furthermore, the average advisor engages in a fairly sophisticated
form of self-interested narrative persuasion in which they do not only distort their assessment
of the company’s probability of success under the new CEO (the target belief that they wish
to influence), but also adjust their assessment of the other auxiliary narrative components in
order to make their narrative more convincing. We also provide results from an individual-level
analysis which suggests that one third of misaligned advisors can be classified as “frequent op-
portunists” who exploit the opportunities that are presented to them in the form of particular
realizations of the data to construct narratives that promote their self-interest. In order to eval-
uate the properties of narratives sent by different advisors, we construct an index that orders
narratives according to their empirical fit, conditional on the historical data. This index pro-
vides a metric of how likely it is that the narrative under consideration generated the observed
data. Using this index, we find that advisors classified as frequent opportunists construct nar-
ratives which achieve an empirical fit that is close to that of the true data generating process.
This is striking since they manage to achieve this apparent fidelity of the narrative to the data
even though, amongst all advisor types, they provide the most misleading predictions about
the company’s future success.

Second, turning to investors, we show that misaligned advisors are successful in shifting
the beliefs of investors—investors that meet a misaligned advisor form beliefs that are further
from the truth than those that meet an aligned advisor. Furthermore, investors that meet an up-
advisor form more optimistic beliefs about the company than those that meet a down-advisor.
We also show that the distance between the investor’s assessment and the truth increases in the
advisor’s degree of opportunism. This means that investors are most mislead by those advisors
who frequently tailor their narrative to the data in order to achieve the twin goals of sending
a narrative that looks plausible and whose prediction is in line with the advisor’s objective.

Third, we investigate the properties of narratives that make them more convincing and
find that narratives with a higher empirical fit are more persuasive. To show this, we first
document that there is a correlation between the fit of the advisor’s narrative and how close
the investor’s assessment is to the advisor’s suggested narrative. To establish causality, we use
additional data on investors’ prior beliefs about the company that they report before receiving
an advisor’s narrative but after seeing the company data. Controlling for these prior beliefs,
we find that investors update more towards an advisor’s narrative when the advisor’s narrative
fits better. This suggests that investors do indeed try to assess the veracity of a narrative by
comparing it to the objective data. They update more when they view a narrative as credible,
given the data. It also provides an explanation for why investors are most mislead by frequent
opportunist advisors; even though they provide misleading predictions, the empirical fit of
their narratives are comparable to those of the true data generating process.

Fourth, we evaluate the impact of three policy interventions that could potentially pro-
tect individuals from being harmed by narrative persuasion. We introduce three treatment
conditions, with each treatment corresponding to one candidate policy intervention aimed at
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protecting investors. In Disclosure, investors are fully informed about the incentives of every
advisor that they meet. This implies that they know exactly when they face an advisor with a
conflict of interest and when they face an advisor whose incentives are perfectly aligned with
their own. This may protect investors by allowing them to be more skeptical of advice received
from conflicted advisors. In InvestorPrior, investors are encouraged to take some time to
assess the objective company data themselves prior to meeting with their advisor. The inter-
vention raises the salience of possible alternative explanations of the data, and investors who
have conducted a careful assessment of the objective data themselves may be less willing to
believe received narratives that do not fit the data well. Finally, in PrivateData advisors are
not provided with access to the objective data that the investors see. While advisors are still
more informed than investors about the company and the true underlying process, they are
now unable to tailor their narrative to the information set of the investors. This may protect
investors, since it makes it more difficult for advisors to propose biased narratives that they fit
ex post to the precise realization of the data in the investor’s information set.

Our evaluation of the three potential policy interventions reveals that none of them is suc-
cessful in providing protection to the average investor. Their beliefs are equally far from the
truth in these three treatments as in Baseline. However, these average results obscure an
interesting finding. In the Disclosure treatment, investors know exactly when they meet a
conflicted advisor and do become more skeptical of narratives received from such advisors.
This does protect investors when they meet a conflicted advisor who is lying to them. How-
ever, sometimes even conflicted advisors choose to tell the truth and not construct a biased
narrative, possibly due to truth-telling preferences.⁴ Investors cannot easily distinguish truth-
telling conflicted advisors from lying conflicted advisors. Therefore, when they become more
skeptical in Disclosure, they also become more skeptical of the information received from
truth-telling conflicted advisors meaning that they disregard highly informative messages. In
these scenarios, skepticism harms the investors. On average, these more skeptical investors,
therefore, do no better in the Disclosure treatment. Overall, the findings from the policy
interventions indicate that narrative persuasion is difficult to protect against. Being able to
compare a message to objective data can add credibility to the message—when a narrative fits
objective data well, it can seem compelling.

To obtain a deeper understanding about how investors update their beliefs in response to
different narratives, we present additional structural estimates. Our estimation results sug-
gest that advisors can shift the probability of the investor adopting the narrative by around 25
percentage points by increasing the narrative fit. The estimates also highlight that, holding nar-
rative fit fixed, investors in InvestorPrior and PrivateData are more skeptical to narratives,

⁴It is well-documented that a significant proportion of individuals have preferences for truth-telling. For an
early experiment using a lab sample, see Fischbacher & Föllmi-Heusi (2013). Abeler, Becker, & Falk (2014)
provide related evidence in a representative sample of the German population. Theoretical models that combine
an intrinsic preference for telling the truth and an extrinsic preference for being perceived as being truthful can
describe much of the experimental data provided by lying experiments (Gneezy, Kajackaite, & Sobel, 2018; Abeler,
Nosenzo, & Raymond, 2019).
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compared to Baseline.
Taken together these results are broadly in line with the predictions and assumptions of

S&S. Our finding that investors take the empirical fit of a narrative into account when judging
whether to believe the narrative supports the idea developed in S&S that investor’s narrative
adoption is guided by features of the message relative to the data. This is in contrast to two
natural alternative benchmarks for investor behavior. First, investors may simply ignore the
messages they receive from advisors, and instead rely on their own introspection. Second, in-
vestors could engage in sophisticated strategic thinking when interpreting the messages they
receive from advisors. In relation to the first benchmark, our results show clearly that investors
do not ignore the messages they receive; rather, they have their beliefs meaningfully shifted in
the direction the advisor wishes to bias them. In relation to the second, the evidence that we
provide in Disclosure on the relative insensitivity of investors to the revelation of their advi-
sor’s incentives suggests that investors only engage in limited strategic thinking when evaluat-
ing narratives. However, to provide more rigorous evidence regarding the strategic reasoning
benchmark, we consider the pattern of behavior one might expect under the Nash Equilibrium.

To do this, we take advantage of the fact that our experiment can also be viewed through
the lens of a more traditional cheap talk model in which advisors and investors are assumed
to be strategically sophisticated. We, therefore, provide a theoretical analysis of our setting
using a cheap talk model. This enables us to contrast the the predictions of this more standard
model with those prescribed by the S&S framework. The empirical data that we collect in our
experiment are difficult to explain with the cheap talk model predictions. This suggests that in
our setting investors focus more on the fit of the narrative relative to the data when deciding
whether they find it persuasive, rather than engaging in strategic thinking. This evidence is in
line with the idea that individuals sometimes neglect to fully engage in sophisticated strategic
thinking. To reduce the complexity of the problem, they instead reformulate it as a slightly dif-
ferent problem that they can solve more easily to arrive at their decision-relevant beliefs. This
is consistent with an array of well-documented behavioral biases including cursedness (Eyster
& Rabin, 2005), selection neglect (Jehiel, 2018; Barron, Huck, & Jehiel, 2019; Enke, 2020),
and correlation neglect (Eyster & Weizsacker, 2016; Enke & Zimmermann, 2019; Laudenbach,
Ungeheuer, & Weber, 2019). Furthermore, relative to the more complex everyday scenarios
where narratives may be used to influence individuals, in our experiment, participants are bet-
ter informed about the structure of the game and incentives of everyone involved, which should
imply a bias in favor of strategic thinking.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the relationship to
the extant literature. Section 3 develops the theoretical framework. Section 4 describes the
experimental design. In Section 5, we present the results and Section 6 contains a concluding
discussion.
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2 Relationship to the Literature

Our results contribute to several strands of literature. First, many other academic disci-
plines have attributed a central role to narratives in understanding human behavior, includ-
ing the analysis of ideology and belief systems in political science, sociology and psychol-
ogy (Mannheim, 2015 [1936]; Converse, 2006 [1964]; Bruner, 1991; Haidt, 2007, 2012;
Charnysh, 2021), discourse analysis and narrative analysis in sociology (Foucault, 1972; Fran-
zosi, 1998; Polletta, Chen, Gardner, & Motes, 2011), and narrative analysis in literary and
cultural studies (Koschorke, 2018; Herman & Vervaeck, 2019). Economics has been substan-
tially slower in adopting this perspective with the orthodox economic model assuming that
individuals hold in mind the correct model of the world—i.e., that they interpret the data they
observe through the lens of this correct model. However, recent work in economic theory has
argued that narratives play an important role in shaping economic outcomes. This literature
has begun to explore the consequences of individuals holding (possibly incorrect) subjective
models of the world (Spiegler, 2016; Shiller, 2017; Heidhues, Kőszegi, & Strack, 2018; Bén-
abou, Falk, & Tirole, 2020; Eliaz & Spiegler, 2020; Spiegler, 2020a,b; Mailath & Samuelson,
2020; Schwartzstein & Sunderam, 2021; Aina, 2021; Olea, Ortoleva, Pai, & Prat, 2021; Schu-
macher & Thysen, 2022; Ispano, 2022). Despite this activity in economic theory, there remains
a scarcity of direct empirical evidence on the role of narratives in economics.⁵

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to document experimental evidence on the
role of narratives as a tool for persuasion. We do this by analyzing the decision problems faced
by both the narrative-sender and the narrative-recipient. In doing so, we contribute evidence
towards understanding a class of situations where narratives may play a key role—strategic
settings in which one individual may transmit a narrative to another in order to influence
how they interpret objective data. To generate predictions for our experiment, we draw on
a framework developed by Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021), who model a narrative as a
likelihood function sent by a persuader and which a receiver evaluates by comparing it to data.
The key assumption in S&S is that the receiver will adopt a narrative if it explains the data
sufficiently well. This assumption then gives rise to a tradeoff for the persuader, who, when
choosing a narrative, must strike a balance between fit, the narrative’s coherence with the data,
andmovement, and the degree to which adopting the narrative will move the receiver’s belief. A
model with a similar recipient decision rule has been studied previously by Froeb, Ganglmair,
& Tschantz (2016) in a legal context. The authors conduct a theoretical investigation of a
setting in which a court has to decide whether to rule in favor of a plaintiff or defendant. A
key component of their analysis is that the court’s final ruling can be swayed by the plaintiff’s
and defendant’s interpretation of evidence.

⁵There are some noteworthy recent exceptions to this that have analyzed the role of narratives empirically in
contexts that differ from the one considered in this paper (Andre, Haaland, Roth, & Wohlfart, 2022; Harrs, Müller,
& Rockenbach, 2021; Morag & Loewenstein, 2021; Hagmann, Minson, Tinsley, et al., 2021; Laudenbach, Weber,
& Wohlfart, 2021; Andre, Pizzinelli, Roth, & Wohlfart, 2022; Barron, Harmgart, Huck, Schneider, & Sutter, 2022;
Hillenbrand & Verrina, 2022). These are discussed in more detail below.
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Second, our work relates closely to the sender-receiver literature in which a better-informed
sender sends a message to a receiver, and the receiver takes an action that influences the pay-
offs of both (Crawford & Sobel, 1982). While this work has given rise to a large body of
experimental work on cheap talk models (see, e.g., Blume, DeJong, Kim, & Sprinkle, 1998;
Blume, DeJong, Neumann, & Savin, 2002; Wang, Spezio, & Camerer, 2010) and also on com-
munication with evidence in the form of disclosure games (see, e.g., King & Wallin, 1991;
Hagenbach & Perez-Richet, 2018; Jin, Luca, & Martin, 2021), our work differs from this pre-
vious literature due to the focus on the interpretation of objective public data. Specifically,
advisors in our experiment send messages that not only provide information about the payoff-
relevant parameter but also about the non payoff-relevant parameters. Importantly, advisors
may design their messages such that they choose to communicate payoff-irrelevant parameters
that justify the communicated payoff-relevant parameters. Specifically, advisors may use the
payoff-irrelevant parameters to construct a better overall fit of the message to the data to make
the message more convincing. In contrast, in a cheap talk framework, sending these additional
non payoff relevant parameters does not matter since strategic considerations make it impos-
sible to achieve informative communication on non payoff-relevant domains. We discuss the
relationship between the narrative persuasion theoretical framework and the sender-receiver
theoretical approach in detail in Section 3.4. When discussing the results of the experiment,
we also test the data against predictions of the most persuasive equilibrium of the cheap talk
game underlying our setup.

Third, our findings on the difficulty of protecting investors from harmful persuasion relate
to a string of papers showing that the disclosure of conflicts of interest may backfire (see, e.g.,
Cain, Loewenstein, & Moore, 2005; Malmendier & Shanthikumar, 2007; Loewenstein, Sah, &
Cain, 2012; Sah, Loewenstein, & Cain, 2013).⁶ This literature delineates several mechanisms
through which disclosure may by undermined. For example, Cain et al. (2005) show that
senders react to the introduction of disclosure rules by shifting the message that they send to
receivers even further from the truth. Receivers then fail to adequately account for this reaction.
Our experimental design rules out this mechanism as the advisors see identical instructions in
our Baseline and Disclosure treatments. However, our results reveal a new channel that
may undermine the effectiveness of disclosure rules. When there is a sizable fraction of honest
advisors amongst the set of advisors who have a conflict of interest, the effectiveness of dis-
closure rules may by reduced by the fact that they make investors equally skeptical of advice
received from both honest and dishonest advisors.

Finally, our work is relates to a very recent empirical literature in economics that explores
how narratives (broadly construed) shape behavior. For example, Andre, Pizzinelli, et al.
(2022) study households’ subjective beliefs about the responsiveness of key economic variables

⁶It is worth noting that disclosure is not always ineffective. One example of a context in which conflict of
interest disclosures may be effective is provided by Sah & Loewenstein (2014). The authors show that when
advisors have the opportunity to choose to credibly avoid the conflict of interest entirely, they may select into a
non-conflicted environment and thereby avoid having to signal that they have a conflict of interest. This benefits
advisees.
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to macroeconomic shocks and Andre, Haaland, et al. (2022) provide causal evidence on how
individuals construct narratives to explain the evolution of inflation rates and how these narra-
tives in turn influence the interpretation of new information. Laudenbach et al. (2021) show
that investor’s beliefs about the autocorrelation of aggregate stock returns can be improved by
providing them with information about the correct underlying model. Turning to COVID-19,
Harrs et al. (2021) examine how optimistic versus pessimistic narratives about the pandemic
affected economically relevant behavior. In the domain of pro-social behavior, Barron et al.
(2022) show that when parents believe certain narratives about refugees, this can affect the
pro-social behavior of their children, while Hillenbrand & Verrina (2022) also show that stories
can be used to influence prosocial behavior. Graeber, Zimmermann, & Roth (2022) explore the
relationship between stories and memory, showing that information embedded in a story has
a slower memory decay rate than statistics presented in the absence of a story-context. Finally,
Morag & Loewenstein (2021) find evidence that the act of telling a story about an owned object
increases one’s valuation of the object.

Our study differs from this work in several important ways. First, different to this literature,
we focus on the particular phenomenon of the use of narratives in a strategic setting, where
one individual wishes to use a narrative to persuade another in their interpretation of objective
information. Second, while some contributions in this literature conceptualize narratives in a
broad sense, including stories and informal models, we focus on a particular conceptualization
of a narrative as a subjective model explaining a particular process (Andre, Haaland, et al.,
2022, and Charles & Kendall, 2022, adopt a similar approach, but build on the machinery of
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)). Third, while much of this work does not try to fully account
for the full information set of the individuals being studied (due to addressing completely
different types of research questions), our experimental design provides us with full control
over subjects’ information sets, and allows us to introduce several layers of exogenous variation,
which provides the opportunity to analyze the comparative statics we are interested in.

3 Theoretical Framework

In this section, we develop a theoretical framework that we use as a lens to zoom in on specific
features of the investor-advisor setup that we then study empirically using our experiment.
The framework draws heavily on the one proposed by S&S. In contrast to traditional game-
theoretic approaches, this framework dispenses with equilibrium reasoning by assuming that
the narrative-recipient (in our case, the investor) credulously adopts a narrative if it explains
the observed historical data sufficiently well. This captures the idea that when an individual is
deciding whether to adopt a particular narrative as an explanation for a given set of events, they
may evaluate the narrative based on its veracity (fit) rather than engaging in equilibrium rea-
soning. At the end of the section, we also discuss the predictions of a model in which investors
are strategically sophisticated and provide a comparison of the two theoretical approaches.
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3.1 Model Persuasion Setup

We consider a setupwith an investor (“he”) and an advisor (“she”). The setupwill closely follow
our baseline experimental design. In this setting, the investor’s goal is to form an accurate belief
about a company’s future success probability. To form that belief, the investor may draw on
the advisor’s advice and the historical data.

Historical data and the data generating process. The investor and advisor both have access
to a time series of the historical performance data from a company. For each year t in the data
set, the company can either have a success-year, which we denote by st = 1, or a failure-year,
which we denote by st = 0. The history h is the sequence of successes and failures from years
1 to 10; h≡ (st)10

t=1.
Underlying the historical data is a data generating process consisting of three parameters.

First, the data-generating process contains a structural change parameter cT which divides the
years observed in the data set into a pre and a post period. (In the experiment, this structural
change is framed as a change in the company’s CEO.) This structural change takes place at
some point between years 2 and 8. Second, the parameter θ T

pre denotes the company’s success
probability in each of the years between 1 and cT . Finally, the parameter θ T

post denotes the
company’s success probability in the years cT + 1 to 10. The true underlying model is thus
given by mT = (c,θpre,θpost) ∈M ≡ {2, . . . , 8} × [0, 1]2. The investor and advisor both know
that the true underlying model is part of this set.

Investor. The investor is uncertain about the true model, mT , governing the success and
failure of the company during the period observed in the historical data set. He will form a
belief, mI , about it. Based on that belief, the investor will make an assessment, θ I

post , of the
company’s probability of success in the post period.

The investor can draw on several pieces of information to form his assessment. First, he
can use the information contained in the historical data set. Based on this information, the
investor forms a subjective model or default narrative—his own private initial interpretation
of the data—which we denote by mI ,0 ∈M. This subjective model is best thought of as being
exogenously given as part of the investor’s endowment. S&S discuss a number of focal cases of
interest; a default which is not informed by the data and a default which is equal to the true
model. Both of these benchmark cases seem slightly unsatisfactory in our setting. Since the
investor knows that some specific statistical process (from a known class of models) has gen-
erated the company history, he should be able to infer some information about the company’s
quality from observing the history. This does not mean, however, that the investor is able to
infer the truth. Different true models can generate the same history. Therefore, assuming that
the investor can infer the truth from the observed history would be a very strong and rather
unrealistic assumption to make. Instead, we will treat the investor’s default narrative as a ran-
dom vector that is distributed according to a density function f (m) which has full support on
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M.⁷
Second, in addition to the default model, the investor also receives advice. This advice

arrives in the form of message mA ∈M, sent by the advisor. The investor observes mA before
making an assessment of θpost . The investor may construct his assessment in two ways—either
he reports the corresponding parameter value contained in his own default model or he reports
the one contained in the advisor’s message. We say that the investor adopts the advisor’s
message whenever θ I

post = θ
A
post .

One key ingredient of S&S’s setup is the assumption that the investor adopts the advisor’s
narrative only after it passes a “Bayesian hypothesis test”. This means that the investor adopts
the narrative suggested by the advisor if the observed history is at least as likely under the
advisor’s proposed narrative as under the investor’s default narrative;

Pr(h|mA)≥ Pr(h|mI ,0). (1)

In our setting, this is equivalent to saying that the investor picks the narrative with the better fit
as measured by the log likelihood function. We will denote the log likelihood function by ℓ(m)
and the narrative in M that maximizes the likelihood function by mDO. This narrative is data-
optimal (DO) in the sense that it is the narrative that best explains the data. An investor who
adopts or rejects narratives according to Equation (1) will always adopt mDO if he receives it as
a message. For most histories, the data-optimal narrative is unique.⁸ Holding c fixed, the θpre

and θpost parameter values of the data-optimal narrative are equal to the empirical proportion
of successes in their respective period. Therefore, to find the global data-optimal narrative
when we allow c to vary, we can simply compare the the log likelihood values obtained from
(c,θ DO

pre |c,θ DO
post |c) for each possible value of c, where θ DO

pre |c and θ DO
post |c are the data optimal

values associated with a particular c. When comparing these different narratives, those with
θpre and θpost parameter values closer to either 0 or 1 dominate the other narratives in terms
of empirical fit.⁹ This nicely captures the following intuition: A narrative that partitions pre
and post in such a way that, within both periods, the company is either very successful or very
unsuccessful will usually have a high log likelihood value. In this sense, narratives that more
coherently explain success and failure in the data are more likely to be adopted.

Advisor. The advisor’s objective is to send a message that induces the investor to make an
assessment that is as close as possible to the advisor’s desired assessment. The advisor’s utility

⁷A more general definition would condition the prior distribution on h to account for the fact that the investor’s
default model can be different for different realizations of h. Since we will not study comparative statics with
respect to changes in h we refrain from conditioning here and in the following definitions to simplify notation.

⁸It is not unique for degenerate histories like h= (1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1), where the narrative (c, 1, 1) is data-
optimal for any c.

⁹Denote by πpre(c) and πpost(c) the proportion of successes and failures in pre and post when the structural
break is in year c. When comparing two narratives m′ = (c′,πpre(c′),πpost(c′)) and m′′ = (c′′,πpre(c′′),πpost(c′′)),
c′ will have a lower fit than c′′ if min{πpre(c′), 1−πpre(c′)}<min{πpre(c′′), 1−πpre(c′′)} and min{πpost(c′), 1−
πpost(c′)}<min{πpost(c′′), 1−πpost(c′′)}.
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depends on the investor’s assessment, θ I
post , and the advisor’s bliss point, ϕ;

U(θ I
post ,ϕ) = 1− (ϕ − θ I

post)
2.

This utility is maximized if θ I
post = ϕ. The exact value of ϕ depends on the advisor’s type. The

up-advisor wants the investor to make the highest possible assessment, and thus has ϕ = 1.
The down-advisor has ϕ = 0, i.e. this type wants the investor to make the lowest possible
assessment. The aligned advisor wants the investor to make an accurate assessment; for this
type ϕ = θ T

post . When sending a message, the advisor does not know the investor’s default
model and therefore cannot be sure whether the investor will adopt or not. Her message thus
induces a lottery over investor assessments where the advisor knows that the investor will adopt
the θA

post if there is a close enough fit of mA to the objective data. The probability of the investor
adopting the advisor’s model is then given by a c.d.f. G(ℓ(mA)) which is strictly increasing and
continuous on (−∞,ℓ(mDO)], with G(ℓ(mDO) = 1. We can derive this function directly from
the investor’s default model distribution f (m).1⁰ The advisor chooses mA to solve:

max
mA∈M

E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

A], where

E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

A] = G(ℓ(mA))·U(θA
post ,ϕ)+(1−G(ℓ(mA))·E[U(θ I ,0

post ,ϕ)|ℓ(m
A)< ℓ(mI ,0)]. (2)

The advisor thus chooses a message which maximizes a convex combination of the utility ob-
tained from the investor’s assessment when the investor adopts the advisor’s message (the first
term above) and when he does not adopt (the second term above). When constructing the
message, the advisor cannot be sure which assessment the investor will make when he does
not adopt. The advisor thus has to form an expectation about the consequences of the investor
not adopting, which in the maximization problem is given by the conditional expectation term
E[U(θ I ,0

post ,ϕ)|ℓ(m
A)< ℓ(mI ,0)].

3.2 Discussion of the Model

At the core of the model is the advisor’s problem of constructing a message that the investor
will adopt and that also induces an assessment that is close to the advisor’s objective. Within
this framework, the advisor will generally face a tension between these two motives (fit and
movement) and, as we will discuss in the next section, this tension leads to systematic predic-
tions about the structure of the advisor’s message. The theoretical framework that we use to
derive these predictions embeds several assumptions. Here, we discuss the merits of the main
assumptions made.

1⁰In particular, G(l) ≡
∫ l

−∞g(s)ds where g(l) ≡
∫

m∈M I(ℓ(m) = l) f (m)dm. To establish that G is strictly
increasing on (−∞,ℓ(mDO)], note that ℓ((cDO,θ DO

pre ,θpost)) is continuous for values θpost ∈ (0,1) and that ℓ(·)will
always cover the full range of values between −∞ and ℓ(mDO). This observation together with the assumption
that f has full support on M implies full support of G.
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Common knowledge about the set of possible true underlying models. The model con-
siders a restricted set of possible data generating processes, M, which is common knowledge.
This restricts the investor’s and advisor’s attention to narratives characterized by three param-
eters; the structural break, and the pre and post success probabilities. Therefore, the investor is
not “maximally open to persuasion” (S&S) as other types of narratives that are outside M are
ruled out. The investor knows that exactly one structural change occurred within the company
but is unsure about exactly when it happened. He is also uncertain about the consequences of
the change. Constraining the set of true underlying models in this particular way allows us to
characterize the kinds of messages that the advisor will send to the investor.

The investor’s decision rule. The investor adopts a message whenever it provides a better
empirical fit than the default narrative. The investor is thus credulous as he does not think
through the strategic incentives of the advisor when judging a message. In addition, he is also
skeptical in that he only adopts amessage if it provides a better explanation of the historical data
than his existing default narrative. As we will explain in more detail below, we can generalize
this rule to allow the investor to be skeptical to different degrees (by applying a “fit penalty”
to messages received from advisors who might not be trustworthy). The credulity assumption
plays a key role in generating the prediction that the advisor can, through carefully choosing
c and θpre, construct a narrative that induces the investor to adopt the θpost parameter value
sent by the advisor.

The investor’s default model. In contrast to S&S, we do not assume that the advisor nec-
essarily knows the investor’s default model when constructing the message. This seems more
realistic for our context since we assume that the investor’s default model is characterized by
a random variable.11 When the advisor does not know the default, she might fail to always in-
duce the investor to adopt her message. This is in contrast to the full information case studied
by S&S where the advisor knows exactly which messages the investor will adopt and therefore
can choose her preferred message from that set. Therefore, the advisor in our setting has to
form a belief about what the investor’s assessment will be if he does not adopt the narrative
contained in the advisor’s message.

3.3 The Structure of the Advisor’s Message

The setup above generates predictions about how the advisor will construct her message. When
doing this, the advisor will trade off message fit and belief movement. This is shown in the
following proposition, which says that the advisor will never send the data-optimal model
(unless it coincides with her bliss point). Instead, the advisor has a strict incentive to move
away from the data-optimum towards her bliss point, thereby trading off message fit for a

11One can think of an advisor who expects to be matched with an investor drawn from the population of
investors. The advisor knows the distribution of default narratives held by investors in the population, but does
not know that of the specific investor she will advise.
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potentially beneficial belief movement.

Proposition 1. In the advisor’s optimal message, (c∗,θ ∗pre,θ
∗
post), we will have (ϕ − θ DO

post)
2 ≥

(ϕ − θ ∗post)
2, with a strict inequality whenever ϕ ̸= θ DO

post .

The proposition says that, unless the advisor’s bliss point is exactly equal to the θpost in the
data-optimal model, the advisor is always willing to sacrifice some probability of the investor
adopting the model in order to move the investor’s belief.

We will now hold the message-fit motive fixed to isolate the impact that the belief-
movement motive has on message construction. To do this, we will focus on a set of mes-
sages which all have the same fit ℓ̄. Denote this set by M(ℓ̄). Our result states that, among
all messages in M(ℓ̄), the advisor will choose the message m∗(ℓ̄) whose θpost value moves the
investor closest to the advisor’s objective. We can see how this result follows by inspecting the
expected utility function in Equation (2). Fixing the message fit at ℓ̄, the only moving part in
the expected utility function is payoff the advisor will receive if the investor adopts the message
(since all messages with the same fit have the same probability of being adopted). Therefore,
the advisor will prefer the message which maximizes her payoff in the case of adoption:

Proposition 2. Among all possible messages with the same message fit ℓ̄, the advisor chooses a
message which minimizes the distance between θA

post and ϕ;

m∗(ℓ̄) ∈ arg min
m∈M(ℓ̄)

(ϕ − θpost)
2.

Proposition 2 constrains the set of possible messages the advisor will consider; for any
message fit ℓ̄, the advisor will choose a message which, if adopted, will move the investor’s
assessment closest to the advisor’s bliss point. We collect the messages that survive Proposition
2 in a set M̃. The next result will constrain the set of possible messages that the advisor sends
even further. It shows that, among all messages in M̃, the advisor only considers those whose
cA and θA

pre parameters maximize the message fit conditional on θA
post . This occurs because

the advisor is only directly incentivized to move the investor’s θpost-assessment in a certain
direction; she does not have any incentive to shift the investor’s beliefs about the other two
parameters. Therefore, if we hold θA

post fixed, improving the fit of the message is the sole
criterion driving the advisor’s choice of the two remaining parameters. Essentially, the advisor
chooses these non payoff-relevant message components to construct a narrative that makes the
θpost component of the message appear more plausible in view of the historical data.

Proposition 3. Among all messages in M̃, the advisor will only consider sending those whose c

and θpre maximize the log likelihood function conditional on θpost . This implies that

(c∗,θ ∗pre) ∈ arg max
(c,θpre)∈{2,...,8}×[0,1]

ℓ(c,θpre,θ
∗
post).

Since each θA
post will yield a pair, (cA,θA

pre), that maximizes the fit, the advisor can then
compare these messages along the continuum of possible θA

posts. Based on this reasoning, the
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set of models that can be part of the advisor’s message are represented by what we call the
“likelihood frontier”, which is the set of all messages that are not dominated on both their fit
and movement by any other message. To provide an illustrative example, Figure 2 plots the
up- and down-advisor’s likelihood frontier for a specific history, h = (0,1, 1,0, 1,1, 1,1, 0,1).
The grey line in the figure plots the highest message fit (as measured by the log likelihood
function) that the advisor can obtain for each possible value of θpost . It takes on its maximum
value when the message equals the data-optimal model, (cDO = 4,θ DO

pre = 2/4,θ DO
post = 5/6).12

At this point, the up- and the down-advisor’s likelihood frontiers, as illustrated by the red and
blue lines, almost meet. The up-advisor’s likelihood frontier includes all θpost values larger
than the data-optimum, as each of these messages can be rationalized under some intensity of
the tradeoff between movement and model fit. The likelihood frontier of the down-advisor is
instead discontinuous because a range of messages with intermediate θpost parameter values
around 0.6 is dominated by messages with lower θpost values which are both closer to the
down-advisor’s objective of 0 and provide a better fit.

Figure 2: Likelihood frontiers of up- and down-advisors for an example history

Notes: The figure plots the likelihood frontiers and conditional log-likelihood function for all possible values of
θpost and example history h = (0, 1,1, 0,1, 1,1, 1,0, 1). The c and θpre values at the top of the figure maximize
the conditional maximum likelihood in the respective range of θpost values.

One can use this figure to think about how the advisor resolves the trade-off between move-
ment and fit. If the advisor believes that the investor is likely to hold a default model which is
close to the data-optimal model, then she will send a message where θA

post is close to θ
DO
post . The

advisor does this because she believes that the investor will compare the message to a default
model that already fits the data well, and this limits the movement that the advisor is able to

12Note that, conditional on c = 4, the data-optimal θpre and θpost are simply equal to the proportion of successes
in their respective periods.
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induce. If, instead, the advisor believes that the investor likely holds a default model that does
not fit the data well, the up-advisor will increase θA

post while the down advisor will decrease
it.13

Figure 2 also illustrates how belief-movement motive induces the advisor to systematically
deviate from the data-optimal structural change parameter in her message construction. To
see this, consider the likelihood frontier of the down-advisor. As the down-advisor lowers θpost

from the data-optimal value (i.e., when she wishes to move from inducing a θpost that is in the
lighter shaded region to one in the darker shaded region), it becomes optimal for her to move
the structural change from year 4 towards year 8. A later structural change better justifies a low
θpost than an earlier structural change—while the proportion of successes in the post period is
5/6 under c = 4, it declines to 1/2 under c = 8.

Turning to a systematic study of the advisor’s choice of cA, the following results describe the
circumstances under which an advisor deviates from sending the data-optimal structural break
parameter when facing an arbitrary history. Taken together, the results suggest that the above
example of a down-advisor adjusting cA to better justify θA

post as she moves along the likelihood
frontier can be generalized. When presenting the results, we differentiate between up- and
down-advisors and between cases where the advisor deviates to a cA that is either smaller or
larger than cDO.

Proposition 4. When constructing the optimal message:

(i) An up-advisor will send a message with cA < cDO only if the fraction of success-years in the
post period is higher under cA than cDO, i.e.,

∑10
t=cA+1 st

10− cA
>

∑10
t=cDO+1 st

10− cDO
.

(ii) A down-advisor will send a message with cA < cDO only if the fraction of success-years in the
post period is lower under cA than cDO, i.e.,

∑10
t=cA+1 st

10− cA
<

∑10
t=cDO+1 st

10− cDO
.

(iii) An up-advisor will send a message with cA > cDO only if the number of failure-years in the
post period is lower under cA than cDO, i.e.,

10
∑

t=cA+1

(1− st)<
10
∑

t=cDO+1

(1− st).

(iv) A down-advisor will send a message with cA > cDO only if the number of success-years in the

13Similarly, the optimal θA
post of the aligned advisor lies between θ DO

post and the true parameter, θ T
post . The θpost

sent by the aligned advisor will move closer to the data-optimal model as the trade-off between movement and
fit becomes sharper.
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post period is lower under cA than cDO, i.e.,

10
∑

t=cA+1

st <

10
∑

t=cDO+1

st .

Suppose that the advisor considers lowering c. When doing this, she is essentially shifting
years from the pre period into the post period within the narrative under consideration. Parts
(i) and (ii) of the proposition above say that the advisor will only do this if doing so shifts the
fraction of successful years in the post period closer to the advisor’s desired assessment (i.e., an
increase in the fraction of successes for the up-advisor and a decrease for the down-advisor).
Intuitively, this will allow an up-advisor to use the data to justify a higher θpost .

The logic of the advisor’s problem is slightly different when she considers deviating to an
alternative c that is larger than cDO and, therefore, shifts years from the post period into the
pre period. Parts (iii) and (iv) of the statement above state that an up-advisor will now only
choose the alternative threshold if it reduces the number of failures, and a down-advisor only
if it reduces the number of successes, in the post period.

Two motives direct the advisor’s choice of c. First, the advisor wants to minimize any dis-
crepancy between the empirical proportion of successes implied by c and the θ ∗post she sends.
Since θ ∗post is larger than the data-optimal value for the up-advisor, this motivates the up-advisor
to choose a c which increases the empirical proportion of successes in the post period. Con-
versely, it provides the down-advisor with a motive to choose a c which decreases the empirical
proportion of successes in the post period. We can see how this motive guides the advisor’s de-
cision when she considers lowering c, as shown in parts (i) and (ii) of Proposition 4. Second,
when θ ∗post takes an extreme value—e.g., it is close to 1 for an up-advisor—then the advisor
wants to minimize the number of failures (as opposed to the fraction) in post to justify this ex-
treme value. Similarly, a down-advisor with a θ ∗post close to 0 wishes to minimize the number
of successes. This follows from the non-linearity of the log likelihood function in θpost which
implies that, e.g., for a large θpost , any failure in the post period receives a large penalty. Intu-
itively, any failure becomes increasingly difficult to explain as the success probability increases.
This is the rationale behind parts (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 4: When the up-advisor consid-
ers increasing c, she will always do so if her θ ∗post is high enough and if increasing c decreases
the numbers of failures in the post period. A similar logic applies for the down-advisor.

In the discussion above, we have provided necessary conditions for the advisor to deviate
from reporting the data-optimal structural change. Whether the advisor actually prefers to
deviate will depend on the distance between θ ∗post and θ DO

post . If the distance is very small
(i.e., if there is a sharp tradeoff between fit and movement) then the advisor will be unlikely
to deviate to the alternative c; since the utility-maximizing message under the data-optimal
cutoff is close to the data-optimal message, such a deviation will decrease the empirical fit. As
the distance between θ ∗post and θ

DO
post increases, it becomes more likely that coupling θ ∗post with

a different structural change parameter value will lead to an improved message fit relative to
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coupling it with cDO.
One noteworthy implication of the advisor’s desire to construct a narrative that supports the

veracity of the θA
post she sends is that it will push θA

pre into the opposite direction. For example,
as the up-advisor shifts c to increase the proportion of successes or minimize the number of
failures in the post period, this will tend to have the opposite effect on the pre period. This
dynamic will lead to a negative correlation between θpre and θpost in themessages of misaligned
advisors. Even if the true underlying parameters are drawn independently under the true data-
generating process, the advisor’s objective to construct messages which embody a compromise
between movement and fit will lead to messages that shift the θpre and θpost parameters in
opposite directions.

3.4 An Alternative Approach to Persuasion: Cheap Talk

An appealing feature of our experiment is that it lends itself to different theoretical approaches,
which allows us to examine which theories are consistent with the behavior we observe. In Ap-
pendix F, we dispense with the assumption that the investor can always be persuaded by any
message which provides a sufficiently good fit. We instead assume that the investor is strategi-
cally sophisticated. Therefore, the investor takes into account all the information contained in
the observed history and thinks about the incentives of the different advisor types they might
potentially meet. Formally, this transforms the setup into a cheap talk game between the advi-
sor and the investor, where the investor’s prior over the true θpost is common knowledge.

While it is well established that there are no informative equilibria if the advisor (the
“sender” in a traditional cheap talk setup) has state-independent preferences (e.g. Little, 2022),
our experiment introduces uncertainty about whether the advisor’s preferences are state-
dependent (the aligned advisor) or not (the up- and down-advisor). We show that this intro-
duces some scope for persuasive communication: An equilibrium exists which is characterized
by an interval of admissible values of θpost around the investor’s prior belief about θpost . In
equilibrium, all messages sent by the advisor include a θpost parameter inside this interval and
the investor will always adopt. This result for the strategic framework thus suggests that so-
phisticated investors will not adopt “extreme” messages, i.e., messages that either contain a
high or a low θpost value outside the interval.

One key difference from the S&S framework is that in the strategic framework the θpost

parameter is never part of a broader narrative where the advisor uses the c and θpre components
of their message to make their communicated θpost seem more compelling. The reason for
this is that, if everyone is strategic, talk about c and θpre is cheap; no type of advisor has
an incentive to report information about these parameters truthfully. Therefore, whichever
equilibrium strategies advisors follow in choosing the payoff-relevant parameter values, the
resulting interval of admissible θpost values is uniquely determined for any historical data set
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and invariant to changes in the non payoff-relevant parameter equilibrium strategies.1⁴

4 Experimental Design

To gather empirical evidence on the mechanics of narrative persuasion, we conduct an experi-
ment. The experiment is framed as a financial advice game, with participants either taking on
the role of an investor or a financial advisor.

4.1 Baseline Treatment

In each round of the experiment, the investor is randomly matched with an advisor. Decision
making proceeds in two steps. First, the advisor observes the historical data from a hypothet-
ical company. This data shows whether the company was “successful“ or “unsuccessful” in
each of the past ten years. In the experiment, the years are labeled from 1 to 10. The advi-
sor then constructs a message to send to the investor, which consists of the three parameters
underlying the company’s success and failure during the ten-year period. Second, the investor
then receives the historical data and the advisor’s message simultaneously, with both pieces of
information being presented side-by-side on the same screen. Based on this information, the
investor reports their assessment of the company’s current success probability.

4.1.1 Information Environment

The data-generating process. Both the investor and the advisor are told that, in each year
of the company’s ten-year history, the probability of the company being successful was deter-
mined by an underlying fundamental parameter, θ . The investor and advisor both know that
θ can take on values between 0 and 1 and that this fundamental changed exactly once during
the ten years—i.e., this parameter was redrawn exactly once at some point between Year 2
and Year 8 (inclusive). The investor and advisor are truthfully told that both the initial proba-
bility of success (θpre) and the current probability of success (θpost) were each drawn from a
uniform distribution, θx ∼ U[0, 1]. Likewise, they are also truthfully told that the year of the
structural change was drawn from a discrete uniform distribution—i.e., with an equal proba-
bility of drawing each of the years 2 to 8. All parameter values are independent of one another.
Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the historical data.

Figure 3: Structure of the historical data

1 2 9 103 4 5 6 7 8 Year

change in θ (CEO) at one of these points:θpre θpost

1⁴Of course, there are multiple equilibria where the investor does not follow the message off the equilibrium
path for certain values of θpre and c. However, any equilibrium induces the same equilibrium allocations.
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As shown in the figure, the last two periods in the historical dataset are commonly known
to be: (i) governed by a different probability of success to the first two periods, and (ii) in-
formative about the current and future success probability of the company. This is because
participants are certain that the current CEO was in charge of the company for at least the last
two years (and at most the last eight years).

The Advisor’s Additional Information. The advisor has full information about the underly-
ing data generating model—i.e. the advisor knows the true values of the three fundamental
parameters (cT ,θ T

pre,θ
T
post). The investor knows that the advisor has this additional information.

Feedback. Investors and advisors go through the ten rounds of the experiment without re-
ceiving any feedback before the end of the experiment. For example, advisors do not receive
feedback about their matched investors’ assessments and neither advisors nor investors receive
intermediate feedback about their payoffs. We do this to minimize learning and the potential
interdependence of choices across the ten rounds of the experiment.

4.1.2 Choices and Incentives

In each round of the experiment, the advisor sends a message to an investor which consists
of the parameters (c,θpre,θpost). When composing the message, the advisor can send any
parameter values which are plausible—i.e., they cannot propose parameters that are outside
feasible set. Specifically, this means that the advisor has to choose a value for c which lies
between 2 and 8.1⁵ There are no further constraints on the messages that the advisor can
send—i.e., the advisor is not required to send a truthful message. Upon receiving the message
and inspecting the data, the investor submits his own estimate of θpost .

Participants in the role of the investor are incentivized to provide an estimate for θpost that
is as close as possible to θ T

post . We use the binarized scoring rule (BSR; Hossain & Okui, 2013) to
ensure that investors will maximize their expected payment when reporting their expectation
about θpost truthfully.

Participants in the role of the advisor are assigned to one of three incentive conditions. In all
three conditions, the advisor’s payment depends exclusively on their matched investor’s θpost-
assessment. Under the three conditions, the advisor is either: (a) an up-advisor whose payoff
increases in the investor’s estimate of θpost , (b) a down-advisor whose payoff decreases in the
investor’s estimate of θpost , or (c) an aligned advisor whose payoff increases in the accuracy of
the investor’s estimate of θpost . We use a strategic version of the BSR to determine the payoffs of
each type of advisor. This strategic version differs in two ways from the standard version of the
BSR. First, the belief report that is relevant for determining the probability of advisor receiving

1⁵In the instructions for the experiment, the year of the structural change was framed as denoting the first year
under the new CEO. Therefore, advisors could actually choose numbers between 3-9. For expositional clarity and
coherence between the discussion of the theory and the experiment, throughout the paper we will continue using
the convention that the structural change parameter denotes the last year under the old CEO. All variables in the
analysis have been re-coded to be consistent with this “last year under the old CEO” convention.
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the bonus payment is made by the investor, not the advisor (i.e., the belief of the investor de-
termines the advisor’s payment). Second the BSR of up- and down-advisors compares the θpost

reported by the investor to extreme θpost values, namely θpost = 1 or θpost = 0, to determine the
advisor’s payment. This incentivizes these advisors to want investors to hold either high or low
beliefs and, therefore, differs from the standard BSR which typically compares the reported
belief to the truth (i.e., θ T

post) rather than a fixed value. The aligned advisor’s BSR incentives
are identical to the investor’s BSR (i.e., their incentives are perfectly aligned). This strategic
version of the BSR is, therefore, useful for inducing particular preferences in one individual
over the beliefs held by another individual.

The assignment of advisors to incentive conditions in our experiment is random, with each
incentive condition being equally likely. Importantly, each advisor is assigned to a particular
incentive condition at the beginning of the experiment and stays in that incentive condition
throughout the ten rounds of the experiment.

Strategic Information about Incentives. Investors are fully informed about the different
types of advisors that they may face. Specifically, they are told about the three types of advi-
sors and that the chance of being matched with each type is 1/3 in every round of the experi-
ment. However, they are not informed about the specific incentives of the advisor that they are
matched with in a particular period.

Advisors know the incentives of investors. In all treatment conditions, advisors are also
always told that investors may or may not know their matched advisor’s incentives.1⁶

4.1.3 General Comments about the Design

There are two features of our experimental design that warrant further explanation. First, to
introduce an asymmetry in expertise about the companies between the advisor and investor in
a controlled way, we opted to inform the advisor about the true underlying DGP (cT ,θ T

pre,θ
T
post)

of each company. This serves to provide an opportunity for gains from communication for the
investor, since the advisor is better informed. Depending on the advisor’s incentives, she might
sometimes try to deceive the investor into reporting an overly optimistic or pessimistic belief
about θpost . Specifically, the advisor can use the other dimensions of the report, c and θpre, as
supporting evidence in trying to shift this belief about θpost . Informing the advisor about the
true model also creates a clear normative distinction between messages that are truth-telling
and those that are lies. This aims to replicate an essential feature of advisor-investor relations
in real life, namely that advisors are typically better informed. Even though it would be unre-
alistic to assume that financial advisors know the true underlying fundamentals of the firms
and markets they analyze, they often know more than the investor—e.g., they might know the
industry consensus or have access to additional information or better information-processing
tools. In real world scenarios, advisors are also typically morally expected or legally required to

1⁶This design feature allows us to keep the advisor’s instructions completely constant between the Baseline,
Disclosure, and InvestorPrior treatments. We discuss the additional treatments further below.
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provide advice that is accurate to the best of their knowledge. Informing the advisor about the
true model allows us to control for these (first- and higher-order) normative expectations, mak-
ing it clear that an advisor who deviates from reporting the true DGP is doing so intentionally
with the aim of persuading the investor.1⁷

Second, in most of our treatment conditions (including our Baseline treatment), we chose
not to elicit investor’s prior beliefs about the default model (i.e., the belief based on seeing only
the historical data). We have three reasons for this. The first reason is that we wish to study
scenarios in which advisors present data to investors at the same time as they communicate
their theory explaining the data, as opposed to situations where the receiver first constructs
their own personal theory of the data. This conjunction of receiving the data along with a
potential sense-making explanation mimics situations in which the data arrives alongside a
ready interpretation from an interested party. The second reason is that we wish to explicitly
study whether being encouraged to form a personal theory of the data prior to receiving a
potential explanation from an advisor has a protective function that helps to insulate investors
from persuasion. One of our intervention treatments discussed below encourages investors to
form their own subjective assessment of the data before receiving the advisor’s message. The
third reason is that omitting this initial elicitation stage from most treatments helps to simplify
the experiment, which should facilitate better participant understanding.

4.1.4 Hypotheses for the Baseline Treatment

The experimental design allows us to test several implications of the theoretical framework.
These hypotheses were preregistered in the AEA registry (AEARCTR-0009103).1⁸ To test these
hypotheses, we rely on the exogenous variation generated within the Baseline treatment. Be-
low, we provide a discussion of the three intervention treatments and our hypotheses regarding
the effect of these interventions on behavior.

First, we ask how advisors react to different incentives or, specifically, how introducing a
conflict of interest influences the messages that advisors send. We hypothesize that advisors
send self-interested narratives, which implies that the messages of misaligned advisors will be
further from the truth. We test this hypothesis by comparing the distance between the advisor’s
message and the truth for aligned and misaligned advisors. The hypothesis corresponds to
Hypothesis 6a from our preregistration.

1⁷This feature of the design serves to avoid introducing an additional layer of endogeneity to the experiment that
would be present if advisors first formed their own assessment of the data and only then constructed a message
to the investor. If advisors are not perfectly informed about the true model, it would be more challenging for
the analyst to distinguish advisor mistakes and self-deception from intentional attempts to deceive the investor.
In this study, we aim to cleanly identify intentional deception, but we think that studying advisor self-deception
as a mechanism for deceiving investors is a promising avenue for future research and discuss this further in our
conclusion section.

1⁸To keep the main text more focused, we relegate the discussion of three of the preregistered hypotheses to
Appendix C. These hypotheses investigate the role that lying aversion of advisors plays and how features of the
historical data influence the effectiveness of persuasion. Our empirical results offer support for these omitted
hypotheses.
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Hypothesis 1a (Belief movement motive, corresponds to PR.6a). The distance between the
advisor’s θA

post and the true value θ T
post is larger for misaligned than for aligned advisors.

A closely related test of how advisors’ message construction is influenced by facing a conflict
of interest concerns the narrative part of the advisor problem: An advisor may adjust their
choices of c and θpre to make their report of θpost more convincing. As described in Section 3,
to do this, up-advisors should decrease their θA

pre while down-advisors should increase it. This
suggests that, compared to aligned advisors, the θA

pre of misaligned advisors should be further
from the truth.

Hypothesis 1b (Empirical fit motive, corresponds to PR.6b). The distance between the advisor’s
θA

pre and the true value θ T
pre is larger for misaligned than for aligned advisors.

Second, we study whether advisors are successful in using narratives to persuade investors.
If they are, investor assessments should be further from the truth when they face an advisor
with misaligned incentives than when facing an advisor with aligned incentives.

Hypothesis 2 (Persuasiveness of narratives, corresponds to PR.1). The distance between the
investor’s assessment and the truth is larger when advisor incentives are misaligned than when
advisor incentives are aligned.

Third, a key assumption of the theoretical framework is that investors decide whether or
not to adopt a narrative based on the empirical fit of the narratives. We test this assumption
empirically by evaluating whether the distance between the advisor’s θA

post and the investor’s
assessment, θ I ,1

post decreases in the narrative’s empirical fit. Essentially, this says that an investor
will be more willing to follow an advisor’s message if it fits the data they observe well.

Hypothesis 3 (Investors believe plausible narratives, corresponds to PR.5a). The distance be-
tween the advisor’s message and the investor’s assessment decreases in the empirical fit of the
narrative.

To test this hypothesis, we construct a (pre-registered) index, which we refer to as the
Empirical Plausibility Index (EPI), that reflects the empirical fit of every feasible narrative, con-
ditional on a particular historical company data set. The index value for a particular narrative is
proportional to the likelihood value of the narrative when evaluated against the data. Section
5 contains a more detailed discussion of the construction of this index.

4.2 Intervention Treatments

To study potential mechanisms that might protect investors from harmful persuasion, we in-
troduce three treatment conditions that each vary a specific feature of the Baseline setting.

In the theoretical framework, the investor adopts or rejects the advisor’s narrative based on
a rule or heuristic: When the advisor’s narrative makes more sense to him when held up to the
data in comparison to the prior narrative that he previously held, he will adopt it, otherwise
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he will not. Given this rule-based decision-making, the theory does not endogenously predict
changes in the investor’s behavior based on changes in the environment which do not influ-
ence the data or narrative received from the advisor. We can, however, augment the narrative
persuasion framework so that it provides a lens for examining which elements of the decision
environment may protect the investor from adopting narratives from conflicted advisors. In sce-
narios where we think of persuasion as being potentially harmful, interventions which leverage
these factors might thus protect the investor from harmful persuasion. In the following section,
we describe the design of the intervention treatments as well as the associated hypotheses. As
in the Baseline case, the hypotheses pertaining to the intervention treatment effects were
preregistered.

Disclosure. The investor in the narrative persuasion framework is non-strategic. He selects
among narratives based purely on fit, without taking the advisor’s incentives into account when
deciding whether to adopt or not. This non-strategic approach to decision-making does not
imply that the investor cannot be skeptical. As discussed by S&S, the investor might have a
more or less demanding narrative adoption criterion. For example, he might penalize the fit of
narratives received from the advisor relative to his default (or he might only penalize narratives
received from advisors when he knows that they have a conflict of interest). We can capture
this by modifying the adoption criterion provided in Equation (1) to:

Pr(h|mA)≥ Pr(h|mI ,0) + s,

where s ≥ 0 is a parameter that quantifies the investor’s degree of skepticism; a strictly positive
parameter value implies that the investor only adopts a narrative which explains the data
substantially better (not merely better) than the default narrative. Revealing to the investor
that the advisor’s incentives are misaligned with his own might raise the investor’s awareness
that the message he receives may be biased. In turn, this could lead to the investor becoming
more skeptical of messages received from a misaligned advisor. Therefore, an intervention that
discloses the advisor’s incentives to the investor could make it more difficult for a misaligned
advisor to persuade the investor.

To investigate whether knowing their specific matched advisor’s incentives makes investors
skeptical, we introduce the Disclosure treatment. In this treatment, the advisor’s incentives
are fully disclosed to the investor. In each round of the experiment, on the decision screen,
investors in Disclosure learn whether they have received a message from an up-, down- or
aligned advisor. We hypothesize that investors who are matched with a misaligned advisor
will form assessments that are closer to the truth in this Disclosure treatment than they do
in Baseline.1⁹

1⁹Our hypotheses regarding the treatment interventions focus on interactions involving misaligned senders
because we want to study mechanisms that protect investors from harmful persuasion. It is not necessary to
protect individuals from persuasion when interests are fully aligned.
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Hypothesis 4 (Corresponds to PR.2). When matched with an advisor with misaligned incentives,
the distance between the investor’s assessment and the truth is smaller in Disclosure than in
Baseline.

InvestorPrior. In the narrative persuasion framework, the advisor can sometimes convince
the investor to adopt a different narrative only because the investor’s default narrative fits
poorly, so that there is an alternative narrative with a better fit that the advisor prefers. If
the investor were instead to always adopt the data-optimal narrative as a default, then no
better-fitting alternative narrative would exist and the investor would never move away from
his default. To try to improve the fit of the investor’s default, one potential intervention is one
that encourages the investor to reflect on his own interpretation of the observed history before
being exposed to the advisor’s narrative. Encouraging a more carefully chosen default might
improve its fit and bring it closer to the data-optimum, which in turn might make the investor
more immune to adopting the advisor’s narrative.2⁰

We introduce the InvestorPrior treatment to examine the effect of being encouraged to
form a default (or prior) theory about the data generating process before entertaining theories
received from others. Specifically, instead of receiving the historical data and the advisor’s
message simultaneously, and only then forming a belief about the data generating process, in
this treatment investors first receive only the data. We then ask them to report their prior
belief about the data generating process (i.e., c, θpre, and θpost). Thereafter, investors receive
the advisor’s message, and we elicit their final assessment of θpost .

This treatment allows us to evaluate whether being encouraged to try to make sense of the
data oneself first serves a protective function against persuasion using models.21 We hypothe-
size that, when matched to a misaligned advisor, investors’ assessments are closer to the truth
in InvestorPrior than in Baseline.

Hypothesis 5 (Corresponds to PR.3). When matched with an advisor with misaligned incentives,
the distance between the investor’s assessment and the truth is smaller in InvestorPrior than in
Baseline.

PrivateData. According to the theory, the advisor tries to send a narrative which fits the
history well. The investor can be persuaded by such a narrative because he disregards the fact
that the advisor constructed the narrative ex-post, after observing the data. If access to the

2⁰In the theoretical framework, the default narrative is distributed according to a density f (m), which implies
some distribution of the default narratives’ likelihood values and which we denote by G(l). Encouraging a more
carefully chosen default changes its prior density to f ′′ and the corresponding distribution of likelihood values to
G̃. One can think about encouragement of a more carefully chosen default as inducing a density which is more
concentrated around narratives close to the data-optimal narrative, resulting in a distribution G̃ that first-order
stochastically dominates G.

21An additional benefit of this treatment is that the reported prior beliefs provide us with descriptive information
about the types of subjective models that investors construct in the absence of messages from advisors. It also
allows us to examine updating of beliefs.
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data is restricted such that only the investor may access it, the advisor loses the opportunity
to tailor the narrative to the data. As a consequence, we would expect that on average the fit
of the advisor’s narrative will decrease. The investor will in turn be less likely to adopt the
narrative proposed by the advisor if he has exclusive access to the history.

To investigate whether having access to private data serves a protective role against per-
suasion, we introduce the PrivateData treatment that varies whether the advisor observes
the historical performance data. In particular, both the investor and advisor in this treatment
know that the advisor does not observe the historical performance data when choosing her
message.22 The advisor, therefore, knows the true underlying parameters of the data generat-
ing process, and is still able to try to persuade the investor by sending an inaccurate message,
but is unable to tailor the message to the data that the investor observes. This may make it
more difficult for the advisor to send a message that is both deceptive and persuasive. Our
hypothesis is that, when matched to a misaligned advisor, investors’ assessments are closer to
the truth in PrivateData than in Baseline.

Hypothesis 6 (Corresponds to PR.4). When matched with an advisor with misaligned incentives,
the distance between the investor’s assessment and the truth is smaller in PrivateData than in
Baseline.

Since we are mainly interested in how the interventions may influence investors’ narrative
adoption, we try to hold the advisor instructions constant wherever possible and only make
changes between treatments where they are unavoidable. In particular, advisors in Baseline,
Disclosure, and InvestorPrior see exactly the same instructions.23 This makes it possible
for us to hold advisor behavior constant across these treatments, and therefore we are able to
attribute any potential treatment effects to changes in investor behavior. It also provides us with
a large quantity of data on how advisors craft messages for many different combinations of the
true underlying model and the observed historical data set which enables us to study message
formation in detail. Since the PrivateData treatment studies an intervention which constrains
advisors in their ability to tailor narratives to the data, this treatment necessarily changes the
advisor’s instructions in addition to introducing changes in the investor’s instructions.

22There are several ways to think about the PrivateData treatment. In the context of financial advice, one
can think of the investor having access to a subset of the information that the advisor has, but that the advisor
does not know which subset this is and, therefore, cannot tailor their message to the investor’s information set.
However, in other narrative persuasion contexts where the data in question in personal data, the persuader may
not have access to the information that the receiver has at all. For example, a firm may consider only sharing
a subset of their proprietary data with a consultancy and then use the other part for a later validation exercise
which tests for the out of sample fit of the consultancy’s suggestions. In addition, for medical advice, tailored
marketing, or political persuasion, the persuader may wish to tailor their narrative to the individual. This can be
done if the persuader has access to a wealth of personal information about their target (e.g., data collected from
an individual’s browsing history). For such scenarios, the PrivateData treatment has a different interpretation. It
considers the effectiveness of policy interventions that assign ownership of personal information to the individual.

23To keep advisor instructions the same between Disclosure and the remaining two treatments, advisors in
all treatments are told that investors “may or may not” know the advisor’s incentives. We also fix second-order
beliefs of investors across treatments by informing them that advisors know that investors may or may not know
their incentives.
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4.3 Procedures

The experiment was conducted via the Prolific platform. We recruited 360 participants (180
advisors and 180 investors) for Baseline and 180 participants (90 advisors and 90 investors)
for each of the intervention treatments. Participants in the experiment were balanced by gen-
der.2⁴ In designing the experiment, we devoted substantial attention towards ensuring that
we explained the experiment to participants as clearly and intuitively as possible to ensure
maximum understanding. We also included several understanding questions that participants
were required to answer correctly before proceeding. Section G contains screenshots of the
instructions that investors received in our Baseline treatment.

Participants took part in the experiment in groups of 6. Within each group, 3 participants
were randomly assigned to the role of the sender (advisor) and 3 are assigned to the role of
the receiver (investor). Each advisor was then randomly assigned to one of the three incentive
conditions (i.e., there was one advisor from each of the three incentive conditions within each
group of 6). Both advisors and investors kept their role for the duration of the experiment.
Upon clicking on the link to participate in the study, participants were randomly allocated to
one treatment. Therefore, the randomization to treatments controls for potential weekday and
time-of-the-day effects.2⁵

In each of the ten rounds of the experiment, each investor was randomly matched with an
advisor within their group of six (i.e., the three investors were randomlymatchedwith the three
advisors). All matched investor-advisor pairs saw data generated by the same true underlying
model in each round of the experiment. Specifically, we drew ten triplets of fundamentals,
(cT ,θ T

pre,θ
T
post), before the first session. The sequence in which participants were exposed to

each underlying true model was constant in all sessions and treatments of the experiments.
Conditional on these fundamentals, however, the observed historical data of success and failure
of the company was drawn independently for each investor-advisor pair and round.

In addition to a participation fee of £3.50, participants received a bonus payment for one
randomly chosen round of the experiment. This additional bonus that the investors and advi-
sors could earn was £3.75. For each participant, the probability of earning the bonus depended
on the relevant binarized scoring rule described above, which was evaluated in relation to the
investor’s assessment. After finishing all ten rounds of the experiment, participants answered a
short demographic questionnaire. Participants took around 20-25 minutes for the experiment.

2⁴See Appendix B.1 for summary statistics of participant demographics by treatment.
2⁵We collected the advisor data for each group one day before we collected the investor data. Therefore, partic-

ipants were not randomly allocated to a particular role conditional on the session. We did this so that participants
did not have to wait for their group members to finish their assessments or messages before moving on to the
next round in an effort to minimize attrition.
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5 Results

5.1 Advisor Narrative Construction

We start by examining how advisors construct narratives. Within our theoretical framework,
advisors face a tradeoff between belief movement and empirical fit when constructing narra-
tives. An implication of this is that Hypotheses 1a and 1b posit that misaligned advisors should
bias θA

pre and θA
post away from the truth. They should, however, bias θA

pre and θA
post for differ-

ent reasons. While misaligned advisors should bias θA
post towards their persuasion target, they

should bias θA
pre in the opposite direction.

Figure 4: Average narrative communicated by advisors (by advisor
type)

Notes: The figure includes data from advisors who received the Baseline instructions. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals that were derived from regressions which cluster standard errors
at the advisor level.

Figure 4 provides an illustration of the raw data. It depicts the average narrative transmitted
by the advisors of each incentive type. Specifically, every narrative sent by an advisor implies
a probability of success of the company, θ , in each of the ten years—this is given by the θpre

from the period before the CEO change and the θpost from the period after the CEO change.
To obtain Figure 4, we take the average θ for each year across all messages sent by advisors
of each type. We can see that up-advisors (denoted by the blue line) construct messages that
imply a higher θ in year 10 than down-advisors (denoted by the red line). Conversely, up-
advisors send messages with a lower θ in year 1 than down-advisors. As one might expect, the
messages sent by the aligned advisors imply θs between those of the two misaligned advisor
types.

Table 1 provides further statistical evidence in support of the patterns shown in the figure. It
reports the results from two regressions that test Hypotheses 1a and 1b—i.e., we test whether
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the θpost and θpre parameters sent by misaligned advisors are further from the truth.
Column (1) shows that the average misaligned advisor reports a θpost that is 13pp further

from the truth than the average aligned advisor. Similarly, column (2) shows that advisors
also shift the θpre component of the narrative 6pp further from the truth when they hold mis-
aligned incentives. Thus, in addition to finding statistical evidence that advisors adjust θpost

in response to the incentives they face, we also find evidence that is consistent with a more
sophisticated narrative construction strategy, where advisors shift their assessment of the com-
pany’s historical success probability, θpre, in order to try to improve the fit of their narrative
and make it more compelling to the investor.

Table 1: Distance from the truth of narratives proposed by misaligned vs aligned advisors

(1) (2)
|θA

post − θ
T
post | |θ

A
pre − θ

T
pre|

Misaligned advisor = 1 12.72∗∗∗ 6.492∗∗∗
(0.702) (0.660)

Dep. var. aligned adv. mean 1.478 1.929
Round FE Yes Yes

Observations 3600 3600
Notes: (i) The dependent variable is the distance between
the true θ parameter and the corresponding θ parame-
ter of the advisor’s message, (ii) The sample contains data
from all advisors who received the Baseline instructions,
(iii) For each advisor we have 10 observations—one for
each round, (iv) Standard errors are clustered at the ad-
visor level, implying that there are 360 clusters, and are
reported in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗.
p < 0.01.

This evidence is further corroborated when we compare the θA sent by advisors to the θA

that would have been data-optimal, given the advisor’s choice of cA.2⁶ Figure B.2 in Appendix
B.2 shows that, while up-advisors exaggerate θpost relative to the data-optimum and down-
advisors attenuate it, all advisor types choose a θA

pre that is close to the data-optimum on
average. This suggests that advisors do engage in a trade off between movement and fit when
choosing θpost , while the fit motive guides them exclusively in choosing θpre. These results
are in line with the theoretical predictions. The Appendix also presents further results on the
advisor’s choice of cA which suggest that misaligned advisors systematically choose their cA

in ways that better justify their choice of θA
post . Together, these results indicate that advisors

distort their θA
post report in a self-interested way and use the other components of the narrative

to try to make their message taken as a whole convincing when compared to the data.

Result 1 (Related to Hypotheses 1a and 1b). Relative to aligned advisors, misaligned advisors

2⁶As discussed in the theory section, data-optimal refers to parameters that maximize the fit of the narrative to
the data—here, we consider the θA

pre and θ
A
post that best fit the data, conditional on the choice of cA. For example,

if an advisor were to choose cA = 5 for a data set where there are 3 successes between years 6 and 10, then the
data-optimal θA

post given cA would be 3/5.
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bias θA
post and θ

A
pre away from the truth. They bias θA

post towards their persuasion target and θA
pre

in the opposite direction.

5.2 Persuasion of Investors

A key question that this paper aims to address is whether persuasion using narratives is
effective—are advisors successful in distorting investors’ beliefs by proposing biased interpreta-
tions of the available objective data? Figure 5 provides an initial visual answer to this question
by plotting the cdf of the distance between investors’ beliefs, θ I

post , and the truth, θ T
post . This

is done separately for each advisor type. Specifically, we plot three cdfs—one for all advisor-
investor interactions in which an investor is matched with a down-advisor (red, dashed line),
one for interactions with a aligned advisor (black, dotted line), and one for interactions with
an up-advisor (blue, solid line). The figure shows that the reported beliefs of investors who are
matched with an up-advisor stochastically dominate those of investors matched with a down-
advisor. This indicates that being matched with an advisor with a conflict of interest does result
in a shift in investors’ beliefs towards the self-interest of the advisor.

Figure 5: Distance between investor belief, θ I
post , and the truth, θ T

post
(by advisor type)

Notes: (i) The figure uses data from the Baseline treatment, (ii) The figure plots the cdf of the measure
θ I

post − θ
T
post for all investor-rounds where the investor is matched with a particular advisor type, (iii)

The red dashed line shows the cdf for investor-rounds where the investor is matchedwith down-advisor,
the black dotted lines shows the cdf for investor-rounds where the investor is matched with aligned
advisor, and the blue solid line shows the cdf for investor-rounds where the investor is matched with
up-advisor.

Are advisors successful in using narratives to persuade investors? We test Hypothesis
2 explicitly in Table 2 by asking whether advisors are able to shift the beliefs of the average
investor through the narratives they send. This table reports the results from a regression with
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the distance between the investor’s assessment and the truth as the dependent variable and
a misaligned advisor dummy as the dependent variable. We observe that when an investor is
matched with an advisor who has a conflict of interest, the investor ends up holding beliefs
that are 5pp further from the truth, θ T

post . This implies that advisors are successful in distorting
the way that investors interpret the objective data through the narratives that they send. This
is harmful for investors.

Table 2: Movement of investor beliefs when matched with a misaligned advisor

|θ I ,1
post − θ

T
post |

Misaligned advisor = 1 5.111∗∗∗
(0.679)

Aligned adv. dep. var. mean 10.163
Round FE Yes

Observations 1800
Notes: (i) The dependent variable is the absolute distance
between the investor’s belief, θ I

post , and the true value
θ T

post , (ii) The sample contains data from all investors
in Baseline, (iii) For each of the investors, we have 10
observations—one for each round (iv) Standard errors are
clustered at the Interaction Group level (i.e., the match-
ing group of 3 investors and 3 advisors), implying that
there are 60 clusters, and are reported in parentheses; ∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗. p < 0.01.

Result 2 (Related to Hypothesis 2). The average investor’s assessment is further away from the
truth when their advisor has misaligned incentives in comparison to when their advisor has aligned
incentives.

What types of narratives do investors follow? According to the theoretical framework, in-
vestors will be more willing to follow advice when the proposed narrative fits the data well.
Specifically, Hypothesis 3 posits that the average investor’s assessment will move closer to the
advisor’s message as the empirical fit of the advisor’s narrative increases. We measure the
narrative fit with what we call the Empirical Plausibility Index (EPI). To derive the EPI, we
calculate the likelihood value of the narrative sent by the advisor in relation to the relevant
realization of the historical data set. The EPI is then equal to this likelihood value divided by
the likelihood value obtained by the data-optimal narrative for the relevant history.2⁷ There-
fore, the EPI takes on values between 0 and 1. A value of 1 can be obtained if the advisor
sends the the data-optimal (best-fitting) narrative and a minimum value of 0 is obtained if the
advisor sends the worst-fitting narrative.2⁸ We use the EPI to test the hypothesis, by regressing
the distance between the advisor’s message, θA

post , and the investor’s report on the EPI of the

2⁷For a more detailed discussion of the construction of the EPI, please refer to our pre-registration document,
where the EPI is discussed on pages 8-9 in Section 3 and also on pages 19-20 in Appendix Section A.

2⁸For each history, the lowest possible value is always equal to zero. This is because there exists a narrative with
a likelihood value of zero for any history—i.e., a narrative containing either θpre = θpost = 0 or θpre = θpost = 1
will have a likelihood value of zero.
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advisor’s narrative, controlling for round fixed effects and clustering at the Interaction Group
level (i.e., the matched group of 3 advisors and 3 investors). The results are reported in Table
3. We see that an improvement in the fit of the advisor’s narrative to the objective data from
the worst-fitting narrative to the best-fitting narrative is associated with the investor’s belief
moving 15pp closer to the advisor’s message, θA

post . This suggests that investors find narratives
that fit the data well to be more compelling.

Table 3: Investor conformity and the fit of the advisor’s narrative

|θ I ,1
post − θ

A
post |

Advisor message fit (EPI) -14.59∗∗∗
(1.892)

Misaligned advisor = 1 0.691
(0.668)

Dependent variable mean 11.085
Round FE Yes

Observations 1800
Notes: (i) The dependent variable is the absolute dis-
tance between the investor assessment and the advisor
narrative (ii) The sample contains data from all investors
in Baseline, (iii) For each of the investors, we have 10
observations—one for each round (iv) Standard errors are
clustered at the Interaction Group level (i.e., the match-
ing group of 3 investors and 3 advisors), implying that
there are 60 clusters, and are reported in parentheses; ∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗. p < 0.01.

Result 3a (Related to Hypothesis 3). The average investor’s assessment moves closer to their
advisor’s narrative as the empirical fit of the narrative increase.

Is this “investor conformity-narrative fit” relationship due to belief updating? One con-
cern that may be raised regarding the relationship documented in Table 3 is that it may not
be causal. Taken alone, this result does not imply that the better fit of the advisor’s narrative
causes the investor to shift their belief towards the advisor’s message. To see this, consider an
investor who holds an ex-ante belief about the correct model after seeing the historical data but
before receiving the advisor’s message. Now, there are two possible reasons for the negative
correlation between |θ I ,1

post−θ
A
post | and EPI(mA) that we find in Table 3. The first potential expla-

nation is about updating—when an advisor proposes a better-fitting narrative (with a higher
EPI), the investor shifts their beliefs more, resulting in a smaller gap between the investor’s
posterior belief, θ I ,1

post , and advisor’s message, θA
post . The second potential explanation is that

this is a spurious relationship that is generated by investors preferring better-fitting prior be-
liefs. Consider an investor who initially holds a default model that is close to the data-optimal
model and who never updates upon receiving the advisor’s model. It would still be possible
to observe a negative correlation between the advisor’s model fit and distance between the
advisor’s message and the investor’s assessment: If the advisor sends a model with a high fit,
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the θA
post will likely be closer to the investor’s default θ I ,0

post than if the advisor sends a model
with a low fit. The reason is simply that both the investor’s prior has a high fit and therefore
the high-fit advisor’s message is likely to be closer to it than the low-fit advisor’s message. This
would lead to the observed negative correlation even though the investor does not update. This
example points to a potential endogeneity, which, if the investor’s prior model is likely to fit
the data well, could lead to a spurious correlation between |θ I ,1

post − θ
A
post | and EPI(mA).

Our interest lies predominantly in the first channel—detecting a causal effect of the advi-
sor’s narrative fit on the investor’s beliefs. Therefore, we conduct additional analyses to test
more directly whether the advisor’s EPI affects belief updating. By looking at belief updating,
we are controlling for the potential influence of the investor’s prior belief and thereby removing
the influence of the second channel. To do this, we use the data collected in our Investor-
Prior treatment where we have information on the investors’ prior beliefs.

Figure 6: Belief updating of investors

Notes: (i) The figure uses data from the InvestorPrior treatment, (ii) The y-axis shows the aver-
age absolute distance that investors update, (iii) The x-axis disaggregates the data into categories
according to the distance between the advisor’s θA

post and the investor’s prior θ I ,0
post and the differ-

ence between the fit of the advisor’s message and the investor’s default model, (iv) Error bars are
95% confidence intervals derived from regressions which cluster standard errors at the interaction-
group level.

Figure 6 provides a visual illustration of investor belief updating, depending on whether
the empirical fit of the advisor’s proposed narrative, EPI(mA), is better or worse than the fit of
the investor’s default model, EPI(mI ,0). The y-axis shows the average absolute distance that
investors update, |θ I ,1

post−θ
I ,0
post |, and the x-axis disaggregates the data into categories according

to the distance between the advisor’s message and the investor’s prior belief, |θA
post−θ

I ,1
post |. The

black bars show updating when the advisor’s narrative fits the data better than the investor’s
prior, while the grey bars show updating when the investor holds a prior that fits the data better
than the advisor’s proposed narrative. The figure shows that investors update their beliefs more
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when the advisor proposes a model that fits the data better than their prior. This is particularly
the case when the distance between the advisor’s proposed θA

post and the investor’s prior θ I ,0
post

is large. One potential explanation for why investors are less skeptical when updating towards
a message where the difference between the message and the assessment is small might be
that investors perceive adopting the advisor’s model in this case to be less risky than in the case
where the difference is large.

Table 4: Belief updating and narrative fit

(1) (2) (3) (4)
|θ I ,1

post − θ
I ,0
post | |θ

I ,1
post − θ

I ,0
post | |θ

I ,1
post − θ

I ,0
post | |θ I ,1

post − θ
I ,0
post |

I(EPIA > EPI I ,0) 3.465∗∗∗ 3.350∗∗∗ -2.203∗ -1.393
(0.835) (0.852) (1.172) (1.190)

Misaligned advisor 0.0117 -0.165 -0.733 -0.681
(1.090) (1.204) (0.747) (0.810)

|θ I ,0
post − θ

A
post | 0.266∗∗∗ 0.363∗∗∗

(0.0530) (0.0547)

I(EPIA > EPI I ,0) × |θ I ,0
post − θ

A
post | 0.238∗∗∗ 0.173∗∗

(0.0729) (0.0717)

Dependent variable mean 11.102 12.35 11.102 12.35
Incl. opposite updaters Yes No Yes No
Round FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 900 779 900 779
Notes: (i) The outcome variable in the regressions in this table is the absolute distance that investors
update, |θ I ,1

post−θ
I ,0
post |, (ii) The variable I(EPIA > EPI I ,0) is an indicator variable that takes a value of

one when the advisor’s narrative fits the data better than the investor’s prior, (iii) The sample con-
tains data from investors in InvestorPrior, (iv) In columns (2) and (4), we remove observations in
which the investor updates their belief in the opposite direction to the message sent by the advisor,
(v) For each of the investors, we have 10 observations—one for each round, (vi) Standard errors
are clustered at the Interaction Group level (i.e., the matching group of 3 investors and 3 advisors),
implying that there are 30 clusters, and are reported in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗.
p < 0.01.

Table 4 presents regression results showing the impact of the fit of the advisor’s proposed
narrative relative to that of the investor’s prior on belief updating. In all four columns, the out-
come variable is the absolute amount by which the investor updates their θpost-belief. Column
(1) shows that investors update their beliefs by approximately 3pp more when the advisor pro-
poses a narrative that fits the data better than their prior belief about the underlying model. In
column (3), the coefficient on the interaction term shows that when the advisor’s narrative fits
better, the investor updates their beliefs by more. Specifically, it shows that as the gap between
the advisor’s proposed θA

post and the investor’s prior, θ I ,0
post , gets larger, an investor who meets

an advisor that proposes a better-fitting narrative updates more than an investor who meets an
advisor who proposes a worse-fitting narrative. As a robustness exercise, columns (2) and (4)
estimate the same specifications as columns (1) and (3) respectively, with the exception that
we remove investors who update in the opposite direction to the message received from their
advisor.2⁹ Taken together, these results show that the fit of the advisor’s narrative plays an
important role in influencing investor belief updating. This provides support for the influence

2⁹Table B.2 in Appendix B.3 reports the results from an additional set of robustness exercises that either use (i)
the EPI difference or (ii) only the advisor’s narrative’s EPI as alternative, continuous measures of relative narrative
fit. The results are robust to these alternative measures.
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of the first channel discussed above.

Result 3b (Related to Hypothesis 3). The better the empirical fit of a narrative, the more investors
update their beliefs towards this narrative.

5.3 Additional Results from the Baseline Treatment

In this section, we provide a discussion of several additional results on heterogeneity in advisor
narrative construction and on how narrative persuasion interacts with the historical data.

5.3.1 Advisor Heterogeneity

The results on narrative construction reported so far outline aggregate patterns in the narrative
construction of advisors. We now examine the strategies followed by advisors in closer detail
by using the exogenous variation provided by the different randomly generated company histo-
ries. This allows us to provide evidence on the underlying mechanisms generating the broader
patterns that we observe in advisor behavior.

Using θpre and c to construct a convincing narrative. We use the repeated nature of the
experiment to classify advisors according to the different strategies they might use when con-
structing their narratives. One measure of an advisor’s skill in narrative construction is whether
and how frequently she adjusts the non payoff-relevant parameters in ways that support her
persuasion target. A proxy for this is the advisors’ choice of c: an advisor who chooses to devi-
ate from the true parameter cT to an alternative value that better justifies a high (up-advisor)
or low (down-advisor) parameter value of θpost is using the malleability of the structural break
parameter to their advantage.

Figure 7: Average θAs, by opportunism type

(a) Average values of θA
pre (b) Average values of θA

post

Notes: The figure includes data from advisors who received the Baseline instructions. The dashed line denotes the average true θpre and
θpost encountered by advisors in Baseline. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals derived from regressions which cluster standard errors
at the advisor level.
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To examine heterogeneity in advisor’s narrative construction skills, we generate a measure
of “opportunism” for each misaligned advisor in the experiment by calculating how frequently
they chose such an advantageous c-value over the course of the ten rounds. We identify three
approximately equally sized groups of misaligned advisors based on this measure: misaligned
advisors who always transmit the true cT , misaligned advisors who choose an advantageous
structural break at least once but fewer than 50% of the time, and misaligned advisors who
choose an advantageous structural break at least 50% of the time. We call these groups the
never-, infrequent-, and frequent-opportunists, respectively.3⁰

Based on this classification, we can ask what kinds of messages advisors of each oppor-
tunism type send. Figure 7 shows the average θpre and θpost parameter values sent by each
advisor type. The left panel shows the average parameter values in the pre period and the
right panel shows the average parameter values in the post period. A number of insights
emerge: First, both up- and down-advisors who are never-opportunists still moderately bias
their θpost-reports towards their persuasion goal. However, more opportunistic types bias their
θpost-reports by more. Second, never-opportunists do not on average bias their θpre-report
away from the true parameter value, which is in line with the idea that they are not construct-
ing narratives in a sophisticated way. In contrast, we can see that the difference in average
θpre-reports is driven by the frequent opportunists, who are the only type which systematically
bias θpre in an opposite direction to θpost . This indicates that these frequent-opportunists are
engaging in a sophisticated form of narrative construction.

Figure 8: Average EPI of advisor messages, by opportunism type

Notes: The dashed line denotes the average EPI of the true data generating model encountered
by advisors in Baseline. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals derived from regressions which
cluster standard errors at the advisor level.

3⁰Among the 240 misaligned advisors who received the Baseline instructions, 79 are never-, 80 are infrequent-,
and 81 are frequent-opportunists.
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These different strategies also affect narrative quality or message fit, which we proxy us-
ing the EPI measure defined in the previous subsection. Figure 8 shows that both never- and
frequent-opportunists achieve similar levels of message fit, while infrequent-opportunists con-
struct messages of lower fit. Never- and frequent-opportunists achieve model fits close to the
true model for different reasons: Messages of never-opportunists are often close to the true
model, which makes their fit similar to that of the true model. Frequent-opportunists on the
other hand introduce a high bias in θpost , but, by adjusting the non payoff-relevant parameters,
they achieve empirical fits comparable to the never-opportunists (and not too far off the average
fit of the true model, denoted by the dashed horizontal line). Since the infrequent-opportunists
tend to bias θpost by relatively large amounts without adjusting the non payoff-relevant param-
eter values, their narratives have comparatively worse fits.

Flexibly adjusting narratives to the data makes them more persuasive. In the previous
section, we asked which features make individual narratives convincing and showed that the
empirical fit matters. In this section, we ask what types of advisors have more persuasive suc-
cess. Specifically, we examine whether the opportunism type of the advisor that an investor
is matched to—whether they never, infrequently, or frequently choose an advantageous c—
influences the investor’s assessment. We present results on the persuasiveness of narratives sent
by different opportunism types. Table 5 reports the results from regressing the investor’s assess-
ment of θpost on the advisor’s sent θpost-value, her opportunism type as well as the interaction
of the two. The table reveals several insights. First, we find that the relationship between θ I ,1

post

and θA
post is positive. This is consistent with the findings discussed above, namely that investors,

to an extent, follow the narratives of their advisors. Second, the coefficients associated with the
opportunism type interactions, however, suggest that the strength of the relationship between
narrative and assessment depends on the advisor’s opportunism type. The interaction coeffi-
cient for the infrequent type is negative, which suggests that infrequent-opportunists are less
successful than never-opportunists at persuading investors. In contrast, the interaction coeffi-
cient for the frequent type is insignificantly different from zero, which suggests that frequent-
opportunists are not significantly less persuasive than never-opportunists (furthermore, the
difference between the interaction term coefficients of infrequent- and frequent-opportunists
is marginally significant (p = 0.087)). These results are consistent with previous results on
how frequent-opportunists send narratives with empirical fits which are indistinguishable from
those of never-opportunists, who often tell the truth. They suggest that narratives—if fre-
quently adjusted to fit the data—are an effective tool for persuasion.31

31This conclusion is also supported by evidence on the expected payoffs received by the different opportunism
types: The expected payoff is increasing in the “score” achieved by the different advisor incentive-types, which is
equal to θ I ,1

post for up-advisors and equal to 1− θ I ,1
post for down-advisors. Averaged over the different opportunism

types, the average scores are 53.52 (never opportunists), 54.68 (infrequent opportunists), and 58.96 (frequent
opportunists). The score of frequent opportunists is also significantly higher than the score of never and infrequent
opportunists (p < 0.005). This suggests that, among the different opportunism types, frequent opportunists
realized the highest expected payoffs in the experiment.
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Table 5: Relation between advisor’s narrative and investor’s assessment, for different oppor-
tunism types

θ I ,1
post

β1: θA
post 0.550∗∗∗

(0.0340)

β2: θA
post×Opportunism: Infreq. -0.0897∗∗∗

(0.0324)

β3: θA
post×Opportunism: Freq. -0.0222

(0.0304)

Opportunism: Infrequ. 5.679∗∗∗
(1.623)

Opportunism: Frequent 4.159∗∗
(1.595)

H0: β2 = β3 p-value .087
Round FE Yes

Observations 1200
Notes: (i) The outcome variable in the regressions in this
table is the investor’s assessment (ii) The sample con-
tains data from investors in Baseline, (iii) For each of
the investors, we have 10 observations—one for each
round, (iv) Standard errors are clustered at the Interac-
tion Group level (i.e., the matching group of 3 investors
and 3 advisors), implying that there are 60 clusters, and
are reported in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗.
p < 0.01.

5.3.2 Disentangling the Influence of Data and Narrative on the Investors’ Assessments

While much of the analysis above has focused on evaluating the impact of the advisor’s narra-
tive on the investor’s assessment, it is also informative to examine how the investor uses the
historical data directly to form his assessment. In particular, we can ask whether more recent
successful years in the company’s history have a larger effect on his assessment than years
further in the past. And, importantly, we can ask whether the narrative proposed by his advi-
sor mediates how he draws inference from the data. To analyze the relationship between the
investors’ assessments and history, we estimate the following regression equation:

θ I ,1
post =

10
∑

t=1

βtst +ρ + ϵ.

In the equation above, st indicates a success in year t and ρ are round fixed effects. The left
panel of Figure 9 plots the β-coefficient estimates. The qualitative patterns of the coefficient
estimates imply that investors interpret the data in reasonable ways. Successes in year 9 or
10—where the investor is sure that they belong to the post period—have the largest effect on
investors’ assessments (as they should). The effect of a success between years 3 to 8, where
the investor is uncertain whether any individual year belongs to the post period, is gradually
increasing. Finally, the coefficient estimates are not significantly different from zero in years 1
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and 2, which always belong to the pre period.
By sending a narrative, the advisor can potentially change how the investor interprets the

data. In particular, by providing a suggestion regarding the year in which the CEO changed,
the advisor essentially tells the investor which years to focus on to assess the company’s future
probability of success. The right panel of Figure 9 plots coefficient estimates from regressions
which interact success and failure with dummy variables that indicate whether a year belongs
to the company’s pre or post period, according to the advisor’s narrative. The figure gives an
insight into the interaction between data and narrative. After receiving a narrative, the investor
places more weight on evidence from years between 3 and 8 if those years are in the post period
(red) relative to those in the pre period (blue) according to the advisor’s narrative (p < 0.001,
see section B.4 for regression outputs and formal tests). This result is consistent with the idea
that the advisor influences which years in the data the investor deems relevant when making
his assessment.

Figure 9: Effect of company success on assessments, by year

(a) Average effect of a success (b) Effect of a success in pre and post

Notes: The left panel plots coefficient estimates of the marginal effect of a success in year t in the data on the investor’s assessment, using
data from the Baseline. The right panel plots the same coefficient estimates interacted with whether the advisor suggested that the year
belongs to the pre period (blue) or to the post period (red). Error bars are 95% confidence intervals derived from regressions which cluster
standard errors at the matching group level.

Mechanisms. Some of the observed difference between the effect of a success in pre and post
might be driven endogenously by how advisors construct narratives. Specifically, there are two
mechanisms that could generate the pattern of behavior observed in the right panel of Figure
9. First, the advisor’s choice of cA could mediate the inference drawn by the investor from the
successes and failures in the data, as discussed above. Second, advisors themselves adjust the
θA

post that they send to fit the data, given their choice of cA. Therefore, if the investor sometimes
adopts the advisor’s θA

post , they will appear to be weighting the suggested post periods more
strongly in their assessment. We can partially account for this secondmechanism by controlling
for the direct effect of θA

post on the assessment in the regression. Our results suggest that, while
there is a direct, significantly positive effect of θA

post on the investor’s assessment, the company
history and the narrative still have a lasting impact. In particular, the gap between the pre and
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post coefficient estimates as displayed in Figure 9 (and reported in Section B.4) remains even
after controlling for θA

post . This suggests that the advisor’s narrative has a lasting impact on how
the investor interprets the data that goes beyond the direct effect of θA

post . This suggests that,
even if investors distrust the θA

post they receive, they might still take the cA that they receive
from the advisor at face value and allow it to influence their assessment.

Robustness. One potential concern with the results discussed above is that there might be
a positive correlation between the advisor’s cA and the investor’s prior belief, c I ,0, about the
structural break before receiving the advisor’s narrative. Then, the gap that we observe in the
influence of successes on the investor’s assessment between years attributed to pre and post
might exist even when before the investor is exposed to the advisor’s narrative. We address this
concern in two ways in Section B.4. First, we conduct a placebo exercise where we replace the
investor’s assessment with the data-optimal assessment and run the same regressions. We do
not find that the split of the company history into pre and post, as suggested by the advisor, has
a measurable effect in this placebo regression (p = 0.283). This suggests that even if investors
were very adept at using the data directly to estimate the structural break, it would not generate
the relationship that we observe in the right panel of Figure 9. We also conduct a similar
second exercise using the investor’s prior belief, θ I ,0

post , that we observe in InvestorPrior as
the dependent variable in the regression. In this exercise we also do not find a statistically
significant effect of the pre-post split (p = 0.606). We also run a diff-in-diff regression and
show that the difference in the updating gap between prior beliefs and final assessments is
statistically significant (p = 0.002).

5.4 Evaluating Potential Protective Interventions

The discussion above has shown that narrative persuasion can harm investors when they meet
an advisor who has a conflict of interest. In this section, we ask whether investors can be
protected from this type of persuasion. To do this, we evaluate the three treatment interven-
tions by comparing investor behavior in these treatments to the behavior observed in Baseline.
Each of these three treatments was designed to capture the core features of a natural option for
an intervention. Disclosure asks what happens when advisors’ incentives are fully disclosed,
InvestorPrior essentially nudges investors to carefully evaluate the data themselves prior to
meeting their advisor, and PrivateData considers a scenario where advisors do not have full
knowledge of the data that investor’s see. Our hypotheses 4, 5, and 6 state that, relative to
Baseline, each of the interventions will bring the investor’s assessment closer to the truth.

Table 6 tests these hypotheses by examining whether the interventions do indeed help in-
vestors to form beliefs that are closer to the truth. The (*a) columns of the table report the
results from regressing the absolute distance between investors’ beliefs and the truth on an in-
dicator variable for the particular intervention being considered. The regressions only consider
rounds in which investors are matched with advisors with misaligned advisors, since investors
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do not require protection when they are matched with an advisor with perfectly aligned incen-
tives. The coefficient associated with “Intervention=1” in each of the (*a) columns shows the
average effect of the intervention denoted in the column header.

Table 6: Evaluating the impact of interventions aimed at protecting investors

Disclosure InvestorPrior PrivateData
|θ I

post − θ
T
post | |θ I

post − θ
T
post | |θ I

post − θ
T
post |

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b)

Intervention = 1 -0.713 2.403 0.454 1.241 -0.124 -0.0775
(1.001) (1.549) (0.924) (1.117) (0.750) (1.192)

Advisor lied=1 9.340∗∗∗ 9.200∗∗∗ 9.419∗∗∗
(1.012) (1.024) (1.018)

Intervention × Advisor lied -3.974∗∗ -0.764 0.116
(1.633) (1.425) (1.558)

Dep. var. Baseline mean 15.274 15.274 15.274 15.274 15.274 15.274
Round FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800
(i) The dependent variable is the distance between the true θ T

post parameter and the correspond-
ing belief held by the investor θ I

post , (ii) Each column uses data from the Baseline treatment
as well as the relevant treatment mentioned in the column header, (iii) The regressions are
estimated using data from investors who are matched with misaligned advisors (i.e., rounds
in which investors are matched with aligned advisors are excluded), (iv) Standard errors are
clustered at the Interaction Group level, reported in parentheses, (v) there are 90 clusters (v)
The results in columns (*a) relate to Hypotheses 2, 3 and 4 from the pre-registration, (vi) ∗∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Surprisingly, we see that none of the three interventions has a statistically significant pro-
tective effect for the average investor.

Result 4 (Related to hypotheses 4, 5, and 6). Relative to Baseline, none of the treatment inter-
ventions brings investors significantly closer to the truth.

For the InvestorPrior and PrivateData treatments, this result can also be seen visually
in Appendix Figure B.6, which shows that the distribution of the distance between investors’
beliefs and the truth in these treatments is very similar to that in Baseline. However, the
figure also shows that investor behavior changes substantially in Disclosure, where there is
far less of a gap between the beliefs of investors who are matched with up- and down-advisors.
This difference in behavior is not surprising because one would expect that investors who have
their advisor’s conflict of interest disclosed to them will become more skeptical and be less
influenced by the narrative received from these conflicted advisors.

Why does increased skepticism not protect investors in Disclosure? The discussion
above leads to the question of why this increased skepticism in Disclosure does not protect
the average investor. One potential explanation is the following. Out of all narratives sent by
misaligned advisors, 30,083% are actually truthful.32 However, since investors only know the

32See Appendix Figure C.1 for a histogram showing the number of lies by sender type in the experiment.
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advisor’s incentives but not whether they are truthful, they cannot easily distinguish advisors
who are being honest from those that are being dishonest. This implies that in Disclosure
they also become skeptical of narratives received from misaligned advisors who are being hon-
est. This would lead skeptical investors to do worse than less-skeptical investors when matched
with honest advisors, but better than less-skeptical investors when matched with dishonest ad-
visors. Column (1b) provides some support for this explanation by showing that investors are
indeed protected in Disclosure when they are matched with an advisor who is lying to them
(negative coefficient on the interaction term). In contrast, the coefficient on the “Interven-
tion=1” variable is positive, suggesting that they are harmed when matched with an honest
advisor (although, this variable is not statistically significant). Therefore, even when investors
are explicitly told that they face an advisor with a conflict of interest, on average, they are not
better off than when they were uncertain about the advisor’s interests.

5.5 Quantifying How Investors Update Their Beliefs

The results so far suggest that investors react to the fit of the message they receive. In addi-
tion, we saw that the intervention treatments failed to move the average investor’s belief closer
to the truth, despite changing investor behavior (e.g., making investors more skeptical in the
Disclosure treatment). To better understand the underlying mechanics that govern the in-
vestor’s narrative adoption decision, it is informative to structurally estimate the underlying
decision-relevant parameters. This will allow us to quantify the degree to which investors are
willing to adopt particular types of narratives. For example, the baseline S&S framework sug-
gests that investors will fully adopt a narrative (i.e., completely replace their prior narrative
with the received narrative) if the empirical fit of the received narrative is better than the prior.
This full-adoption rule is captured by Equation (1). It is easy to imagine alternative partial
adoption rules which instead suggest that investors are not fully credulous, but can only assess
the relative empirical fit with noise. Our aim in this section is to estimate a narrative adop-
tion, or updating, rule which maps the investor’s default narrative and the advisor’s narrative
into the investor’s final assessment. To do this, we adopt a more flexible version of the S&S
framework that allows the data to determine which factors are most relevant for the investors’
decisions. We consider the following specification::

θ̂ I ,1
post(κ,λ; mI ,0, mA, h) = p(κ,λ; mA, mI ,0, h) · θA

post + (1− p(κ,λ; mA, mI ,0, h)) · θ I ,0
post ,

where p(κ,λ; mA, mI ,0, h)≡
exp{κ+λ∆EPI(mI ,0, mA, h)}

1+ exp{κ+λ∆EPI(mI ,0, mA, h)}
,

(3)

where ∆EPI(mI ,0, mA, h) is the difference between the EPIs of the advisor’s narrative and in-
vestor’s default model when both are evaluated against history h. Therefore, equation 3 spec-
ifies the investor’s assessment as a function of the advisor’s narrative, the investor’s default
model, the observed historical data, and two parameters, κ and λ. This updating rule can
be derived from a model which extends the investor’s narrative adoption rule as specified in
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Equation 1 in two ways. The first extension introduces a parameter that measures the extent
of the investor’s credulity. In the equation above, credulity is denoted by κ. As κ increases,
the investor will put more weight on the received narrative independently of the narrative’s
empirical fit. The second extension introduces noise to the narrative selection rule, in a spirit
similar to Froeb et al. (2016). The idea here is that investors perceive the empirical fit of both
their default model and the received narrative with noise, such that their perception of the fit
equals the actual empirical fit plus a noise term. In the updating rule, the parameter λ mea-
sures the precision of the noise term. As λ increases—which indicates that the investor can
more accurately detect differences in the true empirical fit—p becomes more responsive to the
relative narrative fit. We formally derive this general updating rule in Appendix D.

The specification above nests various particular updating rules. For example, the parameter
combination (κ = 0,λ→∞) captures the updating rule suggested by S&S—investors adopt
the advisor’s narrative if and only if it provides a better empirical fit than the default model. The
cases (κ→∞,λ = 0) and (κ→−∞,λ = 0) capture complete credulity (the investor always
adopts the advisor’s narrative regardless of fit) and complete skepticism (the investor never
adopts the advisor’s narrative). Parameter combinations with intermediate values of κ and λ
describe updating rules involving a compromise, where the investor’s expected assessment is
a weighted average of the narrative and the default.

The challenge in estimating κ and λ is that, we only elicit the investor’s default model in
the InvestorPrior treatment. We address this issue in the estimation by replacing the default
model in Equation (3) with the expected default model given the history. This requires approx-
imating the distribution of default models. To achieve this, we assume that the distribution of
the default model’s EPI (but not of the default model parameters) is independent of the his-
tory and the treatment. Under these assumptions, we derive a non-parametric estimate of the
distribution of default models based on the sample distribution in InvestorPrior. We then
use this distribution to take the expectation over the default model in Equation (3). Thereafter,
we derive estimates for κ and λ by minimizing the squared distance between the observed
assessment and the assessment predicted by Equation (3).

Appendix D includes the estimation details. It also examines whether our approach of
taking the expectation over mI ,0 is reasonable. We do this by comparing the estimates that
we obtain from using our approach with the InvestorPrior data with estimates obtained
from exploiting the additional individual-level information on default models available for the
InvestorPrior treatment. The point estimates of both approaches are similar and not sig-
nificantly different. This suggests that assuming that the distribution of default model EPIs is
invariant to histories is reasonable. We also compare the explanatory power obtained when
using the additional individual-level information to the case where it is not used and generally
find that it remains relatively high even if we take the expectation over default models. While
the model that uses the individual-specific default model data has a Mean Squared Error (MSE)
of 122.73, this increases to 184.81 when we estimate the model taking the expectation over
default models. The MSE value remains at comparable levels if the model parameters are
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estimated using data from Baseline. This suggests that the model can reasonably explain
investors’ assessments in treatments different than InvestorPrior.

Table 7: Updating parameters estimation results

(1) (2) H0 : κ= κBaseline
p-value

κBaseline 0.232 0.201
(0.145) (0.148)

κInvestorPrior -0.25 0.086
(0.217)

κPrivateData -0.311 0.052
(0.219)

κDisclosureAligned 1.301∗∗∗ 0.022
(0.458)

κDisclosureMisaligned -0.005 0.44
(0.222)

λ 1.272∗∗∗ 0.904∗∗∗
(0.461) (0.342)

MSE 198.315 205.171
Sample Baseline All treatments
Observations 1800 4500
Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Table 7 presents estimation results. Column (1) only uses data from Baseline. The esti-
mation results show that the precision parameter, λ, is significantly larger than zero, which
suggests that investors can with some precision distinguish between the empirical fits of dif-
ferent models, but do so with noise. Column (2) estimates the model using observations from
all treatments and allows for the credulity parameter to vary at the treatment level. Figure 10
plots the corresponding weighting functions p that are implied by the model estimates. The
plotted lines suggest that, for example, advisors in Baseline can shift the expected weight
that investors put on the narrative from ca. 40% to more than 60% by increasing the fit of
their proposed narrative (relative to the default narrative fit).33 The results also suggest that
the credulity parameter, κ, in most conditions is distributed around zero, which implies that
investors weigh the default and the narrative approximately equally if their model fits are sim-
ilar.3⁴ The exception is the DisclosureAligned condition, where investors meet an aligned
advisor in Disclosure. Here, the credulity parameter is estimated to be significantly larger
than zero and also larger than the credulity parameter in Baseline. This makes sense as in-
vestors in this treatment know that they are meeting and advisor with aligned incentives and
therefore should be more willing to accept their advice.

33Around 95% of all messages induce an EPI difference between -0.6 and 0.6, which is the range over which
the weighting function is plotted in the figure.

3⁴The ratio κ/λmeasures investor credulity in units of the EPI difference. For example, in the Column (1) spec-
ification, κ/β ≈ 0.182, which implies that investors weigh the default and the narrative equally if the narrative’s
EPI is .182 points below the fit of the default model.
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Figure 10: Expected weight that investors put on the narrative (by
treatment)

Notes: The figure plots the p function, as specified in Equation (3), using the parameter estimates
reported in Column (2) of Table 7.

5.6 Consistency of the Experimental Data with Nash Equilibrium

While all of the analysis above has examined our data through the lens of an augmented ver-
sion of the S&S framework, we can also test for the existence of patterns in the data that are
predicted by the most informative Nash equilibrium of the underlying cheap talk game. In
this way, we can ask whether the behavior we observe is also consistent with the sophisticated
strategic thinking typically assumed by Nash equilibrium analyses. As we discuss in Section
3.4 and Appendix F, in the most informative equilibrium of the game underlying the Baseline
treatment, some persuasive communication around the investor’s prior expectation of θpost is
possible; the Nash equilibrium predicts the existence of a lower threshold, θ L

post , and an upper
threshold, θH

post , with θ L
post < E[θpost]< θH

post . The investor adopts a message only if it includes
a θpost parameter on the interval between the two thresholds.

We can solve numerically for these thresholds, which are uniquely determined for every
historical data set observed by participants in the experiment. With these thresholds in hand,
we can ask how often investors adopt messages that are outside the threshold interval—this
should never happen in equilibrium. Figure 11 shows how often investors in Baseline report
an assessment that is either (i) lower than θ L

post , (ii) between θ
L
post and θ

H
post , or (iii) larger than

θH
post , conditional on advisor type. We observe that the majority of investors make assessments

which are outside of the range predicted by Nash equilibrium. Moreover, advisor messages
are more persuasive than predicted: Relative to being matched with an aligned advisor, be-
ing matched with a down-advisor significantly increases the proportion of assessments lower
than θ L

post while being matched with an up-advisor significantly increases the proportion of
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assessments above θH
post . The advisor effects are large: under both up- and down-advisors, the

majority of investors makes an assessment that is below (down-advisor) or above (up-advisor)
the interval range.

Figure 11: Frequency of investor assessments that fall below,
within, and above the interval consistent with Nash equilibrium
(by advisor type)

Notes: The figure includes data of investors who participated in the Baseline treatment. Error
bars are 95% confidence intervals derived from regressions which cluster standard errors at the
matching group level.

We provide further results in Appendix B.6, by investigating whether the distance between
the investor’s assessment and the advisor’s message is discontinuous around the Nash equi-
librium thresholds. This can be seen to be a weaker test of Nash-related behavior, because it
merely tests whether investors growmore skeptical to messages that are just outside the thresh-
old interval. The results provide some limited support for a modest increase in the distance to
the message if the message is just outside the interval, though effect size and significance of this
result is not consistent across different specifications. Therefore, the evidence that investors
grow more skeptical to messages around the Nash equilibrium threshold is weak.

Taken together, these results indicate that behavior is not very consistent with sophisticated
strategic thinking.

6 Concluding Discussion

The discussion above has provided empirical evidence showing how narratives can be used
as a tool for persuasion, with one individual shaping how another interprets objective data.
The results are largely in line with the persuasion mechanics outlined in the S&S theoretical
framework. Specifically, since the advisor can construct the narrative ex post, she is able to
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tailor it to the public data. This ex post tailoring means that the advisor is able to construct
a narrative that fits the data well and in turn can present this coherence with the objective
information as supporting evidence for the veracity of the narrative. In line with this idea,
we document systematic patterns in the strategies used by advisors to construct the narratives
they send—they distort the target parameter in the direction of their private self-interest and
use the auxiliary parameters to make their deception seem more plausible by improving the
overall fit of the narrative. This behavior is consistent with a narrative construction approach
that trades off fit and movement. Advisors in the experiment manage to construct narratives
which influence the assessments of investors; this is especially the case for narratives that fit
the historical data well. As a result, misaligned advisors manage to successfully bias investors’
interpretation of the data in ways that benefit the advisor.

The results from the interventions show that narrative persuasion is difficult to protect
against, with none of the interventions we consider bringing investors’ assessments closer to
the truth on average. This finding for the Disclosure-Baseline comparison is reminiscent of
the results discussed by Cain et al. (2005) and Sah et al. (2013), who examine disclosure of
conflicts of interest in settings closer to a standard sender-receiver game (i.e., without narra-
tives). Cain et al. (2005) find that disclosing incentives can backfire because it changes the
behavior of both senders and receivers in a particular way. In their experiment, senders dis-
tort the messages they send even further from the truth when their incentives are disclosed.
Receivers do not sufficiently discount this increased bias in the messages, implying that the
net effect of disclosure harms investors. The ineffectiveness of disclosure that we find in our
experiment is a consequence of a different mechanism. First, in our setting we focus only on
the investor side, since advisors in our Baseline and Disclosure treatments receive identical
instructions. Therefore, we abstract away from any backfiring mechanism that operates via
the advisor. We also do not allow advisors to choose whether to disclose their own incentives.
Such voluntary disclosure could trigger a (perceived) credibility boost and is explored in Sah
et al. (2013). Therefore, we rule out several mechanisms considered in previous work and
document a new channel through which disclosure may backfire—namely, that investors who
become more skeptical of misaligned advisors’ messages are insufficiently able to distinguish
misaligned advisors who still offer honest advice from misaligned advisors who offer dishonest
advice. This means that investors may benefit from the introduction of disclosure when they
meet a dishonest advisor, but can be harmed by disclosure when in fact the advisor they meet
is honest despite having misaligned incentives. In this, our results highlight a new pathway
through which disclosure may backfire.

While our experiment is designed to study persuasion through the lens of S&S, an advan-
tage of our design is that we can test whether our results are consistent with the Nash equilib-
rium predictions of the underlying cheap talk game. We find that investors make assessments
which are outside the interval of values predicted by the most persuasive Nash equilibrium.
One of the reasons for this could be that investors draw heterogeneous inferences from the
evidence provided in the form of the historical data and this can result in them sometimes
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holding prior expectations which are outside the interval. However, our evidence also suggests
that, through their messages, advisors succeed in installing beliefs in investors which are out-
side the interval. This suggests that communication in our experiment is more persuasive than
predicted by Nash, a result which has also been documented in different experimental settings
the literature (Cai & Wang, 2006). One interesting question is whether the relative complex-
ity of our decision environment encourages investors adopt the credulous-but-skeptic decision
rule described by S&S.3⁵ If this is the case, then we would expect S&S’s narrative persuasion
theoretical framework to provide the more appropriate tool for analyzing situations with com-
plex data sources. This is the case in many important life decisions, such as when buying a
house or investing during the trough of a major recession. In such scenarios, being exposed
to a proposed narrative may shape how the individual processes the complex and potentially
overwhelming wealth of information they have access to.

Our analysis provides an early empirical contribution to understanding some of the the
mechanisms that govern narrative persuasion. The data we collect is very rich and contains
several layers of exogenous variation. This allows us to document interesting systematic reg-
ularities in the way that advisors construct their narratives and also to learn about when and
how investors’ beliefs are influenced by receiving such narratives. However, given the breadth
and importance of the topic, there is a need for further research to paint a more complete
picture of how narrative persuasion is influenced by other contextual factors. As is often the
case when exploring new research areas, our analysis has raised many new questions. These
questions could provide promising avenues for further research. The following provides an
outline of some of these avenues.

Narrative construction as a personal skill. Our results indicate that narrative persuasion
can be highly effective. Even though participants in our experiment are likely to be relatively in-
experienced in constructing convincing narratives, they are able to employ fairly sophisticated
strategies to manipulate others’ beliefs. In everyday applications, expert persuaders might not
only be successful in their role as advisor because of the expert knowledge they possess but
also because they are able to skillfully relate the narratives they construct to a selected subset
of the huge quantity of available objective data. Some individuals might also be particularly
creative in constructing new types of narratives. Therefore, selection pressures on the narrative
construction skill-domain might make the effects of narrative persuasion even more pernicious
in real-world contexts. Furthermore, the relevance of narrative persuasion extends far beyond
the domain of financial advice. Examples where persuasion using narratives may play an im-
portant role in everyday life abound, from political persuasion by politicians and lobbyists on
virtually every policy issue to lawyers who weave a story through the evidence to persuade a
jury of their case to businesses who carefully sculpt a marketing story to persuade consumers to
buy their product. It would be interesting to investigate whether narrative-construction skills

3⁵In our setting forming a Bayesian prior based on the data is non-trivial, which implies that assuming common
priors is a fairly strong assumption to make.
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are particularly developed amongst individuals in these professions (either due to selection of
individuals with that trait into the profession or due to learning the skill within the profession).

Narrative persuasion in less constrained real world scenarios. In many real-world settings,
the available data that individuals might draw upon to learn about a particular company or
fund is normally larger and more complex than in our experiment. Furthermore, the set of
possible narratives available to advisors is also typically unconstrained. Advisors may select
which variables to include in the narrative they propose, as well as the relationship between
these variables, with more flexibility.3⁶ In addition, advisors often have a degree of flexibility
to choose what data they want to reveal (or highlight) to their advisees, thereby hiding or
obscuring information that does not support their favored narrative. These relaxations of the
environment might increase the effectiveness of persuasion using narratives. Our experiment
is not designed to answer this question and research in this direction would be valuable.

How would behavior change if advisors did not know the true underlying model? Ad-
visors in our experiment were provided with the true underlying model. This design choice
establishes the advisor as an expert with superior knowledge and provides us with the control
that we use to measure discrepancies between the advisor’s own beliefs about the true under-
lying model and the messages she sends. It also ensures that advisor’s beliefs are exogenously
assigned, removing one layer of potential endogeneity from the analysis. However, it is infor-
mative to think about how our setting relates to different real world contexts in which advisors
may or may not be aware of the true underlying model. In some contexts, an advisor may pri-
vately be aware of information about the underlying process, but also be aware that the advisee
is not. In such cases, the advisor faces a choice that is very similar to that in our experiment.
She has hard information about the truth, but knows that the advisee does not. Here, the nor-
mative prescription is clear—the morally desirable choice would be to reveal what she knows.
In other real-world contexts, the advisor may not have concrete information about the process
underlying the observable data. The advisor must then draw inference from the data based on
her expertise. Now, there are two channels through which such an advisor might construct a
biased narrative based on having incentives that are not aligned with the investor. Either the
advisor deceives herself and then transmits her truly held belief to the investor. Such an advisor
draws biased inference from the data by actually believing in a narrative that is distorted due
to her private incentives. Or, alternatively, the advisor forms an unbiased assessment of the
data and believes in one narrative but chooses to transmit a different narrative to the investor.
Our experiment rules out the first channel (self-deception) and focuses on the second.

Taken as a whole, our results indicate that narratives can provide an effective tool for per-
suasion. Bad actors may exploit this opportunity in a wide range of economically important
settings, with the proliferation of social media and rapid expansion of access to data poten-

3⁶See Andre, Haaland, et al. (2022) for a neat example of how individuals might construct narratives in more
complex settings by selecting a subset of the available variables and constructing causal links between them.
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tially exacerbating the problem. Given these concerns, and the fact that it is non-trivial to
protect individuals from this form of persuasion, further work that helps to develop a deeper
understanding of the psychological mechanisms involved and that identifies the most effective
protection strategies would be valuable.
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APPENDICES

A Conceptualization of Narratives in Economics

Recently, the economics profession has seen a rapid rise in the interest in incorporating the
concept of a “narrative” into economic models. This was highlighted by Robert Shiller’s 2017
Presidential Address at the American Economic Association and the associated publication of
his book “Narrative Economics” (Shiller, 2019). Further, in their paper reviewing the exist-
ing literature on narratives in economics, Roos & Reccius (2021) show that the number of
economics publications containing the term “narrative” in the title or abstract has been grow-
ing sharply for at least the past ten years. Nevertheless, as noted by Roos & Reccius (2021),
amongst others, there does not yet exist a commonly accepted definition of what the term
“narrative” means in economics. The following examples selected from important early contri-
butions to this literature serve to illustrate this point.

Morag & Loewenstein (2021) view a narrative as “a story [that] places selected events on
a timeline and establishes causal links between them” (p. 2).3⁷ Shiller (2020) argues that
economic narratives are “stories that offer interpretations of economic events, or morals, [or]
hints of theories about the economy [that] go viral just as diseases do” (p. 792). Similar to
Shiller (2020), Bénabou et al. (2020) offer a fairly broad conceptualization of a moral narra-
tive as “... any signal, story, or heuristic that can potentially alter an agent’s beliefs about the
tradeoff between private benefits and social costs” (p. 1). Spiegler (2020a) proposes a differ-
ent approach, placing substantially more structure on what constitutes a narrative. In a series
of contributions to this literature, Spiegler and coauthors draw on Bayesian Network theory to
analyze the implications of representing narratives as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), demon-
strating the value and potential of this approach (see, e.g., Spiegler, 2016, 2020a,b; Eliaz &
Spiegler, 2020; Eliaz, Spiegler, & Weiss, 2021). In this framework, DAGs indicate (subjective)
causal relationships between variables that are relevant in determining a particular outcome
of interest. A particular (subjective) DAG can then be thought of as a lens through which an
individual interprets the data they observe. Together, the DAG and the data determine the be-
liefs that the individual holds, and consequently their actions.3⁸ Similar to Bayesian Networks
approach, Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021) consider a setting in which individuals may inter-

3⁷This view is reminiscient of that proposed by Akerlof & Snower (2016), who characterizes narratives as “a
sequence of causally linked events and their underlying sources” (p. 58). This conceptualization adopted by
Morag & Loewenstein (2021) and Akerlof & Snower (2016) draws on the perspective commonly adopted in
psychology (see, e.g., Bruner, 1991; Pennington & Hastie, 1992; Sloman & Lagnado, 2015). Roos & Reccius
(2021) offer a refined version of this definition of the concept by placing some additional restrictions on what
constitutes a narrative in their view. They propose defining a “collective economic narrative” as “a sense-making
story about some economically relevant topic that is shared by members of a group, emerges and proliferates in
social interaction, and suggests actions” (p. 13).

3⁸In two early empirical contributions to this literature, Andre, Haaland, et al. (2022) and Charles & Kendall
(2022) build on this idea by studying how individuals form subjective causal models (represented as DAGs) that
individuals hold—Andre, Haaland, et al. (2022) examine subjective causal models of the causes on inflation,
while Charles & Kendall (2022) provide a test of the theory in a more controlled environment.
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pret an existing data set in different ways. However, while the line of research by Spiegler and
coauthors focuses predominantly on the implications of subjectivity in the causal structures
(DAGs) that are used to interpret data, Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021) instead formalize
subjective models as likelihood functions and focus on how individuals select amongst mod-
els given the data. To illustrate some of the key differences between the two approaches, in
Appendix Section A.4 we provide a simple example that shows how individuals end up adopt-
ing certain narratives in the setup studied in our experiment according to each of these two
theoretical frameworks. More generally, one key difference is that Schwartzstein & Sunderam
(2021) study model selection when there is finite data. In such scenarios, the true model may
sometimes appear less compelling in the data than an incorrect model. S&S focus on model
fit as the criterion for selecting between models (i.e., S&S propose a fit-based decision rule
for explaining how individuals select between models). In contrast, the Bayesian Networks
approach of, e.g. Eliaz & Spiegler (2020), considers inference from an infinitely large data
set where the true model will maximize the likelihood. Therefore, using model fit to select
between models in this setting would select the true model (if it is considered). The Bayesian
Networks literature, therefore, focuses less on analyzing how individuals select between mod-
els and more on the implications of interpreting a data set through the lens of an incorrect
causal model (DAG).

Given the fluidity of the concept of narratives in everyday usage and the relative infancy of
it’s use in economics, it is unsurprising that it has been formalized in various different ways. As
the discipline collectively explores the usefulness of the analytical concept and tests different
approaches to incorporating it into the existing theoretical framework, it seems like a natural
and healthy process to experiment with different formalizations. Furthermore, given the vast
array of scenarios to which the concept is commonly applied, it seems likely that even when
the concept distillation process has reached maturity, several formalizations may survive and
prove useful in parallel.3⁹ The aim of the discussion below is therefore not to propose one
specific definition of a narrative that we view as preferable; rather, our aim is threefold: (i) to
discuss the features that are common to the different conceptualizations of the term “narrative”
in economics, (ii) to briefly discuss some of the constituent components of narratives that are
important to think clearly about when comparing different conceptualizations, and (iii) to be
clear and precise about what we mean when we refer to a narrative in this paper.

A.1 What different conceptualizations of the term “narrative” share

There seems to be one core shared feature that is present across most of the working definitions
of the term narrative used in the examples discussed above, namely that a narrative involves

3⁹An analogous example of this is provided by the literature on overconfidence, where it has proved useful to
develop a distinct terminology for three different forms of overconfidence, namely overoptimism (or overestima-
tion), overplacement, and overprecision (Moore & Healy, 2008). Each refers to a distinct and precise version of
the concept of overconfidence, which previously were often used loosely and often conflated.
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“sense-making”.⁴⁰ Specifically, in the examples, the concept is used to refer to providing an
explanation for a collection of events.⁴1 This collection of events can takemany forms. Consider
the following illustrative examples. One can think of a sequence of historical events, such as
those leading up to World War II or those leading up to the 2007 Financial Crisis (see, e.g.,
Gennaioli & Shleifer, 2018). Here, a narrative explaining the causes of World War II or the
Financial Crisis would weave a causal path through the preceding events. One can think of the
rise of depression amongst teenagers along with the other contemporaneous changes in society
in the last twenty years, such as the rise of social media usage (see, e.g., Braghieri, Levy, &
Makarin, 2022). Here, a narrative might posit that the widespread diffusion of social media
is causally responsible for the rise in depression amongst teenagers. Finally, one can think of
differences in culture across the world. Here, a narrative might propose that differences in
weather patterns provide an explanation for some of the the differences between Southern
and Northern Europeans.

Each of these collections of events can equivalently be thought of as a data base, where
the narrative provides an explanation for the data.⁴2 Each of the examples is analogous to a
particular data structure—the first corresponds to a time series, the second to a panel and the
third (arguably) to a cross-section. Broadly construed, a narrative is a subjective interpretation
of the data—an explanation that makes sense of the data. This analogy between the narrative-
constructor who tries to make sense of a collection of events and the econometrician or the
statistician also highlights some specific features of narratives. First, like the econometrician
who must select the relevant variables for her empirical specification, this sense-making effort
often involves selecting a subset of variables from a large (possibly infinite) set of possible
variables that one views as important to focus on. Second, like there may be unobserved
variables in a dataset, an individual constructing a narrative is often missing information and
can only work with the events they know about. Third, like econometric models can be used
for forecasting the impact of a policy, an individual who constructs a narrative to make sense

⁴⁰One conspicuous exception to this is the idea of a moral narrative discussed by Bénabou et al. (2020). This
moral narrative any signal or message that shifts an agent’s belief about the externality of a moral action they
are considering. While this Bénabou et al. (2020) definition can certainly incorporate narratives that involve
making sense of existing data (when this shifts beliefs about a moral trade-off), the definition is far broader.
It also considers simple hard evidence, which requires no interpretation, as well as fake news that contains no
information as falling under the working definition of a narrative. Therefore, the Bénabou et al. (2020) definition
focuses more on the implications of the narrative, while remaining very agnostic on its form. This is in contrast
to the other definitions which take a substantially stronger stance on what constitutes a narrative.

⁴1For some early discussions of why it would be beneficial to incorporate the notion of a drive for “sense-making”
into economic analysis, see, e.g., Karlsson, Loewenstein, McCafferty, et al. (2004) and Chater & Loewenstein
(2016).

⁴2Note, we are thinking of a data base here in a broad sense. Therefore, for example, our working definition
includes memory data bases, which contain a set of events stored in an individual’s (or group of individuals’)
memory. It also includes the storage of a collection of events via any other format, including in a set of history
books or in a spreadsheet.
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of existing data may then also be used to forecast future events.⁴3
Therefore, the common thread present in the extant literature in economics is that we can

consider the following as a broad definition of a narrative:

“A causal explanation that makes sense of a collection of events.”

Under this broad definition, a narrative is very similar to a subjective model. We do not draw
a bright line between the two concepts. When people talk about a narrative, they are very often
referring to a particular type of model. However, one characteristic of a narrative under this
broad definition that we would like to highlight is that this definition ties the narrative to a
particular collection of events (i.e., to a particular data set). In this sense, the narrative does not
live on its own independent of any data. This distinguishes even this broad class of narratives
from theories or models which can be postulated in the absence of any existing data that they
are aiming to explain. Therefore, a narrative can be thought of as a type of model that explains
a particular set of events (or data set). A narrative is attached to a fixed data set, while a model
may stand alone.

A.2 The main constituent components of a narrative

To highlight where the different working definitions of a narrative differ, it is informative to
break the concept down and consider the main components that one might think of as compris-
ing a narrative. It is important to note that the early contributions to this narratives literature in
economics (discussed above) are generally not considering mutually inconsistent working defi-
nitions of the concept, but are rather choosing to focus on different elements of what might be
considered a narrative. We hope that the following discussion helps to clarify this and illustrate
how these various projects provide complementary contributions to the collective scientific en-
deavour of better understanding the role of narratives in economics.

As noted above, we view a narrative as providing an explanation for a collection of events.
The construction of such a sense-making explanation (or narrative) can be thought of as com-
prising the following parts.

Selection of the events to be explained. A key step in constructing a narrative is selecting
the collection of events that require an explanation. Here, we consider two dimensions on
which narratives may differ that can influence this event selection.

First, it is important to consider whether the narrative aims to explain the causes of one
particular outcome of interest (e.g., the causes of World War II or the 2007 Financial Crisis).

⁴3One key difference between our everyday narrative builder and the econometrician is that the narrative
builder is not necessarily constrained by good statistical practices. He may construct a narrative that is as simple
or as complex as he wishes. If he constructs the narrative for himself, he is constrained by his own view of what
constitutes a plausible narrative, given the data. If he constructs it for others, he is constrained by his perception
of what they might find credible. The narrative need not be identified in the data.
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For such narratives in this single-outcome-of-interest class, the selection criterion for an event
to be included in the collection of events to be explained, is that it must be viewed as an
important causal antecedent to the event of interest.⁴⁴ Many of the types of narratives that we
are interested in in economics will fall within this class. This class stands in contrast to the class
of narratives where there is no primacy of a single event from the collection of events and the
narrative simply aims to provide an explanation of the entire set. For example, a narrative of the
cultural evolution in Western society over the 20th century does not necessarily assign primacy
to the terminal point, but should provide an explanation the places all major cultural events
on an equal footing. We refer to such narratives as multiple-outcomes-of-interest narratives.

Second, the narrative may either consider a collection of events as being unique or as being
part of a repeating pattern. For example, one narrative may focus on explaining the causes
of a particular recession, while another may propose an explanation for common causes of
recessions in general. Similarly, one narrative might propose an explanation for high inflation
observed in the US in late 2021 and early 2022, while another might propose an explanation
for common causes of inflation more generally (see Andre, Haaland, et al., 2022, for further
discussion of this example). Therefore, a second important dimension for determining which
events are included in the collection to be explained is whether the narrative is a singular
narrative (single-series) or a generic narrative (repeated-series).

Imposing a (subjective) causal structure that connects events. Given a selected collection
of events, a narrative normally involves imposing a causal structure that connects the events.
It is this causal structure selection and formation that is the focus of one central thread of
the early theoretical work on narratives, which examine how individuals might select which
directed acyclic graph (DAG) to adopt to explain a particular data set (e.g. Spiegler, 2016;
Eliaz & Spiegler, 2020). Following on from this, some of the early empirical contributions have
also focused on studying how individuals end up holding beliefs that can be represented by a
particular DAG (Andre, Haaland, et al., 2022; Charles & Kendall, 2022).

As noted above, one can think of the set of events being explained as variables captured
in a data set. When thinking through this lens, it will also often be convenient to use the
language of variables instead of events. This literature on causal narratives predominantly
focuses on how individuals end up believing in a certain causal structure connecting a set of
variables, and what the implications of adopting an incorrect DAGmay be. Therefore, the focus
is on mistakes that arise in forming a subjective causal structure that connects the variables of
interest. This captures an important class of mistakes that we are interested in when thinking
about narratives. However, conditional on holding a particular (possibly correct) DAG in mind,

⁴⁴It is worth also noting that the outcome of interest that a narrative focuses on may sometimes be explicit (as
in the case of causal explanations for World War II or the 2007 Financial Crisis), but it may also sometimes be
more subtle or implicit. For example, the biography of a noteworthy individual may involve plotting a causal path
through selected events from their life that culminate in (and thereby explain) the noteworthy achievement or
event in their life. Here, there is still a single focus that the narrative aims to explain (and which guides event
selection).
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there is still an additional cognitive step required to operationalize the causal model in forming
beliefs that may then guide action choices. The DAG itself does not pin down the functional
form nor the parameterization of the relationship between variables. Therefore, even with the
correct DAG in mind, mistakes in narrative formation may arise. This is discussed further in
the next section.

Beliefs about the precise parameterization of the relationship between events. A directed
acyclic graph provides a lattice that describes causal links between variables. Variables are
linked by edges, which are acyclic, implying there can be no causal path that is circular. How-
ever, the DAG does not identify the precise nature of the relationship between two variables
(e.g., the sign, functional form and parameterization of the causal relationship). This means
that even when there is agreement about the relevant set of variables and about the shape
and direction of the causal structure, there is still substantial scope for disagreement about the
precise relationship between the variables. In other words, there may still be disagreement
about the best explanation for a given collection of events (where the events correspond to
variables in the DAG). This implies that there is scope for differences in narratives to arise on
different levels—either at the level of constructing the subjective causal structure (DAG) or
at the level of forming beliefs about the functional form and parameterization of the relation-
ship between variables. While the work by Spiegler (2016), Eliaz & Spiegler (2020), Andre,
Haaland, et al. (2022), and Charles & Kendall (2022) focuses predominantly on the first level
of narrative formation (i.e., narrative construction), Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021) and
the current paper focus on better understanding the second level of narrative formation (i.e.,
narrative calibration).

A.3 Narratives in this paper

The discussion above serves to highlight some of the characteristics that distinguish different
types of narratives from one another (i.e., single- vs multiple-outcomes of interest and singular
vs generic narratives). It also dichotomized the process of narrative formation into two broad
stages—narrative construction and narrative calibration. Given the wide array of scenarios that
the term narrative is applied to, this is necessarily a partial taxonomy, however, in our view it
provides a useful starting point for thinking about how different contributions to this nascent
literature relate to one another.

In this paper, we are focusing on singular, single-outcome-of-interest narratives. In this
context, we study narrative calibration. This focus on narrative calibration is one feature of
our study that differentiates it from the contemporaneous empirical work (see, e.g., Andre,
Haaland, et al., 2022; Charles & Kendall, 2022). However, there are also several other features
in which we differ First, we follow Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021) in focusing on a partic-
ular feature of narrative selection, namely narrative fit. In this, we study the role played by a
narrative being convincing when compared to the data. We, therefore, differ from analyses of
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other types of narrative selection rules, such as the adoption of “hopeful narratives” studied
theoretically by Eliaz & Spiegler (2020) and empirically by Charles & Kendall (2022). Second,
the application studied in our paper is that of an expert advisor who wishes to persuade an
investor. While this expert-advisee application is relevant for a broad class of scenarios that
we are interested in, it has some unique features. Therefore, it raises a specific set of research
questions that are not examined in work studying narratives in other contexts. For example,
we study the behavior of both types of individuals in the advice scenario. We examine the
narrative construction strategies expert advisors may use to form compelling narratives with
the intent to pull investors’ beliefs in a particular direction. We also analyze the effectiveness
of these narratives in persuading investors. The contemporaneous empirical work focuses on
other questions, such as the formation and implications of holding different narratives about
inflation in 2021/2 in the US (Andre, Haaland, et al., 2022), and the adoption of hopeful narra-
tives and narrative transmission (Charles & Kendall, 2022). Neither study examines persuasion
by a conflicted expert advisor and the set of research questions raised by this context.

Finally, to be clear about what we mean in this paper when we refer to a narrative, we are
essentially using the broad definition described above—namely a causal explanation that makes
sense of a collection of events. However, in our experiment, we restrict participants to think about
a particular set of possible narratives. In doing this, we impose a (true) causal structure that is
common knowledge to all participants. By fixing the causal structure of the narrative, we only
leave the narrative calibration channel open for advisors to use to persuade investors. This
provides us with the experimental control required to construct behavioral benchmarks and
address our research questions of interest. Even the remaining flexibility provided when the
“narrative construction” channel is closed still provides an extremely rich setting for studying
narrative persuasion.

A.4 An illustrative comparison of the Spiegler and S & S frameworks.

To illustrate some of the key differences between the Spiegler and S&S approaches, we provide
a simple example that shows how individuals end up adopting certain narratives in the setup
studied in our experiment according to each of the theoretical frameworks.

Our experiment studies a setup with one outcome variable y ∈ {0,1} (failure or success).
We also have a time variable t ∈ {1, . . . , 10}. The probability of the company being successful,
Pr(y = 1), depends on the company’s CEO. This CEO changed in one of seven different years,
leading to a structural break in the success probability. Suppose now that we want to use
the Bayesian Networks approach to analyze how narratives influence the interpretation of the
available data. To do this, let us represent the seven different possible structural breaks with
seven additional variables c2, c3, . . . , c8. These variables are defined as follows:

ci ≡ I(t > i) for i ∈ {2,8},
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where I is the indicator function. These latent variables allow us to represent each of the
possible structural change candidates as a simple DAG, which then permits analysis using the
Bayesian Networks approach.⁴⁵ Now, consider an example history, h= (0, 1,1, 1,0, 0,1, 0,1, 1),
which contains a sequence of realizations of the outcome variable, y . Together with the seven
latent variables, ci, this yields the following data set:

Table A.1: Data set for the example history h= (0, 1,1, 1,0, 0,1, 0,1, 1)

t y c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
8 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Suppose that an individual believes that the CEO changed after year 6. We can represent
this as the agent believing in the DAG c6 → y . Then, to form a belief about the quality of the
old CEO, the individual would calculate:

Pr(y = 1|old CEO) = Pr(y = 1|c6 = 0) =
1
2

.

This is done simply by looking at the c6 column, selecting the rows in which c6 = 0, and
calculating the average value of y corresponding to these rows.

Analogously, under the new CEO,

Pr(y = 1|new CEO) = Pr(y = 1|c6 = 1) =
3
4

.

In a similar way we can calculate the success probability beliefs under the old and new
CEO of individuals who believe that the structural break took place in any given year t using
Pr(y = 1|ct = 0) and Pr(y = 1|ct = 1): Essentially, a narrative in this framework is a lens for
interpreting the data—here, holding a particular narrative guides the individual’s attention to
a specific c-column of the data set, which they then use to form their belief. When forming

⁴⁵One way to think of this is the following. The individual knows that the CEO determines the probability of
success of the company (i.e., C EO→ y). If we define a variable z, which takes a value of 1 in years in which the
new CEO is in charge and 0 in which the old CEO is in charge, then we can write down the true DAG as z → y .
The issue is that individuals in our experiment don’t know when the structural change occurred. This implies that
z is an unobserved variable—they do not know the values of z in each year. Instead, they know that there are
seven potential versions of z. These are the ci variables—one is correct and six are not, but the individual does
not know which one. This implies that there are seven potential DAGs, ci → y , that could explain the data, but
the individual does not know which is the true DAG.
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this belief, the individual will choose DAG-parameters (i.e., the two success probabilities) that
are most consistent with the data. Therefore, coherency of the adopted narrative is an impor-
tant feature of narratives highlighted by Eliaz & Spiegler (2020). Importantly, this coherency
with the data pertains to the selection of the DAG-parameters, conditional on the selected DAG;
coherency is not the criterion used for the selection of the DAG itself (i.e., the selection of the
c-column here).

While coherence between the model and the data is also of central importance in the
Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021) framework, there are several important differences be-
tween the two approaches. First, in the Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021), the fit criterion
is used to select between different candidate models that involve a proposal containing a par-
ticular c-column as well as DAG-parameters. Under the Bayesian Networks approach, the fit
is not used to select between DAGs, rather it is relevant for predicting how agents select the
DAG-parameters, conditional on the DAG.

Second, under Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021)-style analysis that we conduct for our
setting, individuals do not necessarily choose the most coherent DAG-parameters, conditional
on their adopted DAG. Intuitively, since they are willing to adopt any model that fits better
than their default, they may be willing to adopt a model where the DAG-parameters fit the
data poorly, provided the overall model fit is superior to their default. For example, in the
Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021)-framework an individual who holds the default model md =
(c = 5,θpre = 3/5,θpost = 3/5), which is the most coherent parameterization of the DAG given
that c = 5, would be convinced to adopt an persuader’s narrative mA = (8, 3/5,1). While
the persuader’s narrative is not the most coherent DAG parameterization given c = 8, it has
a higher overall empirical fit than the individual’s default. Therefore, a key difference is that
instead of focusing on the implications of mistakes in subjective beliefs about causal relations,
the Schwartzstein & Sunderam (2021) framework allows for scenarios where there is general
agreement about the causal relations between variables, but mistakes may arise in beliefs about
other features of the underlying model.

A third key difference is that the two frameworks have different implications for belief for-
mation from a big vs. small data set. Suppose that the company in the example above produces
multiple binary outputs y1, . . . , yK in every year, all determined by the same DGP (i.e., for each
year t, we observe K rows in the data). As K grows large, the true parameterization of the DGP
will almost surely maximize the likelihood function. Therefore, a persuader in Schwartzstein
& Sunderam’s framework will find it more difficult to convince the individual to adopt a differ-
ent narrative than the truth under big data than under small data. In contrast, since internal
coherence (conditional on the DAG) is the sole criterion in Eliaz & Spiegler’s framework, a per-
suader can still suggest different structural breaks to induce different beliefs in the individual,
even if under big data. Whether the individual will be willing to adopt the narrative will then
be decided on the margin by the individual’s preferences, i.e., whether the narrative suggested
by the persuader induces beliefs that maximize the individual’s anticipated utility. Therefore,
while both approaches study mistakes that may arise in the interpretation of data, they each
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shine a spotlight on different features of narratives that may influence the individual’s nar-
rative adoption decision. Schwartzstein & Sunderam focus on the sense-making function of
narratives, which proposes that individuals intrinsically prefer one story to another if it gives
them a more convincing explanation of the data. Eliaz & Spiegler assume that individuals are
able to form the most coherent belief structure, conditional on their adopted DAG but do not
provide a ranking of the different internally coherent DAG-structures. Instead they assume
that another aspect of the narrative—whether it raises the individual’s anticipated utility—is
the relevant narrative selection criterion. In both of these frameworks, individuals make the
same mistake of not questioning the persuader’s motive for proposing a certain narrative. That
is, they are strategically unsophisticated.
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B Additional Results

B.1 Additional Results for Section 4.3: Procedures

Table B.1: Demographic characteristics of participants (by treatment and role)

Baseline Skepticism InvestorPrior PrivateData

Investors

Age 35.878 35.500 34.989 34.967
(12.030) (11.619) (12.257) (12.471)

Gender: Female 0.506 0.500 0.511 0.556
(0.501) (0.503) (0.503) (0.500)

Gender: Male 0.483 0.478 0.489 0.433
(0.501) (0.502) (0.503) (0.498)

Gender: Other 0.011 0.022 0.000 0.011
(0.105) (0.148) (0.000) (0.105)

Edu: Primary school 0.017 0.000 0.000 0.011
(0.128) (0.000) (0.000) (0.105)

Edu: Secondary school 0.056 0.089 0.078 0.111
(0.230) (0.286) (0.269) (0.316)

Edu: Higher secondary education 0.211 0.244 0.200 0.289
(0.409) (0.432) (0.402) (0.456)

Edu: College or university 0.467 0.389 0.489 0.389
(0.500) (0.490) (0.503) (0.490)

Edu: Post-graduate 0.250 0.267 0.233 0.189
(0.434) (0.445) (0.425) (0.394)

Edu: Prefer not to say 0.000 0.011 0.000 0.011
(0.000) (0.105) (0.000) (0.105)

Observations 180 90 90 90
Advisors

Age 36.044 34.389 36.278 35.800
(12.674) (11.624) (12.469) (12.190)

Gender: Female 0.506 0.467 0.444 0.556
(0.501) (0.502) (0.500) (0.500)

Gender: Male 0.489 0.522 0.544 0.411
(0.501) (0.502) (0.501) (0.495)

Gender: Other 0.006 0.011 0.011 0.033
(0.075) (0.105) (0.105) (0.181)

Edu: Primary school 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.011
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.105)

Edu: Secondary school 0.078 0.089 0.067 0.111
(0.269) (0.286) (0.251) (0.316)

Edu: Higher secondary education 0.183 0.244 0.244 0.267
(0.388) (0.432) (0.432) (0.445)

Edu: College or university 0.478 0.467 0.467 0.411
(0.501) (0.502) (0.502) (0.495)

Edu: Post-graduate 0.244 0.189 0.211 0.189
(0.431) (0.394) (0.410) (0.394)

Edu: Prefer not to say 0.017 0.011 0.011 0.011
(0.128) (0.105) (0.105) (0.105)

Observations 180 90 90 90
Note: Standard deviations in parenthesis.
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Figure B.1: Average observed history vs true model (by round)

Notes: The figure shows the average history observed by investors in each of the rounds in comparison to the true underlying
model generating the data. Hollow dots are the average data observed and the blue line denotes the true data-generating model.

▶ Back to Section 4.3 (Procedures)
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B.2 Additional Results for Section 5.1: Advisor Narrative Construction

Movement-fit tradeoff. The figure below plots the average difference between θA and θ DO|cA,
the advisor’s data-optimal narrative for the history and her choice of cA. We observe that the
average success probabilities suggested by aligned advisors are non-significantly different from
the data-optimum in every year of the historical company data. For misaligned advisors, they
are non-significantly different only in the early years of the company’s history. In later years, up-
advisors exaggerate and down-advisors downplay the company’s success probability relative
to the data-optimum This suggests that misaligned advisors reduce the narrative’s empirical fit
to increase the bias in θA

post , but not in θ
A
pre.

Figure B.2: Difference between sent and data-optimal narrative
(by advisor type)

Notes: The figure includes data from advisors who received the Baseline instructions. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals that were derived from regressions which cluster standard errors
at the advisor level.

Choice of cA. If advisors strategically adjust c to change the empirical proportion of successes
in post to be more in line with the communicated θpost , then we should also observe that
advisors choose a more advantageous c when they have the possibility to do so (advantageous
in the sense that it allows them to justify a θpost that is closer to their desired assessment).
We test for this behavior in the following way. For each historical dataset we compare the
true year of the structural break (CEO change) to each possible alternative year that advisors
could propose as the year of the structural change in their narrative. For each data set and
each alternative change-year, we can calculate the data-optimal θpost conditional on that year
(i.e., θ DO

post |c). This is simply equal to the proportion of successes among all years larger than
c. We then classify each of the possible years of CEO change into three different categories:
those that justify a higher data-optimal θpost than under truth-telling, those that justify a lower
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data-optimal θpost than under truth-telling, and those that induce the same data-optimal θpost .

Figure B.3: Advisor strategies in adjusting c (by advisor type)

Notes: (i) The figure plots the frequency of advisors choosing to communicate a year that the CEO
changed, c, that induces a data-optimal model with either a lower, higher, or the same data-optimal
θpost as under the true c, conditional on a c from an alternative category being available, (ii) It shows
that up-advisors are more likely to choose a c that induces a higher data-optimal θpost , while down-
advisors are more likely to choose a c that induces a lower data-optimal θpost than the c dictated by
the true model, (iii) Error bars are 95% confidence intervals derived from regressions which cluster
standard errors on the advisor level.

Figure B.3 plots the percentage of advisors that switch from the true year of the structural
change to another year that is in one of the three categories. The resulting pattern shows
that up-advisors are indeed more likely to deviate to a year that better justifies a higher θpost ,
while down-advisors are more likely to deviate to a year that better justifies a lower θpost . As
expected, no systematic pattern emerges for aligned advisors, who do not have a motive to bias
the investor’s assessment in a systematic way. Overall, this pattern of behavior suggests that
one reason why advisors shift θpost and θpre in opposite directions is that they are adjusting the
year of the CEO change to rationalize a particular θpost , and then adjusting the θpre to improve
the narrative fit. This evidence is consistent with the idea that advisors use all three narrative
components at their disposal in trying to construct a convincing narrative.
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Average narrative by round and advisor type

Figure B.4: Advisor θpost and θpre reports in each round
(by advisor type)

Notes: (i) The numbered labels in the figure denote the 10 rounds of the experiment,
(ii) The blue markers show the average θpost and θpre report by up-advisors in each
round, while the red markers report the same for down-advisor. (iii) The figure shows
that down-advisor reports are below and to the right of up-advisor reports, indicat-
ing that the advisors move their θpost and θpre in opposing directions to construct
convincing narratives.

Figure B.5: Average narrative sent (by advisor type and round)

Notes: The figure shows the average message sent by up-advisors (blue), down-advisors (red), and aligned advisors
(black). The grey line plots the true model.

▶ Back to Section 5.1 (Advisor Narrative Construction)
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B.3 Additional Results for Section 5.2: Persuasion of Investors

The table below examines the influence of the fit of the advisor’s narrative when using a
more continuous measure of narrative fit, compared to the one that we used in the main text.
Columns (1) and (2) includes the level of the EPI of the advisor’s narrative, while columns
(3) and (4) look at the distance between EPI of the advisor’s narrative and the investor’s prior.
Looking at the interaction terms in all four columns shows that the results are consistent with
those in Table 4, essentially showing that as the gap between the advisor’s message and the
investor’s prior gets larger, the higher the EPI of the advisor’s narrative, the more does the
investor update their beliefs. This is consistent with the investor moving towards the advisor’s
message by more substantially when the advisor’s narrative has a high EPI.

Table B.2: Belief updating and narrative fit (with continuous EPI variables)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
|θ I ,1

post − θ
I ,0
post | |θ

I ,1
post − θ

I ,0
post | |θ

I ,1
post − θ

I ,0
post | |θ I ,1

post − θ
I ,0
post |

|θ I ,0
post − θ

A
post | 0.398∗∗∗ 0.464∗∗∗ 0.382∗∗∗ 0.451∗∗∗

(0.0412) (0.0443) (0.0408) (0.0433)

EPIA -1.953∗∗∗ -1.556∗∗∗
(0.507) (0.554)

|θ I ,0
post − θ

A
post | × EPIA 0.121∗∗∗ 0.0907∗∗

(0.0374) (0.0359)

Misaligned advisor -0.875 -0.824 -0.745 -0.607
(0.782) (0.864) (0.765) (0.837)

(EPIA− EPI I ,0) -1.987∗∗∗ -1.894∗∗
(0.674) (0.730)

|θ I ,0
post − θ

A
post | × (EPIA− EPI I ,0) 0.129∗∗∗ 0.118∗∗∗

(0.0281) (0.0329)

Dependent variable mean 11.102 12.35 11.102 12.35
Incl. opposite updaters Yes No Yes No
Round FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 900 779 900 779
(i) The regressions use data from the InvestorPrior treatment, (ii) The outcome variable in the
regressions in this table is the absolute distance that investors update, |θ I ,1

post−θ
I ,0
post | (iii) In columns

(2) and (4), we remove observations in which the investor updates their belief in the opposite
direction to the message sent by the advisor (e.g. updating upwards after receiving a message
where θ I ,0

post > θ
A,1
post), (vi) The EPI

A and EPI(mA)−EPI(mI) variables have been standardized to have
mean zero and std. deviation one in order to make the coefficient magnitudes comparable, (v)
Standard errors are clustered at the Interaction Group level, reported in parentheses ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, (vi) For each of the investors, we have 10 observations—one for each round.

▶ Back to Section 5.2 (Persuasion of Investors)

B.4 Additional Results for Section 5.3.2: Disentangling Data and Narra-
tive

In this section we report further results on the interaction between the company’s history and
the advisor’s narrative. We first show estimation results from a regression that estimates the
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equation

θ I ,1
post =

10
∑

t=1

βtst +
8
∑

t=3

γtst × I(t > cA) +ρ + ϵ.

This regression estimates the investor’s assessment as a function of success and failure in each
year of the history. In addition it includes interactions between success in a certain year and
whether the advisor suggested that this year belongs to the post period.⁴⁶ Column (1) in
Table B.3 reports the estimates of the interaction coefficient. Most of them are positive, which
suggests that, when a year is designated to be part of the post period, investors weight a success
or failure in that year more strongly when making their final assessment. The test for the
joint significance of the interaction coefficients is significantly different from zero, as reported
further down in the table. Column (2) in addition controls for the advisor’s suggested θA

post

and shows that the effect of the suggested post period remains significantly different from
zero. Columns (3) and (4) estimate identical specifications taking θ DO

post of the specific history
observed by the investor as the outcome variable. In this placebo specification, we do not find
that the interaction coefficients are significantly different from zero.

Table B.3: The effect of history and narrative on assessments and placebo assessments

(1) (2) (3) (4)
θ I ,1

post θ I ,1
post θ DO

post θ DO
post

γ3 0.318 -1.674 -0.732 -0.693
(1.446) (1.235) (1.133) (1.140)

γ4 -0.792 -0.539 -0.133 -0.138
(1.505) (1.262) (1.078) (1.076)

γ5 4.551∗∗∗ 3.145∗∗∗ 0.0742 0.101
(1.355) (1.068) (1.054) (1.060)

γ6 2.350∗ 1.014 0.512 0.538
(1.305) (1.280) (1.102) (1.091)

γ7 6.586∗∗∗ 3.555∗∗ 2.979∗∗ 3.038∗∗
(1.804) (1.680) (1.383) (1.400)

γ8 5.570 5.078∗ 0.888 0.898
(3.453) (2.809) (2.513) (2.518)

θA
post 0.430∗∗∗ -0.00832

(0.0336) (0.0127)

Dep. var. mean 48.002 48.002 47.727 47.727
H0: γ3 = . . .= γ8 = 0 p-value 0 .002 .283 .276
Round FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Included β1 − β10 Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 1800 1800 1800 1800
Note: Standard errors are clustered at the matching group level, reported
in parentheses, (iii) ∗ p < 0.1 ∗∗ p < 0.05 ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

As a further placebo test, Column (1) in Table B.4 presents estimates of the regression

⁴⁶Note that, since years 1-2 never and years 9-10 always belong to the post period, only effects of post in the
years 3-8 are identified.
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equation

θ I ,0
post =

10
∑

t=1

βtst +
8
∑

t=3

γtst × I(t > cA) +ρ + ϵ

using data from InvestorPrior. That is, this specification only differs from the one reported
in Column (1) of Table B.3 in that it uses the investor’s prior belief as the dependent variable,
and not the final assessment. The coefficient estimates of the interaction terms are not jointly
different from zero. Column (2) reports estimates of the diff-in-diff specification

θ I ,d
post =

10
∑

t=1

[βtst +δtst × I(d = 1)] +
8
∑

t=3

�

γtst × I(t > cA) + ζtst × I(t > cA)× I(d = 1)
�

+ρ +ρ′ × I(d = 1) + ϵ.

In the equation, d ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether the dependent variable is the investor’s prior belief
(d = 0) or final assessment (d = 1). The right-hand side includes a number of flexible inter-
actions between the final assessment and the history.⁴⁷ Most important in this specifications
are the ζt-coefficients. They estimate the triple interaction between (i) success in year t, (ii)
the year being in pre or post, as suggested by the advisor, (iii) the investor’s belief being the
final assessment. The estimation includes observations of prior beliefs and final assessments
from InvestorPrior and final assessments from Baseline. The table shows that these inter-
actions are jointly significantly different from zero and mostly positive. They remain positive
and marginally jointly significant after controlling for θA

post .

⁴⁷We include Round×FinalAssessment fixed effects as final assessments are typically influenced by the round’s
true model, while prior beliefs are not. We include interactions between success in any given year and the final
assessments because, compared to final assessments, prior beliefs typically over-extrapolate from the data. These
interactions thus pick up an effect which would otherwise wrongly be picked up by the success-post period-final
assessment interaction terms.
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Table B.4: The effect of history and narrative on prior beliefs and assessments

(1) (2) (3)
θ I ,0

post θ I ,0
post ,θ

I ,1
post θ I ,0

post ,θ
I ,1
post

γ3 -0.249 -0.249 -0.262
(2.361) (2.319) (2.312)

γ4 2.296 2.296 2.288
(2.708) (2.659) (2.659)

γ5 1.468 1.468 1.458
(2.108) (2.070) (2.073)

γ6 -0.956 -0.956 -0.974
(2.275) (2.234) (2.204)

γ7 -0.0589 -0.0589 -0.0890
(2.479) (2.434) (2.433)

γ8 -2.450 -2.450 -2.462
(2.321) (2.279) (2.302)

ζ3 1.197 -0.472
(2.241) (2.172)

ζ4 -1.496 -1.635
(2.446) (2.385)

ζ5 1.876 0.687
(2.007) (1.940)

ζ6 3.336 1.953
(2.077) (2.118)

ζ7 5.285∗ 2.330
(2.776) (2.645)

ζ8 6.746∗∗ 6.015∗∗
(3.123) (2.793)

θA
post 0.00402

(0.0280)

Assessment=1×θA
post 0.397∗∗∗

(0.0322)

Dep. var. mean 47.851 47.987 47.987
H0: γ3 = . . .= γ8 = 0 p-value .606 .58 .586
H0: ζ3 = . . .= ζ8 = 0 p-value - .002 .061
Round FE Yes No No
Round × Assessment FE No Yes Yes
Included β1 − β10 Yes Yes Yes
Included δ1 −δ10 No Yes Yes

Observations 900 3600 3600
Note: Standard errors are clustered at the matching group level, reported in parentheses, (iii)
∗ p < 0.1 ∗∗ p < 0.05 ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

▶ Back to Section 5.3.2 (Disentangling Data and Narrative)
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B.5 Additional Results for Section 5.4: Evaluating Potential Protective
Interventions

The following figure reproduces Figure 5 for all treatments.

Figure B.6: Difference between θ I
post and θ

T
post (by treatment and advisor type).

Notes: (i) The figure plots the cdf of the difference between the investor’s belief and the truth, θ I
post − θ

T
post , for all investor-rounds

where the investor is matched with a particular advisor type, (ii) Each of the panels show this for a particular treatment condition, (iii)
The red dashed line shows the cdf for investor-rounds where the investor is matched with down-advisor, the black dotted lines shows
the cdf for investor-rounds where the investor is matched with aligned advisor, and the blue solid line shows the cdf for investor-rounds
where the investor is matched with up-advisor.

When do investors follow advisors’ messages? To better understand exactly how the treat-
ments are influencing investor behavior, we replicate Table 6 but now consider as an outcome
variable the distance between the investors’ beliefs and the advisors’ message. The results
are reported in Table B.5. This table provides insight into what determines whether investors
follow the message of their advisor. The table reveals several interesting insights. First, the co-
efficient point estimates in the (*a) columns show that in all three treatments, investors beliefs
are 2-3pp further from the message that they receive from their advisor relative to in the Base-
line treatment (although, this coefficient not statistically significant for InvestorPrior). This
indicates that the intervention treatments are leading investors to rely less on their advisors’
messages. However, in combination with the results discussed above, it seems that investors
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are not able to make their beliefs more accurate. Second, the coefficient on the “Advisor lied”
variable is highly significant and shows that investors in Baseline report beliefs that are 4pp
further from their advisors message when the advisor lies. This provides strong evidence that
investors are able to detect advisor lying to some degree. Third, the interaction term in col-
umn (6) shows that investors are even less likely to follow the messages of advisors who lie in
the PrivateData treatment. Here, investors’ beliefs are over 7pp further away from advisors’
messages when the advisor lies. This makes sense, since advisors in PrivateData cannot tailor
their lies to the data that the investor observes.

Table B.5: Evaluating the impact of interventions (distance to advisor message)

Disclosure
|θ I

post − θ
A
post |

InvestorPrior
|θ I

post − θ
A
post |

PrivateData
|θ I

post − θ
A
post |

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b)

Treatment 2.038∗ 2.488 1.730 0.914 3.020∗∗∗ -0.442
(1.088) (1.619) (1.044) (1.158) (1.090) (1.179)

Advisor lied 3.855∗∗∗ 3.710∗∗∗ 3.685∗∗∗
(0.911) (0.921) (0.916)

Treatment × Advisor lied -0.521 1.227 4.696∗∗∗
(1.825) (1.681) (1.624)

Baseline mean 11.587 11.587 11.587 11.587 11.587 11.587
Round FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800
(i) The dependent variable is the distance between the advisor’s message θA

post and the corre-
sponding belief held by the investor θ I

post , (ii) Standard errors are clustered at the Interaction
Group level, reported in parentheses ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, (iii) The regres-
sions are estimated using data from investors who are matched with misaligned advisors (i.e.,
rounds in which investors are matched with aligned advisors are excluded), (iv) Each column
uses data from the Baseline treatment as well as the relevant treatment mentioned in the
column header.

Aligned advisors. Turning to the aligned advisors, Table B.6 reports the effect of the treat-
ment interventions for investors matched with aligned advisors. The (*a) columns report the
results for the distance between the investor’s belief and the truth, while the (*b) columns
consider the distance between the investor’s belief and the advisor’s message. The results
are largely as one would expect. We observe a large influence of the Disclosure treatment.
Specifically, when investors learn that they are matched with an aligned advisor, this shifts their
beliefs 5pp closer to their advisor’s message and also 5pp closer to the truth. This halves the
average distance from the truth for investors matched with aligned advisors in Baseline. The
other treatment interventions have no impact on the beliefs of investors matched with aligned
advisors.
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Table B.6: Evaluating the impact of interventions (aligned advisor)

Disclosure
|θ I

post − θ
T
post |

Disclosure
|θ I

post − θ
A
post |

InvestorPrior
|θ I

post − θ
T
post |

InvestorPrior
|θ I

post − θ
A
post |

PrivateData
|θ I

post − θ
T
post |

PrivateData
|θ I

post − θ
A
post |

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b) (3a) (3b)

Treatment -4.597∗∗∗ -5.075∗∗∗ -0.0800 -0.278 0.530 0.632
(0.994) (0.934) (0.972) (1.029) (1.110) (1.154)

Baseline mean 10.163 10.082 10.163 10.082 10.163 10.082
Round FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 900 900 900 900 900 900
(i) The dependent variable in the (*a) columns is the distance between the true θ T

post parameter and the corresponding
belief held by the investor θ I

post , (ii) The dependent variable in the (*b) columns is the distance between the advisor’s
message θA

post and the corresponding belief held by the investor θ I
post , (iii) Standard errors are clustered at the Inter-

action Group level, reported in parentheses ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, (iv) The regressions are estimated
using data from investors who are matched with aligned advisors (i.e., rounds in which investors are matched with
misaligned advisors are excluded), (iv) Each column uses data from the Baseline treatment as well as the relevant
treatment mentioned in the column header.

Comparing how investors react to messages in Baseline and Disclosure. To compare
how investors in both treatments react to receiving a narrative with a certain θpost value, we
order θpost values according to their percentile in the Bayesian prior belief conditional on a his-
tory.⁴⁸ Higher percentiles correspond to higher θpost values for a given history, but, comparing
two different histories, this must not be the case.

Figure B.7: Scatter plot of messages and assessments in Baseline and Disclosure

Figure B.7 plots the percentile of the advisor’s θpost against the investor’s assessment of
θpost . Suppose the investor would always adopt the advisor’s narrative. Then, the dots in the
figure would line up on dashed, 45 degree line. We observe that investors react less strongly

⁴⁸Given the information about the underlying parameter distribution, the Bayesian posterior about θpost can be
calculated as being a mixture of Beta distributions, where each Beta distribution is characterized by the number of
success and failure in post for a given structural break c. See Appendix F for the formal derivation of this posterior
and an example.
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to messages than this. We also observe that, in Skepticism, Investors on average shade an up-
advisor’s message downwards and a down-advisor’s message upwards. Messages of aligned
advisors induce assessments that are closer to the 45 degree line than in Baseline.
▶ Back to Section 5.4 (Evaluating Potential Protective Interventions)

B.6 Additional Results for Section 5.6: Consistency of the Experimental
Data with Nash Equilibrium

The Figure below plots the distance between the investor’s assessment and the advisor message,
|θ I ,1

post−θ
A
post |, against difference between the θA

post sent by the advisor and the lower (left panel)
and upper (right panel) Nash equilibrium thresholds. While Nash equilibrium would predict
that the distance is zero if θA

post is within the interval predicted by Nash equilibrium (i.e. for
positive x-axis values in the left panel and for negative x-axis values in the right panel) and
positive otherwise, there is only a modest discontinuity around the threshold. This is confirmed
in regressions that account for round fixed-effects in a regression-discontinuity framework. As
shown in the regressions reported in Table B.7, beliefs of investors are modestly closer to the
message if the advisor’s θA

post is within the Nash equilibrium interval relative to it being outside
the interval. However, the size of this effect is not always significant and is sensitive to the
chosen bandwidth around the threshold.

Figure B.8: Distance to the message against difference of message and Nash equilibrium
thresholds
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Table B.7: Regression discontinuity estimates of the change in the distance to the message
around the NE thresholds

|θ I ,1
post − θ

A
post | |θ

I ,1
post − θ

A
post | |θ

I ,1
post − θ

A
post | |θ

I ,1
post − θ

A
post |

θA
post is within NE interval -2.218 -1.958∗∗ -1.009 -1.075

(1.397) (0.957) (0.716) (0.652)

Misaligned advisor = 1 -0.994 0.111 0.414 -0.434
(1.330) (0.885) (0.711) (0.620)

Inclusion crit.: dist. to threshold θA
post ± 1 θA

post ± 3 θA
post ± 5 θA

post ± 10
Dependent variable mean 7.692 7.134 6.885 7.012
Round FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 120 320 549 900
Note: (i) The sample contains data from all investors in Baseline and where the θA

post is in
a minimum distance around the threshold (ii) Standard errors are clustered at the matching
group level, reported in parentheses, (iii) ∗∗ p < 0.05.

▶ Back to Section 5.6 (Consistency of the Experimental Data with Nash Equilibrium)
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C Additional pre-registered hypotheses and results

C.1 Narrative construction of aligned advisors and the role of truth-
telling preferences

Balancing persuasiveness against the truth (aligned advisors). We examine the role played
by the belief movement and fit motives in the message construction of the aligned advisor. The
aligned advisor knows that the investor will compare the narrative she sends to the objective
data to assess how convincing it is. In the absence of truth-telling preferences, the aligned
advisor has no interest in reporting the true model, but rather wants to send a message that:
(i) fits the data well, and (ii) induces a belief that is close to the truth. If the message that
fits the data best induces a belief in the investor that is “close” to the truth, θ T

post , the advisor
may wish to send this data-optimal narrative to the investor. This logic suggests that when the
exogenous variation in the historical data is such that that true model does not actually fit the
data well—i.e., the data-optimal value θ DO

post is far from the true value θ T
post—aligned advisors

will send a message that contains a θA
post value that is further from θ DO

post . In other words, we
hypothesize that the average aligned advisor will follow a strategy that involves sending a θA

post

that is a weighted average of the truth, θ T
post , and the data-optimal narrative, θ DO

post .

Hypothesis 7a. [PR.7a] The distance between the data-optimal model and the aligned advisor’s
message, |θA

post − θ
DO
post |, increases in the distance between the truth and the data optimal report

|θ T
post − θ

DO
post |.

Gravitational pull of the truth is weaker for misaligned advisors. For the misaligned advi-
sors, the true model should not play a role unless truth-telling preferences influence the narra-
tives they construct. Misaligned advisors face monetary incentives to draw the investor’s belief
away from the truth. They are constrained only by the investor’s information set (i.e.,the his-
torical data) and their own truth-telling preferences. If they hold no truth-telling preferences,
they will completely disregard the truth and it will play no role in influencing the narrative
they construct. In the following hypothesis we check (a) whether truth-telling preferences in-
fluence misaligned advisors and (b) whether the size of this influence (pull towards the truth)
is smaller than it is for aligned advisors.

Hypothesis 7b. [PR.7b] The distance between the data-optimal model and the misaligned advi-
sor’s report is governed to a lesser extent by the size of |θ T

post − θ
DO
post | than in the aligned advisor’s

report.

We test both hypotheses by estimating the following model for advisors from the pooled
Baseline, Disclosure, and InvestorPrior treatments (the three treatments where advisors
receive identical instructions):

|θA
post − θ

DO
post |=β0 + β1I(Misaligned) + (β2 + β3I(Misaligned)) · |θ T

post − θ
DO
post |+ρr + ϵ
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In the equation above, I(Misaligned) is an indicator function which takes a value of 1 if
the advisor’s incentives are misaligned, ρr are round fixed effects and ϵ is an error term.⁴⁹
Table C.1 reports the results. We test Hypothesis 7a by examining β2. Since β2 is statistically
greater than 0, we find evidence in support of Hypothesis 7a. Specifically, the aligned advisors’
is biased away from the data-optimal model towards the truth. This indicates that aligned
advisors are motivated both by their monetary incentives and also by truth-telling preferences.
The magnitude of this coefficient suggests that truth-telling is the dominant approach adopted
by aligned advisors.

Table C.1: The influence of the truth on advisor narratives

|θA
post − θ

DO
post |

β1: Misaligned advisor = 1 13.33∗∗∗
(0.864)

β2: |θ T
post − θ

DO
post | 0.974∗∗∗

(0.0149)

β3: Misaligned advisor × |θ T
post − θ

DO
post | -0.411∗∗∗

(0.0322)

Dependent variable mean 22.169
β2 + β3 = 0 .001
Round FE Yes

Observations 3600
(i) The dependent variable is the distance between the ad-
visor’s report, θA

post , and the true value θ T
post , (ii) The sam-

ple contains data from all advisors who received the Base-
line instructions, (iii) Standard errors are clustered at the
advisor level, reported in parentheses, (iv) There are 360
clusters, (v) For each advisor, we have 10 observations—
one for each round, (vi) ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

In support of Hypothesis 7b, we find that misaligned advisors respond less strongly to the
truth than aligned advisors (β3 < 0). However, misaligned advisors do not ignore the truth
completely—on average, they do still adjust their narratives towards the truth, even though
they are not incentivized to do so (β2 + β3 > 0). One potential explanation for this is that
(some) advisors hold truth-telling preferences that are sufficiently strong to induce them to tell
the truth in some rounds. We find support for this when we calculate the number of rounds
in which each advisor lied, as displayed in Figure C.1. We see that while the vast majority of
misaligned advisors lied in more than five rounds, fewer than 40% lied in all ten rounds. This
suggests that a majority of advisors hold some truth-telling preferences.

⁴⁹Since the true model is held constant within each round of the experiment, the ρr parameters absorb both
round and true model fixed effects. We account for repeated observations by clustering errors at the advisor level
when studying advisor outcomes. When studying investor outcomes, we instead cluster at the Interaction Group
level to account for potential additional Interaction Group spillovers. It is worth noting that since advisors receive
no feedback at all during the experiment, the within Interaction Group spillovers are more limited in scope than
usual in experiments where subjects interact in groups. In our experiment, interaction between players only
operates in one direction: from advisors to investors via the messages. Investors also do not receive any feedback
on the outcomes of their decisions prior to the end of the experiment.
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Figure C.1: Distribution of lying across ten rounds (by advisor
type)

Notes: The figure includes data from all advisors who received the Baseline instructions. Amessage
is defined to be a lie when at least one parameter value is not equal to the truth.

C.2 Features of the dataset that make it more difficult to persuade the
investor

The influence of alternative available models on receiver trust: Here, we introduce a sub-
hypothesis that checks for a potential force moderating the relationship between the message’s
EPI and the receiver’s assessment: if there exist different models that fit the observed data com-
paratively well, does this make it more difficult to persuade the receiver to adapt the sender’s
model compared to the case where there is a single salient data-optimal model?

We study the impact of the availability of alternative models by examining whether the
shape of the EPI function, taken across all possible values of θpost , affects the distance between
the sender’s message and the receiver’s assessment, DS(θR

post). The EPI function is single-peaked
in cases where the data provides a relatively salient data-optimal model but has multiple peaks
when the data provides room for multiple competing explanations. We hypothesize that, if
the history of outcomes can be equally well explained by different models, the receiver is less
easily swayed by the sender’s model (assuming that the receiver has reason to believe that
there is at least some chance that the sender does not have aligned incentives, as is the case
in our Baseline treatment). The rationale behind this hypothesis is that when the EPI has
multiple peaks, the receiver can more easily entertain alternative models that explain the data
similarly well. Therefore, we conjecture that the distance between the sender’s message and
the receiver’s assessment is higher if, among all possible values of θpost , the EPI has multiple
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local optima.⁵⁰ To adjust for possible changes in the sender’s message quality across different
histories, we condition the hypothesis on the value of the EPI evaluated at the sender’s model.

Hypothesis 8 (PR.5b). Conditional on the value of the EPI evaluated at the sender’s model, the
distance between the sender’s message and the receiver’s assessment is smaller if the EPI has a
single global optimum than if it has multiple local optima.

We test for this hypothesis by running a regression of the following form using data from
receivers in the Baseline treatment:

DS(θR
post) =β0 + β1EPI(cS,θ S

pre,θ
S
post |h) + β2I(EPI has multiple peaks)

+α+ρr + ϵ.

The table below shows results using the Baseline data. They indicate that investors indeed
report beliefs that are further away from the advisor’s narrative if the EPI has multiple optima.

(1)
|θ I ,1

post − θ
A
post |

Advisor message fit (EPI) -15.45∗∗∗
(1.968)

I(EPI has multiple optima) 4.812∗∗∗
(1.564)

Misaligned advisor = 1 0.807
(0.664)

Dependent variable mean 11.085
Round FE Yes

Observations 1800

D Details on the Structural Estimation and Robustness
Checks

A theoretical rationale for the updating rule. We generalize the narrative adoption rule as
described in Equation (1) by two factors. First, we assume that investors’ perceptions of the
empirical fit is noisy. That is, they might not be perfectly accurate in assessing the empirical
fit of a given narrative. Second, we assume that investors are to some extend credulous, in
the sense that they do not require the narrative to explain the data better than the default
model does, but simply require that it does not explain the data significantly worse than the

⁵⁰Another way to think about this is that, if the log likelihood function of the model for a given history is
relatively flat in θpost , the sender is less swayed by the receiver’s message, even if the communicated model has
a high EPI because alternative models exist that also have a high EPI. We proxy flatness of the log likelihood
function by distinguishing between flat (multiple peaked) and non-flat (single peaked) functions.
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default model. We also take the EPI as an empirical fit measure to account for the fact that the
absolute likelihood values differ by the underlying data set.⁵1 Under these assumptions, the
investor adopts the advisor’s narrative whenever

EPI(mA) + κ̃+ ϵA ≥ EPI(mI ,0) + ϵ I ,0.

Above, κ̃ denotes the investor’s degree of credulity. Note that −κ̃ can be interpreted as the
degree of skepticism. The error terms ϵA and ϵ I ,0 measure the noise in the ways the investor
perceives the empirical fit of the narrative and the default model. We assume that ϵA and ϵ I ,0

are independently distributed according to the Gumbel distribution, with mean 0 and scale
parameter 1/λ. This is very similar to how Froeb et al. (2016) model noisy model selection in
their theoretical model of persuasion. Under these assumptions on the noise term, the proba-
bility of adoption becomes equal to

Pr(adopt narrative|κ̃,λ, mI ,0, mA) =
exp{λ(κ̃+ EPI(mA))}

exp{λ(κ̃+ EPI(mA))}+ exp{λEPI(mI ,0)}
.

Defining κ ≡ λκ̃ and dividing the numerator and denominator by exp{λEPI(mI ,0)}, we arrive
at

Pr(adopt narrative|κ,λ, mI ,0, mA) =
exp{κ+λ∆EPI(mI ,0, mA))}

exp{κ+λ∆EPI(mI ,0, mA))}+ 1
.

Given the default model and the narrative, the investor’s expected assessment then becomes

Pr(adopt narrative|κ,λ, mI ,0, mA)θA
post + (1− Pr(adopt narrative|κ,λ, mI ,0, mA))θ I ,0

post .

This is equal to the updating rule in that we estimate in the main text.

Estimation details. We can relatively straightforwardly estimate the κ and λ parameter
values that best describe updating in the InvestorPrior treatment using a minimum distance
estimator. In particular, we can find the parameter values that minimize

N
∑

i

�

θ I ,1
post,i − θ̂

I ,1
post,i(κ,λ; mI ,0

i , mA
i , hi)
�2

,

where θ̂post,i is as described in Equation (3). The estimation problem is slightly more challeng-
ing in the remaining treatments which did not elicit the default model. Take the expectation
of Equation (3) with respect to mI ,0;

EmI ,0[θ̂ I ,1
post(κ,λ;mI ,0, mA, h,τ)|h] =

=

∫

p(κ,λ; mA, mI ,0, h)θA
post + (1− p(κ,λ; mA, mI ,0, h))θ I ,O

post f (mI ,0|h,τ)dmI ,0.

⁵1For a given history, EPI(m) is proportional to Pr(h|m).
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In the equation above, τ is a treatment indicator. We can in principle estimate κ and λ if we
derive an estimate for the distribution of default models, f (mI ,0|h,τ). In order to arrive at
such an estimate, we make two observations and two assumptions. First, observe that we only
need to know the joint distribution of the default model’s EPI and θ I ,0

post . We can rewrite the
expectation term to reflect this observation as

EmI ,0[θ̂ I ,1
post(κ,λ; mI ,0, mA, h,τ)|h] =

=

∫

p(κ,λ; mA, mI ,0, h)θA
post + (1− p(κ,λ; mA, mI ,0, h))θ I ,O

post n(θ
I ,0
post |EPI

I ,0, h)g(EPII ,0|h,τ)dEPII ,0.

In the equation above, g is the marginal distribution of the default model EPI and n is the
distribution of θ I ,0

post conditional on EPII ,0. Second, if we assume that the distribution of the
default model’s EPI is independent of the history and treatment, we can estimate it using the
distribution of default model EPIs in InvestorPrior. Third, conditional on EPII ,0 and h, we
can directly calculate the distribution of θ I ,0

post , by identifying for a given dataset which default
models would induce a certain level of EPII ,0. This suggests that we can derive estimates for κ
and λ by following three steps: First, approximate g(EPII ,0) using data from InvestorPrior.
We do this by rounding all observed default model EPIs to two digits. This gives us 100 bins
of default models with EPI values 0, 0.01, . . . , 1. For each bin, we calculate the fraction of
observed default model EPIs that fall into that bin. This is our estimate ĝ(EPII ,0). Second, for
each bin of the default model EPI and for each history, we calculate the conditional expectation
E[θ I ,0|h,EPII ,0]. Essentially, we do this by calculating the EPIs of all possible combinations
(c,θpre,θpost) and then discretize these EPIs into the same 100 bins. For each bin and history,
we then take the average of θpost of the models that fall into this bin. We use these estimates
in a third step to minimize

N
∑

i



θ I ,1
post,i −
∑

j∈{0,0.01,...,1}

�

p(κ,λ; mA,EPII ,0
j , h)θA

post + (1− p(κ,λ; mA,EPII ,0
j , h))E[θ I ,0|h,EPII ,0] ĝ(EPII ,0

j )
�





2

with respect to κ and λ. In all reported estimation results, we use bootstrapping to first draw
a sample from InvestorPrior to approximate ĝ and then draw a sample from one treatment
to estimate κ and λ.

Comparing different estimation results for InvestorPrior. The table below presents
parameter estimation results for InvestorPrior that were either estimated using the full in-
formation on individual default models or the integrating out-techinque described above. The
Wald test of joint equality of the parameters cannot be rejected. Furthermore, both model
estimates predict a similar shape of the weighting function. As Figure D.1 shows, while the
predicted slopes of the weighting function are different, the predicted weights never differ by
more than 10 p.p. and for a large part of the range they differ by less than that.
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Table D.1: Comparing updating parameters for InvestorPrior

(1) (2)

κ -0.175∗ -0.216
(0.096) (0.182)

ϕ 0.866∗∗∗ 1.308∗∗
(0.242) (0.611)

Approach Full information Expectation over mI ,0

Wald test p-value – 0.483
MSE 131.308 192.036
Observations 900 900

Figure D.1: Predicted weights investors put on the narrative in InvestorPrior (by estimation
techinque)

▶ Back to Section 5.5 (Quantifying How Investors Update)
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E Proofs

E.1 Notation

Throughout the proofs, we will use a number of notational shortcuts. Define by

kpre(c)≡
c
∑

t=0

st , fpre(c)≡ c − kpre(c), kpost(c)≡
10
∑

t=c

st , and fpost(c)≡ 10− c − kpost(c)

the numbers of successes and failures in the pre and post period for a given c.
The log likelihood function is equal to

ℓ(m) = kpre(c)ln(θpre) + fpre(c)ln(1− θpre) + kpost(c)ln(θpost) + fpost(c)ln(1− θpost).

E.2 Proof of Proposition 1

We take the first-order condition of the expected utility function specified in Equation (2) with
respect to θA

post;

∂ E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

DO]

∂ θA
post

= g(ℓ(mDO))
∂ ℓ(mDO)
∂ θpost

�

U(θ DO
post ,ϕ)−E[U(θ

I ,0
post ,ϕ)|ℓ(m

DO)< ℓ(mI ,0)]
�

+ G(ℓ(mDO))
∂ U(θ DO

post ,ϕ)

∂ θA
post

+ (1− G(ℓ(mDO)))
∂E[U(θ I ,0

post ,ϕ)|ℓ(m
A)< ℓ(mI ,0)]

∂ θA
post

.

Now, because it is evaluated at the data-optimal model, G(ℓ(mDO)) = 1 and ∂ ℓ(m
DO)

∂ θpost
= 0. There-

fore, the derivative simplifies to

∂ E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

DO]

∂ θA
post

=
∂ U(θ DO

post ,ϕ)

∂ θA
post

,

which is nonzero whenever ϕ ̸= θ DO
post . Whenever this is the case, the advisor has an incentive

to marginally adjust θ DO
post away from the data-optimal value.

E.3 Proof of Proposition 2

Sending a model m′ = (c′,θ ′pre,θ
′
post) ∈M(ℓ̄) yields utility

E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

′] = G(ℓ̄)U(θ ′post ,ϕ) + (1− G(ℓ̄))E[U(θ I ,0
post ,ϕ)|ℓ̄ < ℓ(m

I ,0)].

Note that any alternative model in M(ℓ̄) only changes the value of U(·) in the first term of
the utility function, while the values of all other functions remain fixed, as they only depend
on ℓ̄. Therefore, choosing the model that maximizes utility for a given level of the model
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fit, ℓ̄, is equal to maximizing the utility the advisor receives if the investor adopts the model,
U(θA

post ,ϕ), with respect to θA
post . This in turn is equal to minimizing (ϕ − θA

post)
2.

E.4 Proof of Proposition 3

Denote by ĉ(θpost) and θ̂pre(θpost) the parameter values that maximize the log likelihood func-
tion conditional on θpost . We can then define the conditional log likelihood function as

ℓC(θpost)≡ ℓ((ĉ(θpost), θ̂pre(θpost),θpost)).

Collect models where c, θpre are the conditional likelihood maximizers for a given θpost (i.e.,
all models with (ĉ(θpost), θ̂pre(θpost),θpost)), in a set C.

The proof will proceed by showing and combining a number of claims. The first claim states
that we can always find values of c and θpre that, if combined with any θpost , lead to a message
fit between minus infinity and the value of the conditional log likelihood function evaluated at
θpost . This claim follows from the continuity of the log likelihood function.

Claim 1: For every θpost ∈ [0,1], there are always parameter values c ∈ {2, . . . , 8} and
θpre ∈ [0,1] so that ℓ((c,θpre,θpost)) = ℓ̄, where ℓ̄ ∈ (−∞,ℓC(θpost)]. If ℓ̄ = ℓC(θpost), the
claim directly follows as the model (ĉ(θpost), θ̂pre(θpost),θpost) induces likelihood value ℓ̄. Now
consider ℓ̄ taking on a value on the interior of the interval. We know that

ℓ̄ < ℓ(ĉ(θpost), θ̂pre(θpost),θpost).

Now consider changing θ̂pre to a level t. This will result in the log likelihood taking on value

ℓ((ĉ(θpost), t,θpost)) =kpre(ĉ(θpost))ln(t) + fpre(ĉ(θpost))ln(1− t)

+ kpost(ĉ(θpost))ln(θpost) + fpost(ĉ(θpost))ln(1− θpost).

Observe that if kpre > 0, the limit lim
t→0
ℓ((ĉ(θpost), t,θpost))→−∞ and that if fpre > 0, the limit

lim
t→1
ℓ((ĉ(θpost), t,θpost))→ −∞. As at least one of kpre or fpre is strictly positive, at least one

limit will always diverge. Since ℓ(·) is continuous in t, the intermediate value theorem then
guarantees the existence of at least one value of t so that ℓ((ĉ(θpost), t,θpost)) = ℓ̄.

The second claim builds on Claim 1, showing that, if m∗ is not on the conditional log
likelihood, its θ ∗post has to be equal to ϕ.

Claim 2: Suppose that m∗ /∈ C. Then, θ ∗post = ϕ. Suppose by contradiction that m∗ is not
in C and that θ ∗post ̸= ϕ. Consider permuting θ ∗post by a small value η ∈ {−ϵ,+ϵ} to move it
closer to the advisor’s objective, where ϵ > 0 is a small number. That is, θ ′post = θ

∗
post +η and

(ϕ − θ ′post)
2 < (ϕ − θ ∗post)

2. By Claim 1, we know that a model m′ = (c′,θ ′pre,θ
′
post) exists such
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that ℓ(m′) = ℓ(m∗) as long as θ ∗post /∈ C. By Proposition 2, the advisor prefers message m′ to
message m∗, which contradicts the initial statement.

We proceed with Claim 3 which shows that, if θpost is fixed at ϕ, the advisor will prefer the
message with the higher message fit.

Claim 3: Consider two messages m′ = (c′,θ ′pre,ϕ) and m′′ = (c′′,θ ′′pre,ϕ) and suppose
that ℓ(m′) > ℓ(m′′). The advisor prefers sending m′ over sending m′′. Denote by ∆G

the difference G(ℓ(m′)) − G(ℓ(m′′)). For notational brevity we will also use G′′ ≡ G(ℓ(m′′)),
ℓ′ ≡ ℓ(m′), ℓ′′ ≡ ℓ(m′′), and ℓI ,0 ≡ ℓ(mI ,0). We can then denote the expected utility of the
sender from sending m′ as

E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

′] =(G′′ +∆G)U(ϕ,ϕ) + (1− G′′ −∆G)(E[U(θ I ,0
post ,ϕ)|ℓ

′′ < ℓI ,0]

=G′′U(ϕ,ϕ) + (1− G′′ −∆G)(E[U(θ I ,0
post ,ϕ)|ℓ

′′ < ℓI ,0] +∆GU(ϕ,ϕ)

>G′′U(ϕ,ϕ) + (1− G′′ −∆G)(E[U(θ I ,0
post ,ϕ)|ℓ

′′ < ℓI ,0]

+∆GE[U(θ I ,0
post ,ϕ)|ℓ

I ,0 ∈ (ℓ′′,ℓ′)]

=G′′U(ϕ,ϕ)

+ (1− G′′)×
(1− G′′ −∆G)(E[U(θ I ,0

post ,ϕ)|ℓ
′′ < ℓI ,0] +∆GE[U(θ I ,0

post ,ϕ)|ℓ
I ,0 ∈ (ℓ′′,ℓ′)]

1− G′′

=G′′U(ϕ,ϕ) + (1− G′′)E[U(θ I ,0
post ,ϕ)|ℓ(m

′)< ℓI ,0)] = E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

′′].

The inequality above follows from the fact that the investor’s prior has full support on M, so
that the set of models among which the investor’s default model is if the investor follows mes-
sage m′ but not message m′′ will always include some model with a value θpost < ϕ with
positive likelihood, which implies that U(ϕ,ϕ) > E[U(θ I ,0

post ,ϕ)|ℓ
I ,0 ∈ (ℓ′′,ℓ′)]. Therefore,

E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

′]> E[U(θ I
post ,ϕ)|m

′′], which proves the claim.

Combining claims 2 and 3, the statement of the proposition directly follows.

Claim 4: m∗ ∈ C. By Claim 2, we know that, if the optimal model is not in C, then its θpost-
parameter value is equal to ϕ. However Claim 3 implies that, among all models in M with
θpost = ϕ, the advisor most prefers the model that is also in C, which implies Claim 4.

E.5 Proofs of proposition 4

We will show the statements only for the up-advisor; symmetrical arguments can be made to
also show them for the down-advisor.
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E.5.1 Proof of part (i)

We will show under which conditions a cutoff c′ < cDO can be on the up-advisor’s likelihood
frontier.

We will compare two potential messages m′ = (c′,θ ′pre,θpost) and m′′ = (cDO,θ DO
pre ,θpost). In

message m′, θ ′pre maximizes the likelihood conditional on c′. Therfore, both messages choose
the likelihood maximizer of θpre conditional on c′ or cDO and hold θpost fixed. For simplicity,
we will use θ DO

pre ≡ θ
′′
pre. We will also use the convention that

k′′p ≡ kp(c
DO), f ′′p ≡ fp(c

DO), k′p ≡ kp(c
′), and f ′p ≡ fp(c

′)

and will denote differences in the number of successes in post under the structural change
parameters c′ and cDO by ∆k = k′post − k′′post and ∆ f = f ′post − f ′′post . Define a function that
returns the log likelihood difference between messages m′ and m′′ for a given θpost by

∆ℓ(θpost)≡k′pre ln(θ
′
pre) + f ′pre ln(1− θ

′
pre) + k′post ln(θpost) + f ′post ln(1− θpost)

−
�

k′′pre ln(θ
′′
pre) + f ′′pre ln(1− θ

′′
pre) + k′′post ln(θpost) + f ′′post ln(1− θpost)

�

=∆k(ln(θpost)− ln(θ ′pre)) +∆ f (ln(1− θpost)− ln(1− θ ′pre))

+ k′′pre ln(θ
′
pre) + f ′′1 ln(1− θ ′pre)− [k

′′
pre ln(θ

′′
pre) + f ′′1 ln(1− θ ′′pre)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=κ<0

.

In the proof we will consider under which conditions ∆ℓ(θpost) can be positive. This is a
necessary condition for c′ to be on the likelihood frontier and therefore a necessary condition
for the advisor choosing c′ as part of the optimal message.

Since ℓ is maximal at ℓ(mDO), ∆ℓ(θ DO
post)< 0. The derivative is equal to

∆ℓ′(θpost) =
∆k
θpost
−

∆ f
1− θpost

. (4)

Furthermore, as θpost becomes large,

lim
θpost→1

∆ℓ(θpost) =∆k( lim
θpost→1

ln(θpost)− ln(θ ′pre)) +∆ f ( lim
θpost→1

ln(1− θpost)− ln(1− θ ′pre)) + κ

=−∆kln(θ ′pre) +∆ f ( lim
θpost→1

ln(1− θpost)− ln(1− θ ′pre)) + κ

(5)

and therefore lim
θpost→1

∆ℓ(θpost)→ −∞ if ∆ f > 0 and lim
θpost→1

∆ℓ(θpost)→∞ if ∆ f < 0. If

∆ f = 0, the limit is positive whenever

−∆kln(θ ′pre) + k′′pre ln(θ
′
pre) + f ′′1 ln(1− θ ′pre)− [k

′′
pre ln(θ

DO
pre) + f ′′1 ln(1− θ DO

pre)]> 0

⇒ k′pre ln(θ
′
pre) + f ′1 ln(1− θ ′pre)− [k

′′
pre ln(θ

DO
pre) + f ′′1 ln(1− θ DO

pre)]> 0.
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When does this condition hold? Define a function

g(x)≡ (k′′pre + x)ln

�

k′′pre + x

k′′pre + f ′′pre + x

�

+ f ′′pre ln

�

f ′′pre

k′′pre + f ′′pre + x

�

,

which has a derivative g ′(x) = ln((k′′pre + x)/(k′′pre + f ′′pre + x)) < 0. For ∆ f = 0, the limit
becomes

lim
θpost→1

∆ℓ(θpost) = g(−∆k)− g(0).

Therefore, if ∆ f = 0 the limit as θpost → 1 is positive if ∆k > 0 and negative if ∆k < 0.
If c′ < cDO,∆k,∆ f ≥ 0, with at least one inequality strict. We consider whether∆ℓ(θ ∗post)≥

0 is possible in a number of cases:

Case 1: ∆k > 0, ∆ f = 0. As θpost → 1, ∆ℓ(θpost) > 0 (see Equation (5) and the discussion
afterwards). Furthermore, the derivative in Equation (4) shows that∆ℓ is strictly increasing in
θpost . There is thus one critical value θ C

post > θ
DO
post so that ∆ℓ(θpost)≥ 0 whenever θpost ≥ θ C

post .

Case 2: ∆k = 0, ∆ f > 0. As θpost → 1, ∆ℓ(θpost) < 0 (see Equation (5) and the discussion
afterwards). Furthermore, the derivative in Equation (4) shows that ∆ℓ is strictly decreasing
in θpost . As θ ∗post ≥ θ

DO
post and ∆ℓ(θ

DO
post) < 0, c′ can never be on the likelihood frontier of the

up-advisor.

Case 3: ∆k > 0, ∆ f > 0. As θpost → 1, ∆ℓ(θpost) < 0 (see Equation (5) and the discussion
afterwards). Furthermore, the derivative in Equation (4) shows that ∆ℓ is first increasing and
then decreasing in θpost . The derivative changes its sign exactly once at the point

θ 0
post ≡

∆k
∆k+∆ f

.

Rearranging, we find that

θ 0
post > θ

DO
post ⇐⇒

k′post

1− c′
>

k′′post

1− cDO
.

As θ ∗post ≥ θ
DO
post and∆ℓ(θ

DO
post)< 0, a necessary condition for∆(ℓ(θpost)> 0 is that∆ℓ(θ DO

post)
′ >

0, which is only the case if k′post/(1− c′)> θ DO
post .

In summary, we find that∆ℓ(θ DO
post) can be positive only in cases 1 or 3 and only if k′post/(1−

c′)> θ DO
post .

E.5.2 Proof of part (iii)

We will show under which conditions a cutoff c′ > cDO can be on the up-advisor’s likelihood
frontier.
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If c′ > cDO, then ∆k, ∆ f ≤ 0 with at least one inequality strict. We consider whether
∆ℓ(θpost)≥ 0 is possible in three cases.

Case 1: ∆k < 0, ∆ f = 0. As θpost → 1, ∆ℓ(θpost) < 0 (see Equation (5) and the discussion
afterwards). Furthermore, the derivative in Equation (4) shows that ∆ℓ is strictly decreasing
in θpost . As θ ∗post ≥ θ

DO
post and ∆ℓ(θ

DO
post)< 0, c′ is never on the likelihood frontier.

Case 2: ∆k = 0, ∆ f < 0. As θpost → 1, ∆ℓ(θpost) > 0 (see Equation (5) and the discussion
afterwards). Furthermore, the derivative in Equation (4) shows that∆ℓ is strictly increasing in
θpost . There is thus one critical value θ C

post > θ
DO
post so that ∆ℓ(θpost)≥ 0 whenever θpost ≥ θ C

post .

Case 3: ∆k < 0, ∆ f < 0. As θpost → 1, ∆ℓ(θpost) > 0 (see Equation (5) and the discussion
afterwards). Furthermore, the derivative in Equation (4) shows that ∆ℓ is first decreasing and
then increasing in θpost . There is thus one critical value θ C

post > θ
DO
post so that ∆ℓ(θpost) ≥ 0

whenever θpost ≥ θ C
post .

In summary, we find that c′ can be on the likelihood frontier only if ∆ f < 0.
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F Discussion of the Nash equilibrium

In the following we formally derive equilibria of the cheap talk game that is underlying the
investor-advisor setup.

F.1 Setup

Consider a game between a advisor and a investor. There is an unknown state of the world
θpost ∈ Θ = [0,1]. This state is distributed with full support on Θ according to a commonly
known prior distribution g(θpost). After learning the true state of the world, the advisor sends
a message m ∈ M = [0, 1] to the investor. After hearing the advisor’s message, the investor
makes an assessment θ I

post ∈ A = [0, 1] of the state of the world. Payoffs of both advisor and
investor depend on a scoring rule. The advisor’s utility function is

UA(θ I
post ,ϕ) = 1− (ϕ − θ I

post)
2,

where ϕ varies with the advisor’s type. Its value is equal to θpost if the advisor is aligned.
Such an advisor always gets the maximal payoff if the investor assesses the state of the world
accurately. A misaligned advisor is either upward or downward biased. I.e., the up-advisor has
a ϕ = 1 and the down-advisor has a ϕ = 0. The misaligned advisor thus maximizes her payoff
if the investor makes the maximum or minimum assessment. To summarize, there are three
advisor types ϕ ∈ {0,θpost , 1}. The advisor can be of either type with equal probability.

There is only one type of investor who has utility function

U I(θ I
post ,θ ) = 1− (θpost − θ I

post)
2.

The investor maximizes utility if he makes an accurate assessment.
Remark: relating theory to design; the case of the historical data We can think of the
historical data, jointly with the information that the three parameter values c,θpre,θpost are
uniformly distributed on {2, 8}×[0,1]2 ex-ante, determining the prior belief g(θpost). Formally,
upon seeing the data, the investor can form a Bayesian posterior belief which is equal to

g(θpost) =
8
∑

c=2

∫ 1

0
L((c,θpre,θpost))dθpre

∑8
c=2

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
L((c,θpre,θpost))dθpredθ

. (6)

In the equation above, L((c,θpre,θpost)) = θ
kpre(c)
pre (1 − θpre) fpre(c)θ

kpost (c)
post (1 − θpost) fpost (c) is the

likelihood function, and kp(c), fp(c) denote the number of successes and failures in the pre
and post period for a given structural change parameter value c. We can explicitly solve for the
posterior distribution g by noting that B(k + 1, f + 1) ≡

∫ 1

0
θ k(1− θ ) f dθ is the beta function

and h(θ |k+1, f +1)≡ θ k(1−θ ) f /B(k+1, f +1) is the density function of the beta distribution
with shape parameters k+ 1 and f + 1. Substituting the likelihood terms out of Equation (6),
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Figure F.1: Example of a history and corresponding prior belief over θpost

Historical data Belief distribution over θpost

we find that

g(θpost) =
8
∑

c=2

wch(θpost |kpost(c) + 1, fpost(c) + 1),

where wc ≡
B(kpre(c) + 1, fpre(c) + 1)B(kpost(c) + 1, fpost(c) + 1)
∑8

c′=2 B(kpre(c′) + 1, fpre(c′) + 1)B(kpost(c′) + 1, fpost(c′) + 1)
.

Therefore, the investor’s belief distribution over θpost is a mixture of beta distributions with
expectation E(θpost) ∈ (0, 1). Figure F.1 shows the investor’s belief for an example historical
data set.

F.2 Equilibrium

In the described game, the advisor’s strategy m∗ : {θ , 1} ×Θ → ∆M maps from the advisor’s
type and the state of the world into a probability distribution over messages. The investor’s
strategy θ I∗

post : M →∆A maps the received message into a distribution over assessments.
We are interested in persuasive equilibria of this game. Following Little (2022), a persuasive

equilibrium is an equilibrium in which the investor is sometimes responsive to the advisor’s
message.

Definition 1. A message is persuasive if and only if θ I∗
post(m) ̸= E(θpost). A persuasive equilibrium

is an equilibrium where a persuasive message is sent with strictly positive probability.

The current game has two types of persuasive equilibria.

Proposition 5. There exists a persuasive equilibrium in which the advisor sends one of two mes-
sages m′ and m′′. The equilibrium is characterized by a threshold θ̂ ∈ Θ. The aligned advisor
sends m′ if θpost ≤ θ̂ and m′′ otherwise. The up-advisor always sends m′′ and the down advisor
always sends m′. Upon receiving message m, the investor makes assessment E[θ |m].

Proof. Suppose the described equilibrium exists. The aligned advisor will prefer sending m′

over m′′ if
(θpost − θ I

post(m
′))2 ≤ (θpost − θ I

post(m
′′))2.
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This implies the existence of a unique threshold θ̂ = (θ I
post(m

′) + θ I
post(m

′′))/2 so that the
aligned advisor sends m′ if and only if θpost ≤ θ̂ . The investor’s best response to message m′

then is to play

θ I∗
post(m

′; θ̂ ) = E(θ |m′) = p(θ̂ )E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ ) + (1− p(θ̂ ))E(θ ),

where p(θ̂ ) ≡ G(θ̂ )/(1 + G(θ̂ )) is the probability that the message was sent by the aligned
advisor. Upon receiving m′′, the investor’s best response is

θ I
post(m

′′; θ̂ ) = E(θ |m′′) = q(θ̂ )E(θ |θ > θ̂ ) + (1− q(θ̂ ))E(θ ),

where q(θ̂ ) ≡ (1− G(θ̂ ))/(2− G(θ̂ )) is the probability that the message m′′ was sent by the
aligned advisor. Therefore, in equilibrium,

θ̂ =
1
2

�

θ I∗
post(m

′; θ̂ ) + θ I
post(m

′′; θ̂ )
�

.

Define a function Φ(θ ) ≡ θ − 1/2
�

θ I∗
post(m

′;θ ) + θ I
post(m

′′;θ )
�

. An equilibrium obtains where
Φ(θ̂ ) = 0. Since

Φ(0) = 0−
1
2
[E(θ ) +E(θ )] = −E(θ ) and Φ(1) = 1−

1
2
[E(θ ) +E(θ )] = 1−E(θ )

and as E(θ ) ∈ (0,1), the intermediate value theorem tells us that at least one equilibrium
exists.

Proposition 6. There exists a persuasive equilibrium which is characterized by two unique thresh-
olds θ̂ L and θ̂H , with θ̂ L < E(θpost)< θ̂H . The up-advisor always sends θ̂H

post and the down-advisor
always sends θ̂ L

post . The aligned advisor sends θ̂H if θpost ≥ θ̂H and sends θ̂ L if θpost ≤ θ̂ L. If
θpost ∈ (θ̂ L, θ̂H), the aligned advisor sends θpost . Upon receiving any message m ∈ [θ̂ L, θ̂H] the
investor’s assessment is m. Upon receiving a message m /∈ [θ̂ L, θ̂H], the investor’s assessment is
E(θpost).

Proof. Given the investor’s strategy, it is optimal for both types of misaligned advisors to send
the message which induces the lowest or highest possible assessment. The aligned advisor’s
strategy is also optimal: it induces the true assessment whenever the true state is between both
thresholds and conditional on the true state not being between both thresholds, it is optimal
for the aligned advisor to send the message which induces the lowest or highest assessment.
As messages only fall within both thresholds if they are equal to the true state, it is optimal for
the investor to adopt them. Upon receiving message θ̂ L, the investor’s optimal response is

θ I∗L
post(θ̂

L) = E(θpost |θ̂ L) = p(θ̂ L)E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ L) + (1− p(θ̂ L))E(θ ),

where p(θ̂H)≡ G(θ̂H)/(1+G(θ̂H)) is the probability that the message was sent by the aligned
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advisor. This function maps from Θ into Θ and therefore must have at least one fixed point
θ I∗L

post(θ̂
L) = θ̂ L. Since 0 < θ I∗L

post(0) = E(θpost) = θ I∗L
post(1) < 1, the fixed point must be interior.

To see that the fixed point is unique, take the derivative

θ I∗L′
post (θ̂ ) = p′(θ̂ )[E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )−E(θ )] + p(θ̂ )

∂E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )
∂ θ̂

.

Noting that

∂E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )
∂ θ̂

=
g(θ̂ )

G(θ̂ )

�

θ̂ −E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )
�

and p′(θ̂ ) = −(1− p(θ̂ ))2G(θ̂ )

we can plug in an rearrange to arrive at

θ I∗L′
post (θ̂ ) = g(θ̂ )(1− p(θ̂ )

�

θ̂ −E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )− (1− p(θ̂ ))(E(θ )−E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ ))
�

.

It is straightforward to verify that θ I∗L′
post (0) < 0 and θ I∗L′

post (1) > 0. The second bracket term,
(1− p(θ̂ ))(E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )−E(θ )), is decreasing in θ̂ while the first bracket term, θ̂ −E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ ),
increases if ∂E(θ |θ≤θ̂ )

∂ θ̂
< 1. This is the case, as g(θ ) is a mixture distribution of different beta

distributions: For a mixture distribution where the conditional expectations of the individual
components are E1(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ ), E2(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ ), . . ., and where the density functions are weighted
by w1, w2, . . . we have

E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ ) =
∑

i

wiEi(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )⇒
∂E(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )

∂ θ̂
=
∑

i

wi
∂Ei(θ |θ ≤ θ̂ )

∂ θ̂
.

As the beta distribution belongs to the family of log-concave distributions, ∂Ei(θ |θ≤θ̂ )
∂ θ̂

< 1,⁵2

which implies ∂E(θ |θ≤θ̂ )
∂ θ̂

< 1. Therefore, θ I∗′
post(θ̂ ) switches its sign only once from negative to

positive, i.e., it is quasiconvex. This implies the existence of a unique fixed point θ̂ L < E(θpost).
Similarly, when receiving message θ̂ L, the investor’s optimal response is

θ I∗H
post(θ̂

H) = E(θpost |θ̂H) = q(θ̂H)E(θ |θ ≥ θ̂H) + (1− q(θ̂H))E(θ ),

q(θ̂ ) ≡ (1− G(θ̂ ))/(2− G(θ̂ )) is the probability that the message m′′ was sent by the aligned
advisor. For this function, 0 < θ I∗H

post(0) = E(θpost) = θ I∗H
post(1) < 1, suggesting that at least one

critical threshold exists. Analogous steps as we have taken before show that θ I∗H ′
post (0) > 0 and

θ I∗H ′
post (1) < 0 and that θ I∗H

post(θ̂ ) is quasiconcave. These properties ensure a unique fixed point
θ̂H > E(θpost).

Among the two persuasive equilibria the second is more informative. It restricts influential
communication to an interval around the investor’s prior expectation. As the utilities of the mis-

⁵2See, e.g., Lemma 1 in Harbaugh & Rasmusen (2018).
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aligned advisors are state-independent, they will always send the messages at the boundaries
of the interval.

Remark: uniqueness. The second equilibrium is essentially unique: For any historical data
set the thresholds which determine the bounds of the interval are unique. Therefore, every equi-
librium of the second type leads to the same economic allocations. However, different strategies
can typically support the same equilibrium allocations. First, there is the off-equilibrium threat
about the action that the investor will take when hearing a message outside the interval. Any
off-equilibrium action that is between both thresholds supports the described equilibrium. Sec-
ond, in the experiment the advisor’s message space is actually larger as it also comprises of
θpre and c. These parameters are payoff-irrelevant for all agents and therefore no persuasive
communication about them will be possible. However, they might matter as off-equilibrium
threats. For example, the investor might have the strategy to only adopt a message if θA

post is
on the inside of the interval and cA and θA

pre maximize the likelihood function conditional on
θA

post . Then there is an equilibrium where advisors always send these conditional likelihood
maximizers in their message. However, in the cheap talk game this is a matter of equilibrium
selection as off path threats can rationalize any strategy advisors might have over the addi-
tional message components. No matter how agents select among the different equilibria, the
resulting allocations remain identical.

Remark: second-order uncertainty about advisor type. In the experiment, the advisor is
told that the investor “may or may not” know the advisor’s type. Therefore, the advisor knows
that there are two possible worlds. In world one, the investor knows the advisor’s type. A
misaligned advisor knows that the investor will not follow the message in this world because,
as the misaligned advisor’s preferences are state-independent, there is no persuasive equilib-
rium. We described persuasive equilibria in the world two where the investor does not know
the advisor’s incentives. Suppose that agents here play the second equilibrium. If the mis-
aligned advisor now has to settle for a message strategy that can potentially be useful in both
possible worlds, it is optimal for to follow the strategy described before. In the worst case the
investor will never follow the advisor’s message (world one). In the best case (world two) the
investor will follow it and given the investor’s strategy in the described equilibrium there is no
better message that the misaligned advisor can send. Therefore, adding the uncertainty about
the investor’s beliefs about the advisor does not change the misaligned advisor’s behavior in
equilibrium. Similarly, the investor’s strategy when he knows that he is matched to an aligned
advisor remains a best reply to the aligned advisor’s strategy in the equilibrium described be-
fore. Conversely, the aligned advisor has no incentive to deviate from her equilibrium strategy
once we introduce second-order uncertainty about types.
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G Instructions for the investor in Baseline
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